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What do I need to do to be able to bid in this sale LIVE at StampAuctionNetwork?
If you are already a StampAuctionNetwork bidder or account holder:
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2.
3.
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If you have already been approved by Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions at
StampAuctionNetwork (not at the Daniel F. Kelleher website) you are ready to go.
If you have not added Daniel F. Kelleher to your list of companies to bid with you will
need to go and update your registration page after logging in at:
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/Edit ureg.cfm, select that company from the
choices under International Auctions and press the Update Registration button to
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http://stampauctionnetwork.com/Register.cfm.
Make sure that you select Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions from the choices and press the
Submit Registration button to submit. This will send your request to the auction house
and you will need to wait till they approve your request before you can bid so do not wait
till the day of the auction.
If you press the Submit Registration button before selecting Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions
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Bidding Increments:

Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
Up to $200 to $500; increase by $25
Over $200 to $500; increase by $25

Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000

Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50
Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100

Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by 5,000
Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer.

Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250

Recommended Auction Agents
Frank Mandel
P.O. Box 157
New York, NY 10014
Tel: 212-675-0819
Fax: 212-366-6462
busybird1@me.com

Purser and Associates
PO Box 369
Bronxville, NY 10708
Tel: 857-928-5140
Fax: 781-658-2567
info@pursers.com

Lorenz Kirchheim GBR
Op de Höh 21
D - 22395 Hamburg
D - 22395 Hamburg
Tel: 040-645-322-41
lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de

Charles E. Cwiakala
1527 S. Fairview Avenue
Park Ridge, IL 60068-5211
Tel./Fax: 847-823-8747
CECwiakala@aol.com

Bid Live at either
www.StampAuctionNetwork.com
www.PhilaSearch.com
Or call us for phone bidding at
203-830-2500
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Mint Never Hinged
Mint with Gum
Unused, No Gum/Regummed
Reprint
Proof
Original gum

Symbols Used
Cover
Used
Specimen
Essay
▲ Piece
Block
*
❍
S
E

NYFM
TC
SL
MS

New York Foreign Mail
Trial Color Proof
Straight Line
Manuscript

Grading and Condition
Superb
Extremely Fine
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF)
Fine
Very Good (VG)

Ext
Outstanding and exceptional quality
Stamp and/or cover in sound condition; if a stamp, it is less well-centered than Very Fine but better
centered than Fine.
Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the perforations clear of the design; the designs of
imp
Imperfect centering (stamps) or poor general appearance.

Covers & Cancels

covers and are not always described and are therefore not grounds for return.
Catalog Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalog values (2020 edition) are quoted in U.S. dollars and rounded to the
Collection Lots and Condition
Please note that ALL collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and are therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been
made to provide an accurate description, and images for most are available on our website. Most collection lots will contain stamps/
covers with varying degrees of imperfections/faults. We strongly suggest that lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.
Please also note that late payment for purchases may, at Daniel F. Kelleher’s option, be considered just cause to revoke all return
privileges.
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Session 1
Sale 740
Tuesday June 9, 2020
Beginning at 10. A.M.
At our offices in Danbury, CT
Lots 1- 551
The Tidewater Collection of US Essays,
Proofs and Trial Color Proofs
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SPORTS: BaseBall Cards - Collections

SPORTS
BASEBALL CARDS

1

2

1

Miller Huggins, St. Louis Nationals, 1911, Sporting Life card measuring approximately 38 x 67 mm; handtinted and showing the future Hall of Famer in his second year with St. Louis, with PSA tag noting “1911 M116”
and “Evid Trim”, Very Fine, acrylic display case included.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2

Stan Musial, St. Louis Cardinals, 1948, Bowman Gum card (“Ask for Blony Bubble Gum”!), in PSA
encapsulation; black-and-white photo of the young player, who had already won two MVP awards and played
in three All-Star Games, Very Good to Excellent 4.
Estimate $600 - 800

ESSAYS, PROOFS AND TRIAL COLORS
COLLECTION
3 P

6

1861 to 1893, Proof Set Investment Grade Blue Chip Holding, (63P4//245P4), comprising of hand-selected
better quality, these were put away over the last several decades, the quality is far above and beyond and
this is an excellent opportunity to purchase a large block of these desirable sets. Included are: 1861 : 63P472P4 (26 sets); 1869 Pictorials : 112P3-122P3 (6 sets); 112P4-12P$ (14 sets); Banknotes : 156-166P4 (20
sets); 1893 Columbian Exposition : 230P3-245P3 (4 sets); 230P4-245P4 (22 sets), generally Very Fine
to Extremely Fine, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to own a quantity of these iconic sets. Scott $132,390
(photo on website).
Estimate $50,000 - 75,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Postmaster Provisionals

POSTMASTERS’ PROVISIONALS
ESSAYS

4

5

4 E

New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in ultramarine, (9X1-E1a), die on India,
measuring 74mm x 133mm, very bright and fresh, Choice Extremely Fine. Scott $450. Brazer 9X1Ea.

Estimate $600 - 800

5 E

New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in scarlet, (9X1-E1a), die on India, measuring
72mm x 125mm, very bright and fresh; small tape stain at bottom left in margin of card, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $450. Brazer 9X1Ea.
Estimate $500 - 750

6 E

New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in orange, (9X1-E1a), die on India,
measuring 58mm x 109mm, hinge remnants, very bright and fresh, Very Fine. Scott $450. Brazer 9X1Ea.

Estimate $500 - 750

7 E

New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in deep green, (9X1-E1a), die on India,
measuring 57mm x 109mm, hinge remnants, pencil notes, very fresh and attractive, Choice Extremely Fine.
Scott $450. Brazer 9X1Ea.
Estimate $500 - 750

6

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Postmaster Provisionals

8

9

10

8 E

New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in green, (9X1-E1a), die on India, measuring
58mm x 110mm, hinge remnants, very fresh and attractive, Choice Extremely Fine. Scott $450. Brazer 9X1Ea.

Estimate $500 - 750

9 E

New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in brown, (9X1-E1a), die on India, measuring
56mm x 108mm, hinge remnants, pencil notes, very scarce postmaster provisional essay, Choice Extremely
Fine. Scott $450. Brazer 9X1Ea.
Estimate $500 - 750

10 E

New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in black, (9X1-E1a), die on India, measuring
64mm x 122mm, hinge remnants, pencil notes, very scarce postmaster provisional essay; a little light foxing on
face, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $450. Brazer 9X1Ea.
Estimate $400 - 600

11 E

New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in black, (9X1-E1a), die on India, measuring
56mm x 108mm, hinge remnants, very scarce postmaster provisional essay; a little light soiling on card, Very
Fine. Scott $450. Brazer 9X1Ea.
Estimate $400 - 600

12 E

New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in brown, (9X1-E1a), die on India, measuring
58mm x 110mm, hinge remnants, very scarce postmaster provisional essay; some light foxing on face, Very
Fine. Scott $450. Brazer 9X1Ea.
Estimate $350 - 500

8

11

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Postmaster Provisionals

PROOFS

13

14

13 P

New York, N.Y., 5¢ black, small die proof, (9X1P2c), with dot in “P” of “POST” and scar on neck, gorgeous
impression; shallow thins, Very Fine centering. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

14 P

New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on white bond paper, (9X1P5a), Extremely Fine. Scott $175. Estimate $200 - 300

TRIAL COLORS

15

16

15 P

New York, N.Y., 5¢ orange vermilion, trial color large die proof on thin glazed card, (9X1TC1df), with dot
in “P” of “POST” and scar on neck, gorgeous color; a couple small thins and tiny tone spot at top, Very Fine.
Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

16 P

New York, N.Y., 5¢ orange vermilion, trial color large die proof on thin glazed card, (9X1TC1df), with dot
in “P” of “POST” and scar on neck, measuring 65mm x 75mm, hinge remnants; a few small thins on edges,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Postmaster Provisionals

17

18

17 P

New York, N.Y., 5¢ violet black, trial color large die proof on thin glazed card, (9X1TC1d var), with dot in
“P” of “POST” and scar on neck, measuring 65mm x 75mm, Scott unlisted shade, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

18 P

New York, N.Y., 5¢ brown black, trial color large die proof on thin glazed card, (9X1TC1dg), with dot in “P”
of “POST” and scar on neck, measuring 65mm x 75mm; a few small thins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$450.
Estimate $400 - 600

19 P

New York, N.Y., 5¢ deep blue, all four shades of trial color plate proof on bond, (9X1TC5a-9X1TC5d),
difficult to find so many shades in one place, overall Very Fine, grossly undervalued in the catalog. Scott $800.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

20 P

Providence, R.I., 5¢ gray blue, trial color plate proof on thick card, (10X1TC4a), large bottom right corner
margin single, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $250 - 350

10

EX 19

20
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Postmaster Provisionals

21

21 P

Providence, R.I., 5¢ gray blue, trial color plate proof on thick card, (10X1TC4a), large right margin single,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $250 - 350

22 P

Providence, R.I., 5¢ gray blue, trial color plate proof on thick card, (10X1TC4a), bottom margin vertical
pair, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

23 P

Providence, R.I., 5¢ gray blue, trial color plate proof on thick card, (10X1TC4a), left margin vertical strip
of 4, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

22
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS:: Postmaster Provisionals - 1847 Issue

24

24 Pa

Providence, R.I., 5¢ brown carmine, trial color plate proof on card, (10X1TC4c), block of 4,
bottom two stamps are exceptionally well centered; card is slightly shaved down, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $500 - 750

1847 ISSUE
PROOFS

25

26

25 P

10¢ black, large die proof on yellowish bond paper with cross-hatching, (2P1b), measuring
31mm x 41mm, with cross hatching around proof, extremely rare, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,250.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

26 P

10¢ black, large die proof on blue green bond paper with cross-hatching, (2P1b), measuring 39mm x
52mm, with cross hatching around proof, extremely rare, Very Fine. Scott $1,250. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

27 P

10¢ black, plate proof on India, (2P3), massive margins all around, Extremely Fine. Scott $900.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

28 P

10¢ black, plate proof on India, with red “Specimen.” overprint, (2P3S), mounted on card, hinge remnant,
pencil note, bold jet black color; repaired diagonal tear and tiny scuff at bottom, Extremely Fine centering. Scott
$900.
Estimate $400 - 600

12
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1847 Issue

29 P

29

10¢ black, Reproduction, small die proof, (4P2), exceptionally fresh; tiny production knick at top right,
Extremely Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

TRIAL COLORS

30

31

32

30 P

5¢ deep ultramarine, trial color large die proof on thin glazed card, (1TC1de), measures 56mm x
69mm, hinge remnants, pencil notes, gorgeous color; a few small hinge thins, Very Fine. Scott $850.

Estimate $500 - 750

31 P

5¢ and 10¢ black, trial color and plate proofs on India, each mounted on card, (1TC2i,
2P3), hinge remnants, attractive set; tiny scuff at top of 10¢, Extremely Fine centering. Scott $1,575.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

32 P

5¢ red brown, small die proof on wove, (1TCP2var.), Extremely Fine.

33 P

5¢ and 10¢ deep blue, trial color small die proof on India, (1TC2b, 2TC2b), gorgeous blue color and sharp
impression; a few small thins, Very Fine. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $600 - 800

34 P

5¢ and 10¢ rose lake, trial color small die proof on India, (1TC2g, 2TC2f), hinge remnants, gorgeous color;
several faults, Very Fine centering. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

33
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1847 Issue - 1851 Issue

35

36

37

35 P

5¢ and 10¢ deep blue, trial color small die proof on India, (1TC2b, 2TC2b), hinge remnants,
gorgeous blue color; a few small tears on 5¢ and light crease on left margin of 10¢, Very Fine.
Scott $1,300.
Estimate $400 - 600

36 P

5¢ and 10¢ blue green, trial color small die proof on bond, (1TC2d, 2TC2c), Extremely Fine. Scott $1,225.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500


37 P

5¢ red brown and 10¢ orange, trial color plate proof on India, (1P3, 2TC3a), lovely appearance; a few light
thins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine centering. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

38 P

5¢ black, trial color plate proof on India, (1TC3b), each stamp with red specimen overprint, positions 89 90R, right stamp with type B double transfer, razor sharp impression and clean jet black color; right stamp with
two small creases at top right, one ending in small tear, three ample margins to touching along top, overall
F.-V.F.; with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

39 P

10¢ golden brown, trial color large die proof on bond with cross-hatching, (2TC1bj), measuring 35mm x
41mm, with cross hatching around proof, extremely rare, Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800

40 P

10¢ deep brown, trial color plate proof on India, with black “Specimen.” overprint, (2TC3b), mounted on
card, gorgeous color and impression, Extremely Fine centering. Scott $600.
Estimate $600 - 800

38

39

40

1851 ISSUE
ESSAYS

41

41 E

14

3¢ Franklin essay, by Gavit & Co., in black, (11-E3g), die on Francis Patent experimental paper,
die on India, measuring 34mm x 32mm, trial cancel trimmed off, paper adherences, Very Fine.
Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1851 Issue

42

43

44

42 E

3¢ Washington essay, by Gavit & Co., in cool black, (11-E4e), die on proof paper, measuring 46mm x
57mm, sharp impression; small hinge thins in corners, Very Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

43 E

3¢ Washington essay, by Gavit & Co., in blue, (11-E4e), die on proof paper, measuring 46mm x 57mm,
sharp impression; small hinge thins in corners, Very Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350

44 E

3¢ Washington essay, by Draper, Welsh & Co., in black, (11-E8c), die on ivory glazed paper, measuring
44mm x 52mm, sharp impression, Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $600 - 800

45 E

3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in green, (11-E13a), die on India, measuring 66mm x
70mm, sharp impression, Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $600 - 800

45

PROOFS

46 P

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1857 Issue

47

48

47 P

10¢ green, type I, large die proof on India, (13P1), rare type I proof; cut to shape, F.-V.F.; with 2012 P.F.
certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

48 P

12¢ black, large die proof on India, (17P1), extremely rare; reduced black die proof on india, Very Fine
centering; with 1963 P.F. certificate and 1979 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $12,500.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

49 P

5¢, trial color plate proof on wove in deep orange, olive green and rose brown, (12TC5b, 12TC5f and
12TC5g), Very Fine; deep orange with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

50 P

5¢ deep red brown, trial color plate proof on wove, (12TC5c), gummed so as to appear as an unused og
#12, Very Fine; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

51 P

10¢ black, type I, trial color large die proof on India, (13TC1ae), very rare; cut to shape with small creases,
Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

EX 49

50

51

1857 ISSUE
PROOFS

52

53

52 P

1¢ blue, type V, plate proof on India, (24P3), Very Fine. Scott $1,250.

53 P

1¢ blue, type V, plate proof on India, (24P3), bright and fresh, Very Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

16
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1857 Issue

54

55

54 P

3¢ red, type II, plate proof on India, (26P3), horizontal pair, gorgeous rich color; light hinge thin at top, F.-V.F.
Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

55 Pa

5¢ orange brown, type II, plate proof on India, (30P3), block of 4, gorgeous rich color; minor natural printing
specks between stamps, Very Fine to Extremely Fine centering. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

56 P

10¢ green, type V, plate proof on India, (35P3), Extremely Fine. Scott $1,250.

57 P

10¢ green, type V, plate proof on India, (35P3), horizontal pair, beautiful color and crisp white paper; tiny
thin on left stamp and light natural paper wrinkle on right stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1989 P.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
certificate. Scott $2,500.

58 P

12¢ black, plate I, plate proof on India, (36P3), rare Scott unlisted variety, Very Fine; with 1980 P.F. certificate.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

59 P

12¢ black, plate III, plate proof on India, (36BP3), Extremely Fine; with 1991 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

60 P

12¢ black, plate III, proof on stamp paper, (36BP5), listed, but priced with dash in Scott, extremely rare, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

56

58
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1851 Issue

61

62

63

61 P

24¢ lilac, plate proof on India, (37P3), top margin single, Very Fine; with 1981 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

62 P

24¢ gray lilac, imperf proof on stamp paper, (37P5), Extremely Fine. Scott $1,500.
$1,500 - 2,000

63 P

24¢ gray lilac, imperf proof on stamp paper, (37P5), top margin single, well centered (even without top
margin); horizontal crease ending in tear at top above stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

64 P

30¢ orange, large die proof on India, (38P1), measuring 57mm x 55mm, extremely rare, only listed with a
dash in Scott, Very Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

65 P

30¢ orange, large die proof on India, (38P1), measuring 43mm x 45mm, extremely rare, only listed with a
dash in Scott, Very Fine; with 1976 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

66 P

30¢ orange, large die proof on India, (38P1), measuring 52mm x 41mm, extremely rare, only listed with a
dash in Scott; a little light staining, Very Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

67 P

30¢ orange, small die proof, (38P2), Scott value listed as dash, bright and fresh, Very Fine, unpriced in the
catalog, ; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

68 P

30¢ orange, plate proof on India, (38P3), Choice Extremely Fine. Scott $1,250.

69 P

30¢ orange, plate proof on India, (38P3), bright and fresh color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F.
certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

18
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1851 Issue

70

71

72

73

74

70 P

90¢ blue, imperf proof on stamp paper, (39P5), Very Fine, ex Finkelberg. Scott $4,500.

Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

71 P

1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, small die proofs, (40P2-47P2), each neatly mounted on original grayish album
cardboard, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

72 P

1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on India, (40P3-47P3), very fresh, overall Very Fine. Scott $790.

Estimate $600 - 800

73 P

1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on India, (40P3-47P3), very fresh; a couple with tiny paper flaws,
but, overall Very Fine. Scott $790.
Estimate $500 - 750

74 P

1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on card, (40P4-47P4), a lovely, fresh set; one or two margins close
but still clear, F.-V.F. Scott $580.
Estimate $400 - 600

75 P

1¢ bright blue, Reprint, imperf proof on stamp paper, (40P5), Choice Extremely Fine. Scott $750.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

76 P

1¢ bright blue, Reprint, imperf proof on stamp paper, (40P5), rare, Very Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate.
Scott $750.
Estimate $600 - 800

77 P

1¢ bright blue, Reprint, imperf proof on stamp paper, (40P5), pair, gum applied, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

78 Pa

5¢ orange brown, Reprint, plate proof on India, (42P3), block of 4, india mounted on card, pristine, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750

75
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1851 Issue

79

79 Pa

5¢ orange brown, Reprint, plate proof on India, (42P3), block of 8 with left margin imprint, extremely rare,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100 as 2 blocks.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

80 P

10¢ blue green, Reprint, small die proof, (43P2-46P2), each neatly mounted on original grayish album
cardboard; a little light oxidation on 30¢, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

81 Pa

30¢ yellow orange, Reprint, plate proof on India, (46P3), block of 4, very bright color, Very Fine. Scott $550.

Estimate $400 - 600

20
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1851 Issue

TRIAL COLORS

EX 82

82 P

5¢, trial color plate proof on wove in all seven known colors except for black, (12TC5a-12TC5g), a lovely
and attractive rainbow of various known trial color shades; small thin on deep red brown shade, Very Fine.
Scott $3,300.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

83 P

30¢ black, trial color large die proof on India, (38TC1ae), mounted on card, Extremely Fine and rare. Scott
$5,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

84 P

30¢ black, trial color large die proof on India, (38TC1ae), measuring 41mm x 53mm, very scarce; a few
small hinge thins in margins, Very Fine. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

85 P

30¢ dark rose, trial color large die proof on India, (38TC1var), Extremely Fine. Scott $5,000.

Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

86 P

30¢ black, trial color small die proof, (38TC2b), well centered, bright and fresh, Very Fine.
Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

87 P

30¢ black, trial color plate proof on India, (38TC3a), with perfs added on all sides, Very Fine. Scott $1,400.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

83

85
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1851 Issue

88

89

88 P

30¢ black, trial color plate proof on India, (38TC3a), Very Fine. Scott $1,400.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

89 P

30¢ black, trial color plate proof on India, (38TC3a), Very Fine. Scott $1,400.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

90 Pa

30¢ black, trial color plate proof on India, (38TC3a), block of 4; small thin on top right stamp, most usual on
these fragile paper multiples, Very Fine to Extremely Fine centering. Scott $9,000. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

91 P

90¢ rose lake, trial color plate proof on wove, (39TC5a), single with straddle like at left, Very Fine. Scott
$625.
Estimate $500 - 750

92 P

1¢-90¢ scarlet, Reprint, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (40TC4b-47TC4b), difficult Altlanta set to
find complete in single shade; small thin on 30¢, Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800

93 P

1¢-90¢ blue, Reprint, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (40TC4c-47TC4c), difficult Altlanta set to find
complete in single shade, Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800

94 P

1¢-90¢ blue, Reprint, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (40TC4c-47TC4c), difficult Altlanta set to find
complete in single shade, pristine, Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800

95 P

1¢-90¢ green, Reprint, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (40TC4d-47TC4d), difficult Altlanta set to
find complete in single shade; tiny thin on 90¢, Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800

22
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1861 - 1868 Issues

1861-1868 ISSUES
ESSAYS

96

97

98

96 E

1¢ Franklin essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in black on brown toned paper, (63-E9a), completed
engraved design, die on India, cut to shape, scarce essay to find so attractive; light crease at bottom, Very Fine.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

97 E

1¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in black, (63-E11a), die essay on india, formerly 55TC1, sharp
impression; small corner crease at top right, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott
$4,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

98 E

3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in pink, (65-E14), die on India, lovely color example of the
similar number 64 pink shade; tiny 1mm tear at bottom, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $1,250.

Estimate $600 - 800

99 E a

3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in scarlet, (65-E15f), complete design, plate on India, formerly
56TCP3, bottom margin block of 8 with part imprint, india mounted on card, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
$2,800.

100 E

3¢ brown rose, First Design, (56), complete design, plate on semi-transparent stamp paper, perf’d and
gummed, presently listed as 65-E15h, o.g., lightly hinged, deep shade, scarce, exceptional balanced margins;
slight oxidation, Extremely Fine to Superb, Ex-Lexington; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate as 65-E15h and 1978 P.F.
certificate as 56. Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750

99
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1861 - 1868 Issues

101

102

101 E

3¢ brown rose, First Design, (56), complete design, plate on semi-transparent stamp paper, perf’d and
gummed, presently listed as 65-E15h, o.g., lightly hinged, deep rich color, fresh and scarce, excellent example;
light corner crease, Very Fine for this; with 1959 P.F. certificate as #56. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

102 E

3¢ brown rose, First Design essay, (65-E15h), complete design, plate on semi-transparent stamp paper,
perforated and gummed, o.g., fresh and quite well centered, F.-V.F.; with a 1988 P.F. certificate as former Scott
56. Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350

103 E

30¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in black, (71-E2a), on India, die sunk in card (formerly No. 61TC1),
measures 52mm x 62mm, hinge remnant and pencil notes, striking impression, Choice Extremely Fine. Scott
$1,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

104 E

30¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in black, (71-E2a), on India, die sunk in card (formerly No. 61TC1),
slightly reduced, measures 39mm x 46mm, striking impression, Very Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,750.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

105 E

90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in 13 different shades, (72-E1a), vignette only, die
on proof paper, measurements ranging roughly from 55mm x 55mm to 69mm x 66mm, only missing gray olive,
light green, dark blue and ultramarine, very rare in such a large group of different shades; a few small thins or
paper inperfections as you typically see on this brittle paper, Very Fine. Scott $1,300. Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

24
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1861 - 1868 Issues

EX 106

EX 107

106 E

90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., complete set of six shades, (72-E5e), complete
design, die on ivory colored card, green, blue, carmine and orange brown measuring roughly 74mm x 74mm
x 74mm, violet and dismal brown measuring roughly 57mm x 64mm, extremely rare complete set of different
cards; small thin on carmine card, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

107 E

90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in all three shades, (72-E5f), complete design, die
on green bond, dark carmine, red brown and green, each measuring roughly 65mm x 65mm, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; red brown and green with 1988 P.F. certificates. Scott $675.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

108 E

90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in all five shades, (72-E5j), complete design, die on
bond, Walls of Troy watermark, each measuring roughly over 60mm x 60mm, extremely rare, especially in full
set of shades, Extremely Fine and choice. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

109 E

90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in three different shades, (72-E5k), complete design,
die on pink pelure, in red, violet and green, each measuring roughly 64mm x 64mm, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; red and violet with 1988 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

EX 108
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1861 - 1868 Issues

110

111

110 E

90¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in blue, (72-E7e), complete design, plate on India, horizontal pair,
Choice Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

111 Ea

90¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in blue, (72-E7e), complete design, plate on India, block of 4
(formerly No. 62P3), extremely rare; shallow thins on top two, as is often the case with this fragile india paper,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

112 E

90¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in blue, (72-E6), incomplete design, die on India,
measures 54mm x 62mm, notation “no. 13” at lower left, hinge remnants, Extremely Fine and rare.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

113 E

90¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in blue, (72-E7g), complete design, plate on stamp paper (formerly
62aP4), single, not listed as single, value for gummed pair is $5,500, unused without gum, Very Fine, ex
-Finkleberg Lot 1219. Scott $2,750 as single.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

114 E

90¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in blue, (72-E7g), complete design, plate on stamp paper (formerly
62aP4), single, unused without gum, beautiful example; light crease along bottom, Very Fine; with 1963 P.F.
certificate. Scott $2,750 as single.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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115

115 E

90¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in blue, (72-E7g), complete design, plate on stamp paper (formerly
62aP4), pair, unused without gum, only 2-3 are thought to exist; light horizontal crease, Very Fine; with 1967
P.F. certificate. Scott $5,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

116 E

10¢ Liberty essay, in black, (79-E30), die on thick wove paper, Scott unlisted essay, similar to 79-E30d, but of
slightly different design with different vignette and frame, measures 37mm x 47mm, hinge remnants, extremely
Estimate $500 - 750
rare; small thin, tiny tear at left and light bends, Very Fine.

117 E

10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, in dark carmine, (79-E10c var), die on thick paper, double or second
“kiss” impression, gummed, traces of o.g., extremely rare; crease at right, Very Fine, most unusual.
Scott $200.
Estimate $400 - 600

118 E

N.B.N.C. grill essay, allover grill of small squares, points up, on 3¢ rose, perforated and gummed, (79E15b), very rare sound, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, excellent spacefille for a rare stamp, ; with 2008 A.P.S.
certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $300 - 400

119 Ea

N.B.N.C. grill essay, allover grill of small squares, points up, on 3¢ black, perforated and gummed, (79E15b), block of 4, full o.g., bottom stamps never hinged, extremely rare; light horizontal creases and a couple
shorter perfs on top of upper right stamp, overall Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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120

121

120 E

3¢ Liberty essay, in black, (79-E30d), complete design, on stiff yellowish wove paper, measures
49mm x 56mm, hinge remnants, very rare and exceptionally fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $750.
Estimate $600 - 800

121 E

3¢ rose, A. grill, (79-E), bottom right margin pair, interesting essay, with left stamp, completely grilled and right
stamp half grilled, with manuscript X on left stamp and uncancelled on right stamp, small part o.g., extremely
rare and possibly unique experimental essay; unusually complete perfs except for one stray perf at left (as you
usually see on all over grill issues), natural straight edge at right and light corner crease at left, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, an exhibition showpiece. 
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

122 E

5¢ bicolor essay, in black, (79-E35e), vignette only, on white glazed paper, measures 41mm x 42mm; light
thin in upper left margin, Very Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

123 E

5¢ bicolor essay, in blue, (79-E35e), vignette only, on white glazed paper, measures 41mm x 42mm; light thin
in upper right margin, Very Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

122

123

PROOFS

EX 124

124 P

28

Roosevelt trial color small die proof group of six values, (63P2, 66TC2, 68P2, 71P2, 76P2, 78P2), bright
and fresh, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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EX 125

125 P

1861, complete set of Roosevelt small die proofs, (56P2//78P2), 56P2, 63P2, 68P2, 69P2, 71P2, 72P2,
74TC2, 76P2, 77P2 and 78P2, each proof mounted on grayish cardboard from original album pages, Very
Fine. Scott $2,650.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

126 P

1¢ blue, plate proof on card, (63P4//78P4), 63P4, 68P4, 69P4, 70P4, 71P4, 72P4, 73P4a, 74TC4, 76P4,
77P4 and 78P4, exceptional centering and freshness; a few shallow thins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$1,035.
Estimate $500 - 750

127 P

1¢ blue, plate proof on card, (63P4//78P4), 63P4, 68P4, 69P4, 70P4, 71P4, 72P4, 73P4a, 74TC4, 76P4,
77P4 and 78P4, also contains original envelope, exceptional centering and freshness, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $1,035.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

128 P

1¢ blue, plate proof on card, (63P4//78P4), 63P4, 68P4, 69P4, 70P4, 71P4, 72P4, 73P4a, 74TC4, 76P4,
77P4 and 78P4, exceptional centering and freshness, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,035.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

129 P

3¢ pink, large die proof, (64P1), on india, with blue Specimen overprint, measuring 42mm x 50mm, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

130 P

3¢ rose, small die proof, (65P2), complete design, small die on white wove, listed by a dash in the catalog,
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

EX 126
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131

132

131 P

10¢ orange, large die on India paper, die sunk on card, (68TC1), measuring 68mm x 78mm;
proof is slightly oxidized, large thin on card, making small hole behind the india paper, Very Fine.
Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

132 Pa

30¢ orange, plate proof on India, (71P3), bottom margin plate block of 8, extremely scarce; a little
light oxidation, tiny pinhole at left, Very Fine to Extremely Fine centering; with 2013 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

133 Pa

30¢ orange, plate proof on India, (71P3), bottom margin plate block of 12, difficult to find multiple;
light oxidiation around edges, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,750 as plate block and
block.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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134

135

136

134 P

2¢ black, die II, small die proof, (73P2), still mounted on original grayish album cardboard backing, Very Fine.
Scott $1,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

135 P

2¢ black, die II, small die proof, (73P2), still mounted on close cut original grayish album cardboard backing,
Very Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

136 P

2¢ black, die I, plate proof on India, (73P3), plate number strip of 4, Scott catalog value for plate block of eight
is $2,250, very rare as plate number strip, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

137 P

3¢ deep dark rose, imperf proof on stamp paper, (65P5), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a
condition rarity. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

138 P

3¢ rose, imperf proof on stamp paper, (65P5), part o.g., Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

139 P

3¢ rose, C. grill, imperf proof on stamp paper, (83P5), horizontal pair, a great mint reference of this often
desired grill, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

140 Pa

3¢ rose, C. grill, imperf proof on stamp paper, (83P5), left margin block of 4 with imprint, o.g., previously
hinged, amazing position piece, a great piece for any classic collectors collection, Extremely Fine; with 2007
P.F. certificate. Scott $3,500 as two pairs.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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TRIAL COLORS

141

141 Pa

1¢ rose, trial color plate proof on wove, imperf, (63TC5a), bottom margin plate block of 12, scarce position
piece; a little light foxing on reverse, small crease on bottom selvage, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex Finkelburg.
Scott $480 as singles.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

142 Pa

1¢ deep red orange, trial color plate proof on surface starched paper, imperf, (63TC5d var), top margin
block of 12 with imprint, MacDonough patent, very scarce, Scott unlisted; usual light creases from starching,
tiny scissor cut between stamps at bottom, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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143

143 Pa

1¢ dark brown, trial color plate proof on surface starched paper, imperf, (63TC5g var), top margin block
of 12 with imprint, MacDonough patent, very scarce, Scott unlisted; usual light creases from starching, tiny tear
in top selvage above imprint, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

144 Pa

1¢ deep red orange, trial color plate proof on surface starched paper, imperf, (63TC5d var), bottom
margin plate block of 12, MacDonough patent, very scarce, Scott unlisted; usual creases from starching, small
thins on top left stamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

145 Pa

1¢ gray black, trial color plate proof on wove, imperf, (63TC5l), bottom margin plate block of 12; a couple
tiny wrinkles on bottom selvage, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex Finkelburg.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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146

146 Pa

1¢ deep red orange, trial color plate proof on wove, perf’d, (63TC6c), bottom margin plate block of 8, o.g.
(mostly stamps never hinged), a couple corner stamps with hinge remnants), amazing position multiple; a few
minor perf separations at bottom (some hinge reinforced), Fine and rare piece, extremely rare. Scott $400 as
singles.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

147 P

3¢ lake, imperf proof on stamp paper, (66TC6a), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous fresh color, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, a true condition rarity. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

148 P

3¢ lake, imperf proof on stamp paper, (66TC6a), o.g., hinged, gorgeous fresh color, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

149 P

3¢ lake, trial color proof on stamp paper, imperf, (66aTC6), o.g., gorgeous fresh color; natural paper crease
(ending in selvage tear) on right stamp and tiny ink spot on selvage, Very Fine centering, most unusual and the
only one we have ever seen, ; with 1970 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

150 P

3¢ lake, trial color proof on stamp paper, imperf, (66aTC6), pair, not currently Scott listed, but if it was, it
would be 65TC5a, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; with 1974 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,850. Brazer 65TCAa.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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151

152

151 P

5¢ black, trial color large die proof, (67TC1ae), with large red Specimen overprint, measuring 42mm x
50mm, striking jet black color; several thins, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

152 P

24¢ gray, trial color large die proof, (70TC1al), gorgeous color and impression; some trivial light toning along
top edge, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

153 P

24¢ steel blue, trial color large die proof, (70TC1am), measuring 41mm x 48mm, beautiful impression; tiny
pinhole to upper left of stamp, Very Fine centering. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

154 P

90¢ orange, trial color large die proof, (72TC1aj), die on India, mounted on card, measures 44mm x 46mm;
small inclusion at right, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

155 P

2¢ Jackson, trial color plate proof on India, (73TC3), six different colors, difficult to find such a diverse
selection of scolors; a few small thins, Very Fine overall. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

156 P

2¢ Jackson, trial color plate proof on India, (73TC3), seven proofs, several different colors, some moderate
duplcation with a few shades of gray black and dull red shades; a few with small paper faults, Very Fine. Scott
$1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

157 P

2¢ Jackson, trial color plate proof on India, (73TC3), five different colors, difficult to find such a diverse
selection of colors; a few small paper flaws, Very Fine overall. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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158

159

160

158 P

2¢ gray black, trial color plate proof on India with trial cancels, (73TC3j var), vertical pair, very unusual
proof with geometric cancel on each stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

159 P

2¢ gray black, trial color plate proof on India with trial cancel, (73TC3j var), horizontal pair, facinating
experimental geometric cancel; vertical scissor cut between stamp and large horizontal crease / tear, Very
Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800

160 Pa

2¢ gray black, trial color plate proof on India, (73TC3j), block of 4, exceptionally difficult to find
in multiples; small thin between stamps at top, Very Fine to Extremely Fine centering. Scott $2,500.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

161 P

3¢ scarlet, trial color large die proof, (74TC1a), measuring 72mm x 75mm, fresh and pristine, Extremely
Fine. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

162 P

3¢ scarlet, trial color proof on stamp paper, perf’d, (74TC6), unused without gum, with radiant color
and proof-like detail on white paper; perforations intact and clear of design (close at right); “light soiling”
noted on certificate, F.-V.F., even Rhett couldn’t resist this scarlet; with 1976 P.F. certificate as #74.
Scott $7,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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163

164

163 P

15¢ red brown, trial color large die proof, (77TC1am), die on india, die sunk on card, measuring
69mm x 82mm, indications of mounting, pencil notes, very rare; some light foxing on face, Very Fine.
Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

164 P

15¢ gray black, trial color large die proof, (77TC1ap), die on india paper, mounted on card,
measuring 78mm x 87mm, extremely rare; small tone spot at right and tiny stain at bottom, Very Fine.
Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

165 P

1¢ - 90¢ brown, Re-issue, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (102TC4c-111TC4c), complete brown
set, Extremely Fine. Scott $985.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

166 P

1¢ - 90¢ green, Re-issue, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (102TC4d-111TC4d), complete green
set; light corner crease on 1c, tiny spot on 15c, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $985
.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

167 P

1¢ - 90¢ scarlet, Re-issue, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (102TC4b-111TC4b), complete Scarlet
set; small thin on 15c, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $985.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

EX 165
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168

EX 169

168 P

2¢ Jackson, Re-issue, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (103TC4a, 103TC4c-e), four colors of this
popular trial color proof set, pristine and fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $380. Estimate $250 - 350

169 P

15¢ all shades, Re-issue, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (108TC4a-108TC4e), complete
set of colors of this popular Atlanta trial color proof set, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $460.
Estimate $350 - 500


1869 PICTORIAL ISSUE
ESSAYS

170

171

172

170 E

1¢ Franklin essay, with flags & shield, in scarlet, (112-E5b), die on white Ivory paper, measures 50mm x
54mm, Very Fine. Scott $2,000. Brazer 112E-Eb.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

171 E

1¢ Franklin essay, with flags & shield, in black brown, (112-E5b), die on white Ivory paper, measures
63mm x 77mm, hinge remnants, sharp impression on bright white paper; hinge thins at top, Very Fine. Scott
$2,000. Brazer 112E-Eb.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

172 E a

3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, in ultramarine, (114-E6b), plate on stamp paper, imperf, gummed,
block of 4, o.g., Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $500. Brazer 112E-Eb.
Estimate $500 - 750
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173

174

173 E

5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in black and gray violet, (115-E1a), nearly complete design,
die on India, two different shades, black measuring 32mm x 31mm, gray violet measuring 32mm x
32mm, gorgeous color; gray violet with tiny wrinkle in top margin, Very Fine. Scott $1,400. Brazer
115aE-Ea.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

174 E

5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in gray violet and dismal red brown, (115-E1a), nearly
complete design, die on India, two different shades, dismal red brown measuring 40mm x 44mm, gray
violet measuring 39mm x 42mm, hinge remnants and pencil notes, Very Fine. Scott $1,400. Brazer
115aE-Ea.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

175 E

5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in black brown, (115-E1k), die on glazed paper, full size, measures
64mm x 73mm, Choice Extremely Fine. Scott $550. Brazer 115aE-El.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

176 E

5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in scarlet, (115-E1k), die on glazed paper, full size, measures
63mm x 75mm, hinge remnants, bright and fresh; tiny thin at top edge, Very Fine. Scott $550. Brazer
115aE-El.
Estimate $500 - 750
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177

178

177 E

5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in black, (115-E1k), die on glazed paper, full size, measures 63mm
x 75mm, hinge remnants, pencil notes, bright white paper; small thins at top, Very Fine. Scott $550. Brazer
115aE-El.
Estimate $400 - 600

178 E

10¢ Lincoln essay, in black, (116-E1c), complete die on India, die sunk on card, with “NATIONAL BANK
NOTE CO NY” imprint at bottom, measuring 76mm x 82mm, hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $1,100.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

179 E

10¢ Lincoln essay, in green, (116-E1d), die on proof paper, measuring 53mm x 67mm, hinge remnant,
well centered and deep rich color; a couple tiny thins and tone specks, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $500 - 750

180 E

10¢ Lincoln essay, in light red brown, (116-E1e), die on clear white thin bond, measuring 35mm x 38mm,
brilliant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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181

182

183

181 E

10¢ Lincoln essay, in yellow, (116-E1h), die on pink bond, measuring 39mm x 44mm, brilliant color, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

182 E

10¢ Lincoln essay, in red brown, (116-E1h), die on pink bond, measuring 37mm x 43mm,
hinge remnant, well centered and attractive; a couple tiny thins and tone specks, Very Fine.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

183 E

10¢ Declaration of Independence essay, in red brown, (116-E2a), die on India, measuring 32mm x 32mm;
tiny wrinkle at top, Very Fine. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

184 E

12¢ S.S. Adriatic essay, small numerals, in gray black, (117-E2c), complete die on India, die sunk on card,
measuring 57mm x 60mm, hinge remnants, extremely rare; tiny foxing specks, Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

185 E

12¢ S.S. Adriatic essay, small numerals, in light brown, (117-E2c), complete die on India, measuring 47mm
x 44mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

186 E

12¢ S.S. Adriatic essay, small numerals, in red brown, (117-E2c), complete die on India, die sunk on card,
measuring 57mm x 61mm, hinge remnants, very well centered; tiny soiling spot at left, Very Fine. Scott $1,350.

Estimate $750 - 1,000
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187

188

187 E

30¢ Burgoyne essay, in orange, (121-E1l), die on pink bond, measuring 47mm x 38mm, Extremely Fine.
Scott $600. Brazer 121E-Cg.
Estimate $500 - 750

188 E

30¢ Burgoyne essay, in blue, (121-E1l), die on pink bond, measuring 47mm x 38mm, hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 121E-Cg.
Estimate $400 - 600

189 Ea

30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black on salmon red, (121-E1p), plate on thin surface-tinted paper, top margin block
of 4 with imprint, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $700. Brazer 121E-Ck.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

190 Ea

30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black on brown violet, (121-E1p), plate on thin surface-tinted paper, top margin
block of 4 with imprint, Superb. Scott $1,100. Brazer 121E-Ck.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

191 Ea

30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black on blue, (121-E1p), plate on thin surface-tinted paper, top margin
block of 4 with imprint; tiny wrinkle in top selvage, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $1,100. Brazer
121E-Ck.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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192

193

194

192 Ea

30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black on orange, (121-E1p), plate on thin surface-tinted paper, bottom margin block
of 4 with imprint, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100. Brazer 121E-Ck.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

193 Ea

30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black on orange buff, (121-E1p), plate on thin surface-tinted paper, bottom margin
block of 4 with imprint, Choice Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100. Brazer 121E-Ck.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

194 Ea

30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black on pale grey, (121-E1p), plate on thin surface-tinted paper, top margin block
of 4 with imprint, Choice Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100. Brazer 121E-Ck.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

195 Ea

30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black on pale green, (121-E1p), plate on thin surface-tinted paper, bottom margin
block of 4 with imprint, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100. Brazer 121E-Ck. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

196 Ea

30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black on yellow orange, (121-E1p), plate on thin surface-tinted paper, left margin
block of 4, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100. Brazer 121E-Ck.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

197 Ea

30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black on pale gray, (121-E1p), plate on thin surface-tinted paper, bottom margin
block of 4 with imprint, hinge remnant, pencil notes; tiny tone spot on imprint, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$1,100. Brazer 121E-Ck.
Estimate $600 - 800
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198

198 Ea

90¢ Washington essay, small numerals, in black & pale orange red, (122-E2b), plate
on stamp paper, imperf, bottom margin block of 4 with imprint, Extremely Fine to Superb.
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

PROOFS

EX 199

EX 200

EX 201

199 P

Pictorials complete, small die proofs, (112P2-117P2, 119P2-122P2, 129P2), each mounted
on grayish cardboard from orginal album pane, excepationally bright and fresh, Extremely Fine.
Scott $4,350.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

200 P

Pictorials complete, plate proofs on India, (112P3-117P3, 119P3-122P3), very pristine and fresh, Extremely
Fine to Superb. Scott $855.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

201 P

Pictorials complete, plate proofs on India, (112P3-117P3, 119P3-122P3, 129P3), very pristine and fresh,
Extremely Fine. Scott $1,205.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

202 Pa

Pictorials complete, plate proofs on India, (112P3-117P3, 119P3-122P3, 129P3), block of 4, very pristine
and fresh, Extremely Fine. Scott $5,450.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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203

203 Pa

Pictorials, plate proofs on India, (112P3-115P3, 117P3, 119P3-122P3), block of 4, only missing 10¢, very
pristine and fresh, Extremely Fine. Scott $3,660.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

204 P

Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card, (112P4-117P4, 120P4-122P4, 129P4), post office fresh, Extremely
Fine. Scott $1,015.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

205 P

Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card, (112P4-117P4, 120P4-122P4, 129P4), post office fresh, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,015.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

206 P

Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card, (112P4-117P4, 120P4-122P4, 129P4), with original proof
envelope, brilliant fresh color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,015.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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207

207 Pa

15¢ brown & blue, type II, plate proof on India, (119P3), bottom margin plate block of 8, fresh as the day is
was printed, Superb. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

208 Pa

15¢ brown & blue, type II, plate proof on India, (119P3), bottom margin plate block of 10, Extremely Fine
Scott $4,240.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

209 P

24¢ green & reddish violet, trial color plate proof on India, (120TC3a), horizontal pair, mounted on card,
Scott only lists a dash for the value of this difficult to find pair; light toning between proofs, Extremely Fine
centering.
Estimate $600 - 800

210 Pa

24¢ green & reddish violet, trial color plate proof on India, (120TC3a), block of 4, Scott only
lists a dash for the value of this difficult to find block; small thin on top left stamp, Extremely
Fine centering.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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211

212

211 Pa

24¢ green & reddish violet, trial color plate proof on India, (120TC3a), block of 4, Scott only lists
a dash for the value of this difficult to find block; horizontal crease along top two stamps, Extremely Fine
centering.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

212 Pa

24¢ green & violet, plate proof on India, (120P3), block of 4, strikingly deep violet color; small thin on lower
right stamp, Extremely Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $400 - 600

213 P

30¢ blue & carmine, large die proof, (121P1), india die sunk on card, measuring 74mm x 83mm, striking bold
color, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

214 P

30¢ blue & carmine, large die proof, (121P1), india paper affixed to card blotter, with slightly
reduced to just inside the die sinkage area, measuring 55mm x 67mm, very fresh, Very Fine.
Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

215 P

30¢ blue & carmine, three plate proofs of various shades and papers, (121P3, 121TC3, 131TC4l), lovely
colors; a few small faults, Very Fine centering.
Estimate $500 - 750
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216

216 Pa

30¢ blue & carmine, plate proof on India, (121P3), bottom margin block of 10 with imprint,
beautiful striking color, great position piece; small hinge thins on three top stamps, Extremely Fine
centering.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

217 P

90¢ carmine & black, plate proof on India, (122P3), top margin plate number strip of 3, mounted on card,
scarce position piece, Extremely Fine. Scott $540 as singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

218 P

90¢ carmine & black, plate proof on India, (122P3), top margin plate number strip of 4, Scott value is for
block, this being a plate number strip of four is worth considerably more, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $875
as block.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

219 Pa

90¢ carmine & black, plate proof on India, (122P3), block of 4, gorgeous color; light wrinkle on top left stamp,
Extremely Fine centering. Scott $825.
Estimate $500 - 750
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220

221

220 Pa

15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue, type III, plate proof on India, (129P3), block of 4, rare, intersting vignette shift;
pinhole in top right stamp, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

221 Pa

1¢ dark buff, 1880 Re-issue, plate proof on India, (133P3), block of 8, mounted on card, Extremely Fine.
Scott $900.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

TRIAL COLORS

222

223

224

222 P

10¢ black, trial color large die proof, (116TC1ae), on india, die sunk on card, hinge remnants, pencil notes,
striking deep color; light staining at bottom, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

223 P

10¢ dull dark orange, trial color large die proof, (116TC1ah), measures 45mm x 48mm,
razor sharp impression; a little slight oxidation, small thin at right margin, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

224 P

30¢ dull violet & golden brown, trial color large die proof, (121TC1an), on india, beautiful color combination,
measuring 32mm x 32mm, Very Fine. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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1870-88 BANK NOTE CO. ISSUES
ESSAYS

225

225 E

1870, 2¢ C.B.N.C. numeral essay, in black, (146-E1), die on India, die sunk on card; tiny thin speck, Very
Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

226 E

1870, 2¢ N.B.N.C. Jackson essay, in deep rose, (146-E7a), complete unadopted design, die on India,
mounted on card, measuring 58mm x 74mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

227 E

1870, 2¢ N.B.N.C. Jackson essay, in green, (146-E7a), complete unadopted design, die on India,
measuring 73mm x 88mm; a couple tone specks and small thin at top of card on reverse side, Very Fine.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
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228

229

228 E

1870, 2¢ N.B.N.C. Jackson essay, in red brown, (146-E7a), complete unadopted design, die on India,
measuring 72mm x 62mm; india unattached to card, a couple small india paper flaws, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $500 - 750

229 E

1870, 6¢ C.B.N.C. Numeral essay, in blue, (149-E1a), complete unadopted design, die on india, mounted
on card, measuring 47mm x 49mm, hinge remnants, extremely rare, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,500.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

230 E

1870, 2¢ N.B.N.C. Jackson essay, in brown black, (146-E7b), complete unadopted design, die on ivory
glazed paper, complete unadopted design, measuring 62mm x 73mm, hinge remnants; a few small paper flaws
at corners, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

231 E

1870, 2¢ N.B.N.C. Jackson essay, in black, (146-E7b), complete unadopted design, die on ivory glazed
paper, reduced, measuring 39mm x 45mm, pencil notes, brilliant impression; a couple tiny thins at top, Very
Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

232 E

1870, 2¢ N.B.N.C. Jackson essay, in blue, (146-E7b), complete unadopted design, die on ivory glazed paper,
complete unadopted design, measuring 63mm x 78mm, hinge remnants; a few tiny shallow thins, Very Fine.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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233

234

235

233 E

1870, 2¢ N.B.N.C. Jackson essay, in scarlet, (146-E7b), complete unadopted design, die on ivory glazed
paper, complete unadopted design, measuring 60mm x 73mm, hinge remnants, pencil notes; a few tiny shallow
thins at top or bottom, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

234 E

1877, 1¢ C.B.N.C. Franklin essay, five proofs in all known shades, (182-E4b), die on proof paper; usual
small paper flaws, overall Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

235 E

1877, 3¢ C.B.N.C. Indian maiden essay, in black brown, (184-E15c), ”PORTAGE”, die on glazed
white paper, measures 64mm x 64mm; miniscule thin speck at upper left, Very Fine. Scott $750.

Estimate $500 - 750

236 E

1877, 3¢ C.B.N.C. Indian maiden essay, four proofs in all known shades, (184-E15c), ”PORTAGE”,
die on glazed white paper, hinge remnants; usual paper flaws, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS

237

237 Pa

12¢ violet, plate proof on India, (151P3), bottom margin plate block of 12, amazing position multiple; pencil
marginal inscription on reverse, Extremely Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

238 P

24¢ black, hybrid trial color plate proof on India, (153TC), cut to shape and mounted on large india paper,
which was sunk on card, measuring 73mm x 88mm, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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EX 239

EX 240

239 P

1¢-90¢ Continental issue complete, plate proofs on India, (156P3-166P3), bright and pristine, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, ex Ward. Scott $598.
Estimate $500 - 750

240 P

1¢-90¢ Continental issue complete, Atlanta plate proofs on card, (156TC4a-e-166TC4a-e, 179TC4a-e),
complete Atlanta set of all 1873 values with all colors, pristine and fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$3,285.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

241 P

1¢-90¢ Continental issue complete, plate proofs on card, (156P4-166P4), pristine and well centered,
Extremely Fine. Scott $1,220.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

242 P

1¢-90¢ blue Continental issue complete, Atlanta plate proofs on card, (156TC4e-166TC4e, 179TC4e),
brilliant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $645.
Estimate $600 - 800

243 P

1¢-90¢ scarlet Continental issue complete, Atlanta plate proofs on card, (156TC4b-166TC4b, 179TC4b),
brilliant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $645.
Estimate $600 - 800

244 P

1¢-90¢ green Continental issue complete, Atlanta plate proofs on card, (156TC4d-166TC4d, 179TC4d),
pristine and fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $645.
Estimate $600 - 800

245 P

1¢-90¢ Continental issue complete, plate proofs on card, (156P4-166P4), vibrant color; tiny thins one two
middle values, Very Fine. Scott $1,220.
Estimate $600 - 800

246 P

1¢-90¢ brown (missing 30¢) Continental issue complete, Atlanta plate proofs on card, (156TC4c164TC4c, 166TC4c), brilliant color; a couple with tiny thins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $535.

Estimate $350 - 500
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247

248

247 Pa

3¢ green, plate proof on India, (158P3), top left corner margin block of 4, fresh appearance; light creases at
bottom and natural paper wrinkle on top right stamp, Extremely Fine. Scott $220.
Estimate $150 - 200

248 Pa

3¢ green, plate proof on card, (158P4), top margin block of 4, bright and fresh, Extremely Fine.
Scott $600.
Estimate $600 - 800

249 Pa

10¢ brown, plate proof on India, (161P3), bottom margin plate block of 12, deep rich color; tiny thin on bottom
center stamp, Extremely Fine centering. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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250

251

250 P

15¢ orange brown, large die on india, die sunk on card, (189TC1df), measures 68mm x 82mm, Very Fine.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

251 Pa

1879, 90¢ carmine, plate on stamp paper, (191P5), block of 4, o.g. (some disturbed o.g.) not mentioned on
accompanying certificate, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex-Baron de Plussis; with 1981 P.F. certificate. Scott
$4,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Photo on the back cover.

252 Pa

2¢ black brown, 1880 Special Printing, plate on card, (193P4), top left corner margin block of 4, each
backstamped with J E Lee, very rare, only one pane thought to exist making this position piece unique; small
margin imperfections, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2001 P.F. certificate for full sheet. Scott $2,000.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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253

254

253 Pa

2¢ black brown, 1880 Special Printing, plate on card, (193P4), block of 10, very rare, only one
pane thought to exist, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2001 P.F. certificate for full sheet.
Scott $4,800.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

254 P

5¢ ultramarine, large die on india, (205TC1ag), measuring 44mm x 62mm, Extremely Fine.
Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

255 P

1¢-90¢ American Bank Note Co. issue complete, plate proofs on card, (212P4-218P4), exceptionally fresh
with pristine color, Extremely Fine. Scott $3,050.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

256 Pa

1¢ ultramarine, plate proof on card, (212P4), block of 4, deep rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$11,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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257

257 P

5¢ indigo, imperf proof on stamp paper, (216P5), horizontal pair, o.g., Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$1,400.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

TRIAL COLORS

258

259

258 P

3¢ brown, trial color large die proof, (147TC1ae), on india, mounted on card, measuring 29mm x 35mm,
Scott lists only with a dash, Very Fine, only 2 known. 
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

259 Pa

3¢ red brown, trial color plate on india, (147TC3b), block of 10, difficult to find in such a large multiple;
crease along bottom stamps, Very Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800

260 Pa

3¢ red brown, trial color plate on bond paper, (147TC6), bottom margin plate block of
12, difficult to find in such a large plate block, very rare, Very Fine; with 2010 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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EX 261

EX 262

261 P

3¢ Washington, six different colors of trial color plate proofs, (147TC3), mostly on card, brownish violet
on india, difficult to find in such a diversity of shades; a few with minor thins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$750.
Estimate $500 - 750

262 P

3¢ Washington, trial color plate proof on India, (147TC3), in five different colors, fresh with a wide range of
colors; a couple with small paper faults, Very Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $350 - 500

263 P

10¢ yellow brown, large die proof on India, (150TC1am), measuring 56mm x 71mm, striking impression; a
few small margin thins, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

264 Pa

1¢-7¢ black, plate proof group, (156TC4a-159TC4a, 160TC3a), blocks of 4, 1¢-6¢ on card, 7¢ on india
paper, rare trial color proofs, especially 7¢, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $635.
Estimate $500 - 750
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265

265 Pa

1873, 2¢ black, plate proof on card, (157TC4a), top margin plate block of 12 with two plate numbers separated
by arrow, Scott does not currently list trial color proofs on card of this denomination, possibly unique; a few light
violet ink marks at left, center and top, staining at bottom center across two stamps, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

266 Pa

1873, 2¢ black, plate proof on card, (157TC4a), top margin plate block of 12, Scott does not currently list trial
color proofs on card of this denomination; a couple light violet ink marks at left, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.

Estimate $500 - 750

267 P

30¢ Hamilton, “Goodall” small die proof on india, (165TC2f), previously unknown light red violet color,
Extremely Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750
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268

269

268 P

30¢ Hamilton, “Goodall” small die proof on india, (165TC2c), previously unknown dull olive gray color,
Extremely Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

269 P

3¢ vermilion, plate on stamp paper, gummed and perf 12, (184TC6c), horizontal pair, o.g., left stamp stuck
to card, bold juicy color, Very Fine. Scott $600 for o.g. singles.
Estimate $400 - 600

270 Pa

3¢ brown, plate on stamp paper, gummed and perf 12, (184TC6d), block of 4, o.g., bottom right stamp
never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,200 for o.g. singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

271 Pa

3¢ vermilion, plate on stamp paper, gummed and perf 12, (184TC6c), block of 4, o.g., bottom right stamp
never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,200 for o.g. singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

272 Pa

3¢ vermilion, plate on stamp paper, gummed and perf 12, (184TC6c), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants,
bottom left stamp never hinged, bold juicy color; small thin on upper left stamp, some mild oxidation, Very Fine.
Scott $1,200 for o.g. singles.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

273 Pa

3¢ ultramarine, plate on stamp paper, gummed and perf 12, (184TC6a), block of 4, disturbed o.g. with
orange 3¢ offset on left two stamps, Very Fine. Scott $1,200 for o.g. singles.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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274

275

274 Pa

5¢ carmine, large die on card, (205TC1dg), block of 4, very rare, Scott lists only with a dash; slight oxidation,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

275 Pa

10¢ dark brown, plate on stamp paper, gummed and perf 12, (209TC6d), block of 4, o.g., bottom two
stamps never hinged, rare, Scott unlisted color; straight edge at left, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

276 Pa

10¢ brown, plate on stamp paper, gummed and perf 12, (209TC6d), top right corner margin block of 4,
scarce color, currently unlisted in Scott, o.g., previously hinged; a few thin specks at top right, Extremely Fine
centering.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

277 Pa

10¢ dark brown, plate on stamp paper, gummed and perf 12, (209TC6d), block of 4, scarce color, currently
unlisted in Scott, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

278 Pa

10¢ green, plate on stamp paper, gummed and perf 12, (209TC6d), block of 4, scarce color, currently
unlisted in Scott, o.g., previously hinged, hinge remnants on top stamps, difficult proof to find; small scuff at top
of bottom right stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine centering.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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279

280

279 Pa

10¢ brown, plate on stamp paper, gummed and perf 12, (209TC6d), block of 4, scarce color, currently
unlisted in Scott, o.g., previously hinged; some gum staining on perfs of lower left stamp, Extremely Fine
centering.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

280 Pa

10¢ green, plate on stamp paper, gummed and perforated, (209TC6d), block of 4, Scott unlisted, slightly
disturbed o.g., very rare and previously unknown, possibly unique, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

281 P

2¢ red brown, large die on india paper, (210TC1ae), very rare to find so nice; light hinge thins at top as you
usually see on this brittle proof paper, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

282 P

1¢ copper brown, large die sunk on card, (212TC1dg), measuring 64mm x 72mm, hinge remnants, Extremely
Fine, grossly undervalued in the catalog. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

281
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1890 Issue

1890 ISSUE
ESSAYS

283

284

283 E

1890, 5¢ A.B.N.C. Grant essay, in blue, (223-E7b), completed left facing design, hair neatly combed,
die on glazed paper, imprint and “ESSAY MARCH 1890”, measuring 63mm x 61mm, Extremely Fine.
Scott $750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

284 E

1890, 5¢ A.B.N.C. Grant essay, in blue, (223-E10b), die on ivory paper, imprint and “ESSAY MARCH 1890”,
measuring 64mm x 61mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

PROOFS

EX 285

EX 286

EX 287

EX 288

285 P

1¢-90¢ 1890 issue complete, small die proofs, (219P2-229P2), each still mounted on original grayish card
from Roosevelt album pane, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

286 P

1¢-90¢ 1890 issue complete, plate proofs on card, (219P4-229P4), attractive full set with original presentation
envelope, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $785.
Estimate $600 - 800

287 P

1¢-90¢ 1890 issue complete, plate proofs on card, (219P4-229P4), very fresh set, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $785.
Estimate $600 - 800

288 P

1¢-90¢ 1890 issue complete, plate proofs on card, (219P4-229P4), brilliant fresh color, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $785.
Estimate $600 - 800
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1890 Issue

289

EX 290

289 Pa

1¢ dull blue, imperf proof on stamp paper, (219P5), block of 6, o.g., never hinged, very fresh and attractive,
lovely large multiple, Extremely Fine. Scott $570.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

290 Pa

2¢ carmine to lake, imperf proof on stamp paper, (219DP5, 220P5), blocks of 4, lake block in inscription,
two different shades of each, with carmine, scarlet, lake and dark lake, disturbed part o.g. or without gum; two
stamps (two singles from separate blocks) with tiny creases, Very Fine to Extremely Fine centering. Scott $820.

Estimate $500 - 750

291 Pa

2¢ carmine, plate proof on card, (220P4), top right corner margin block of 6, pristine with gorgeous color; light
margin crease at top right, Very Fine to Extremely Fine centering. Scott $1,225.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

292 P

3¢ dark purple, large die proof, (221P1var.), measuring 48mm x 60mm, gorgous dark violet shade, not listed
in Scott; light hinge thins, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

291

292

Please Visit Our Website
www.kelleherauctions.com
You can view images of every lot, bid directly online and search for what you’re looking for.
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1890 Issue

293

294

EX 295

293 Pa

3¢ purple, imperf proof on stamp paper, (221P5), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine centering. Scott $450.
Estimate $600 - 800

294 Pa

4¢ dark brown, imperf proof on stamp paper, (222P5), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott
$420+.
Estimate $600 - 800

295 P

4¢ various shades of brown, imperf proof on stamp paper, (222P5), horizontal pair, six different brown
shades, o.g., unusual to find in such a diversity of shades; a couple with tiny thins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine
centering. Scott $1,260.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

296 Pa

5¢ yellow brown, imperf proof on stamp paper, (223P5), block of 4, o.g., hinged, unusual deep rich shade;
small thins and corner crease on upper right stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate
$400 - 600
5¢ yellow brown, imperf proof on stamp paper, (223P5), block of 4, o.g., hinged, deep rich color; tiny thin
speck on upper right stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

296

297 Pa

298 P

297

EX 298

5¢ various shades of brown, imperf proof on stamp paper, (223P5), horizontal pair, dark brown pair with
imprint at top, six different shades from yellow brown to dark brown, o.g., unusual to find in such a diversity of
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
shades; a couple with tiny thins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,350.

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1890 Issue

299

300

299 Pa

6¢ brown red, imperf proof on stamp paper, (224P5), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh and deep rich
color; tiny spot on lower right stamp, Extremely Fine centering. Scott $450.
Estimate $600 - 800

300 P

15¢ indigo, imperf proof on stamp paper, (227P5), horizontal left margin pair, o.g., never hinged, very fresh
and attractive, Extremely Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

301 P

30¢ black, plate proof on card, (228P4), bottom margin plate number strip of 6, hinge remnants, striking and
fresh, great position piece, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

301

TRIAL COLORS

302 Pa
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red orange block, a couple tiny scuffs at top stamps of black brown block, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1893 Columbian Issue

1893 COLUMBIAN ISSUE
ESSAYS

303

303 E

1893, 15¢ Columbian essay, in blue green, (238-E4), die on india, die sunk on card, measuring 87mm x
74mm, hinge remnants, beautifully etched; a couple miniscule foxing specks, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

PROOFS

EX 304

EX 305

304 P

Columbians complete, plate proofs on India, (230P3-245P3), gorgeous colors and impressions, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine centering. Scott $3,305.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

305 P

Columbians complete, plate proofs on India, (230P3-245P3), gorgeous colors and impressions, Extremely
Fine centering. Scott $3,305.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

306 P

Columbians complete, plate proofs on card, (230P4-245P4), pristine appearance, with original
presentation envelope, Extremely Fine. Scott $2,110.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

307 P

Columbians complete, plate proofs on card, (230P4-245P4), pristine appearance, with original
presentation envelope, Extremely Fine. Scott $2,110.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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EX 308

EX 309

308 P

Columbians complete, plate proofs on card, (230P4-245P4), pristine appearance, with original
presentation envelope, Extremely Fine. Scott $2,110.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

309 P

Columbians complete, plate proofs on card, (230P4-245P4), attractive and popular set, Extremely Fine.
Scott $2,110.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

310 Pa

8¢ Columbian, plate proof on India, (236P3), block of 4, pristine color, Extremely Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750


311 Pa

8¢ Columbian, plate proof on card, (236P4), left margin block of 4 with imprint, Extremely Fine. Scott $925.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500


312 Pa

8¢ Columbian, plate proof on card, (236P4), block of 4, pristine and fresh, Extremely Fine.
Scott $925.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

313 Pa

30¢ Columbian, plate proof on India, (239P3), block of 4, brilliant color and freshness, Extremely Fine. Scott
$850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

310
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1893 Columbian Issue

314

315

314 Pa

50¢ Columbian, plate proof on India, (240P3), right margin block of 4 with imprint, deep rich color; a couple
thin specks on lower right stamp, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

315 Pa

$1 Columbian, plate proof on India, (241P3), block of 4, rich color; tiny hinge thin on upper left stamp,
Extremely Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

316 Pa

$2 Columbian, plate proof on India, (242P3), block of 4, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,850.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

317 Pa

$3 Columbian, plate proof on India, (243P3), right margin block of 4 with imprint, Extremely Fine. Scott
$2,100.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

318 Pa

$3 Columbian, plate proof on card, (243P4), block of 4, vibrant color, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,300.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1893 Columbian Issue

319

319 P

$5 Columbian, plate proof on India, (245P3), vertical pair, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,050.

Estimate $800 - 1,000

320 Pa

$5 Columbian, plate proof on card, (245P4), block of 4, Extremely Fine. Scott $2,150.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

321 Pa

$5 Columbian, plate proof on card, (245P4), block of 4, deep jet black color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine
centering. Scott $2,150.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1894 - 1898 Bureau Issues

1894-1898 BUREAU ISSUES
ESSAYS

322

323

322 E

1894, 4¢ B.E.P. essay, in black brown, (254-E3), die on india, die sunk on card, signed James Kennedy in
pencil at bottom, measuring 75mm x 77mm, indications of hingeing; a little light soiling at bottom, Very Fine.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

323 E

1894, 3¢ B.E.P. essay, in dark red violet, (253-E1a), die on india, die sunk on card, measuring 63mm x
66mm, pencil notes, beautifully etched, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

PROOFS

EX 324

EX 325

EX 326

EX 327

324 P

1st Bureau issue (unwatermarked), 1¢ to $5 complete, small die proofs, (247P2-263P2), 247P2, 250P2,
253AP2, 254P2-261P2, 262P2-263P2, bright, fresh and well centered; light crease and thin on $2, Very Fine.
Scott $3,535.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

325 P

1¢//50¢ Roosevelt small die proofs, (247P2//260P2), 247P2, 250P2, 253AP2, 258P2, 259P2 and 260P2,
each mounted on original grayish cardboard from Roosevelt album pane, very fresh appearance; tiny scuff and
inclusion on top of 2¢, Very Fine. Scott $1,460.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

326 P

1¢ to $5 1894 group, plate proof on card, (247P4//278P4), five different proofs, 247P4, 248P4, 256P4,
277P4 and 278P4, pristine and fresh, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,550.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

327 P

1¢ to $5 1894 group, plate proof on card, (247P4//278P4), five different proofs, 247P4, 248P4, 256P4,
277P4 and 278P4, pristine and fresh, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,550.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1894 - 1898 Bureau Issues

EX 328

EX 329

EX 330

328 Pa

1¢ to $5 1894 group, plate proof on card, (247P4//278P4), blocks of 4, five different proofs, 247P4, 248P4,
256P4, 277P4 and 278P4, pristine and fresh, Extremely Fine. Scott $6,200.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

329 Pa

1¢-2¢ 1894 issue, plate proofs on card, (247P4, 248P4), block of 4, fresh and pristine, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $925.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

330 Pa

1¢-2¢ 1894 issue, plate proofs on card, (247P4, 248P4), block of 4, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $925.

Estimate $600 - 800

331 P

2¢ carmine, type II, large die proof, (251P1), measuring 50mm x 60mm, Very Fine. Scott $250.

Estimate $250 - 350

332 P

2¢ carmine, type III, plate proof on India, (252P1), single design, Very Fine. Scott $350.

Estimate $300 - 400

333 P

3¢ purple, type II, large die proof, (253AP1), die sunk on card, measuring 64mm x 64mm, hinge remnants,
Very Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 350
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1894 - 1898 Bureau Issues

334

335

336

334 Pa

6¢ dull brown, plate proof on card, (256P4), block of 4, well centered and beautiful impression, Extremely
Fine centering. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

335 Pa

6¢ dull brown, plate proof on card, (256P4), block of 4, hinge remnants, well centered and beautiful
impression; light wrinkle on lower right stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine centering. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800


336 Pa

10¢ green, plate on stamp paper, (258P5), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

337 P

50¢ orange, large die proof, (260P1), die sunk, printed directly on card, measuring 79mm x 117mm, Very
Fine; with 2012 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1894 - 1898 Bureau Issues

338

338 P

$2-$5 1894 issue, plate proof on card, (262P4-263P4), fresh high values from set, Extremely Fine. Scott
$900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

339 Pa

$2 dark blue, plate proof on card, (262P4), block of 4, pristine and fresh, Extremely Fine.
Scott $2,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

340 Pa

$2 dark blue, plate proof on card, (262P4), block of 4, Extremely Fine. Scott $2,500.
	
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

341 Pa

$5 dark green, plate proof on card, (263P4), block of 4, pristine and fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$2,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

342 Pa

$5 dark green, plate proof on card, (263P4), top margin plate block of 6, full top with plate number “85”;
incredibly deep color printed with the precision expected of a proof; magnificently balanced margins; crease to
top left of margin only, affecting neither stamp designs nor markings, Very Fine, A unique Top Margin Position
Plate Block of the Small Bureau Issue, a gorgeous plate proof. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Photo on the back cover.
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1894 - 1898 Bureau Issues

EX 343

343 P

1¢-$1 regular issue, plate proof set to $1 on stamp paper, (264P5//276P5), horizontal pair, 264P5, 267P5276P5, 3¢, 5¢ and 6¢ with disturbed o.g., other stamps with full o.g., nice looking complete set to $1; 2¢, 4¢
and $1 with small thins, 2¢ with light wrinkle, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 15c with 1984 P.F. certificate, 50c
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,775.

344 P

10¢ dark green, imperf proof on stamp paper, (273P5), right margin plate number strip of 3, o.g., bright and
fresh, Extremely Fine centering, only 400 issued. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

345 P

$2 bright blue, imperf proof on stamp paper, (277P5), horizontal pair, o.g., previously hinged, deep rich
color; tiny thin speck at bottom of left stamp, Extremely Fine centering, only 100 issued. Scott $3,250.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

346 P

1¢//15¢ group of Roosevelt small die proofs, (279P2//284P2), 279P2, 281P2, 283P2 and 284P2,
each still mounted on original grayish cardboard from Roosevelt album pane, Very Fine. Scott $1,925.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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347

348

349

347 P

2¢ carmine, type IV, large die proof, (279BfP1), measuring 62mm x 72mm, gorgeous color and
impression; minute thin speck at bottom, Very Fine, much scarcer than the catalog indicates. Scott $400.

Estimate $400 - 600

348 P

6¢ lake, small die proof, (282P2), still mounted on original grayish cardboard from Roosevelt album pane,
Scott unlisted, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

349 P

6¢ dark brown, large die on india paper, (256TC1ae), die sunk on card, pencil notation “O.K.” at bottom,
measuring 52mm x 56mm; small spot of rum residue at upper right, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

350 P

15¢ yellowish olive, large die on india, (284TC1ae), die sunk on card, measuring 76mm x 78mm, Very Fine.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: 1904 Louisiana Purchase Issue

1904 LOUISIANA PURCHASE ISSUE

351

351 P

5¢ Louisiana Purchase, small die proof, (326P2), very rare, Extremely Fine, less than 85 known. Scott
$750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1908-1914 ISSUES
ESSAYS

352

353

354

356

357

352 E

12¢ deep o-orange-red on dim v. dark b-green-blue, die essay on wove, (338a-E1i), mounted on card,
hinge remnant, light foxing on reverse only, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

353 E

12¢ dim light green blue on pale y-orange yellow, die essay on wove, (338a-E1e), Very Fine.
Scott $900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

354 E

12¢ dismal dusky v-red-violet on pale y-orange yellow, die essay on wove, (338a-E1e), Very Fine. Scott
$900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

355 E

12¢ dim deep yellow orange on pale y-orange yellow, die essay on wove, (338a-E1e), Very Fine. Scott
$900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

356 E

12¢ black
Scott $900.

357 E

12¢ dull dark o-r-orange on dim medium green blue, die essay on wove, (338a-E1h), with serial number
439182 on reverse, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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(338a-E1e), Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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358

359

358 E

12¢ dim dusky violet on bright o-y yellow, die essay on wove, (338a-E1d), Very Fine; with 2001 P.F.
certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

359 E

12¢ ultramarine
Scott $900.

on

pale

y-orange

yellow,

die

essay

on

wove,

(338a-E1e), Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

PROOFS

360 P

360

30¢ orange red, large die proof, (420P1), blue 1154802 control number at bottom, measuring 71mm
x 98mm; pen mark at top and erased pencil inscription on bottom margin, light diagonal bend, Very Fine.
Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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TRIAL COLORS

361

362

363

361 P

2¢ dull violet, trial color large die proof, (332TC1ae), mounted on card, measuring 50mm x 53mm, very rare,
Extremely Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

362 P

2¢ light green, trial color large die proof, (332TC1ah), mounted on card, measuring 50mm x 53mm, very
rare, only 1 or 2 known, Extremely Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

363 P

2¢ dark olive green, trial color large die proof, (332TC1ai), mounted on card, measuring 50mm x 53mm,
extremely rare, only 1 or 2 known, Extremely Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

364 P

2¢ rose carmine, trial color large die proof, (332TC1al), mounted on card, measuring 50mm x 53mm,
extremely rare, only 1 or 2 known; very dark shade, Extremely Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

365 P

2¢ carmine brown on green bond, trial color large die proof, (332TC1aal), unlisted in Scott, measuring
38mm x 40mm, very rare, only 1 or 2 thought to exist, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

366 P

2¢ black, trial color large die proof, (332TC1an), mounted on card, measuring 50mm x 53mm, Scott lists
only with dash, very rare, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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367

368

369

367 P

2¢ dark blue, trial color large die proof, (332TC1ao), mounted on card, measuring 50mm x 53mm, Scott lists
only with dash, extremely rare, only 1 or 2 known, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

368 P

2¢ lilac brown, trial color large die proof, (332TC1aq), mounted on card, measuring 50mm x 53mm,
extremely rare, only 1 or 2 known, Extremely Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

369 P

2¢ lilac brown, trial color large die proof, (332TC1aq), mounted on card, measuring 50mm x 53mm,
extremely rare, only 1 or 2 known; tiny inclusion on bottom margin, Extremely Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate
$1,000 - 1,500

370 P

2¢ lilac brown, trial color large die proof, (332TC1aq), mounted on card, measuring 50mm x 53mm, very
rare; light winrkle at right margin, Extremely Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

371 P

2¢ lilac, trial color large die proof, (332TC1ar), mounted on card, measuring 50mm x 53mm, extremely
rare, only 1 or 2 known; “Lavender” pen inscription at bottom, tiny thins to card, Extremely Fine.
Scott $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

372 P

2¢ sage green, trial color large die proof, (332TC1at), mounted on card, measuring 50mm x 53mm, very
rare, only 1 or 2 known, Extremely Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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373

374

375

373 P

2¢ lilac black, trial color large die proof, (332TC1au), mounted on card, measuring 50mm x 53mm, extremely
rare, only 1 or 2 known, Extremely Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

374 P

2¢ lilac black, trial color large die proof, (332TC1au), mounted on card, measuring 50mm x 53mm, very
rare, Extremely Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

375 P

2¢ brown, trial color large die proof, (332TC1av), mounted on card, measuring 50mm x 53mm, extremely
rare, only 1 or 2 known, Extremely Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

376 P

2¢ brown, trial color large die proof, (332TC1av), mounted on card, measuring 50mm x 53mm, extremely
rare, only 1 or 2 known, Extremely Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

377 P

2¢ orange brown, trial color large die proof, (332TC1ay), mounted on card, measuring 50mm x 53mm, very
rare, only 1 or 2 known, Extremely Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

378 P

12¢ deep o-orange-red on dark b-green-blue, die on wove, (338a-E1i), control number 439181 on reverse,
possibly unique, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

379 P

12¢ dusky b-blue green on dim bright green blue, die on wove, (338a-E1g), possibly unique, Very Fine.
Scott $900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

376

377

378

379
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380

381

382

383

384

385

380 P

12¢ dusky green on pale y-orange yellow, die on wove, (338a-E1e), possibly unique; tiny inclusion at top
of head, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

381 P

12¢ dismal dusky violet red-violet on orange yellow, die on wove, (338a-E1e), possibly unique, Very Fine.
Scott $900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

382 P

8¢ green on yellow, trial color large die proof, (337TC1ae), Scott only lists price with a dash, exceptionally
rare, light green shade; cut to size, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

383 P

8¢ green on yellow, trial color large die proof, (337TC1ae), Scott only lists price with a dash, exceptionally
rare; cut to size, light diagonal crease, Extremely Fine; with 2010 Weiss certificate. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

384 P

8¢ green on yellow, trial color large die proof, (337TC1ae), Scott only lists price with a dash, exceptionally
rare; cut to size, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

385 P

8¢ green on yellow, trial color large die proof, (337TC1ae), Scott only lists price with a dash, exceptionally
rare; cut to size, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

386 P

8¢ green on yellow, trial color large die proof, (337TC1ae), Scott only lists price with a dash, exceptionally
rare, dark green shade; cut to size, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

387 P

12¢ deep red on pale y-orange yellow, die on wove, (338a-E1e), possibly unique; tiny scuff on face, Very
Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

388 P

10¢ brown on yellow, trial color large die proof, (338TC1af), Scott lists price only with a dash,
Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

389 P

10¢ green on pink, trial color large die proof, (338TC1ag), Scott lists price only with a dash; small thins, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

390 P

10¢ orange on greenish blue, trial color large die proof, (338TC1ah), Scott lists price only with a dash,
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

391 P

10¢ orange on orange, trial color large die proof, (338TC1aj), Scott lists price only with a dash,
Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

386
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392

393

394

395

392 P

10¢ black on pink, trial color large die proof, (338TC1ak), Scott lists price only with a dash; small thin,
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

393 P

10¢ orange on yellow, trial color large die proof, (338TC1al), Scott lists price only with a dash; reduced from
original size, Very Fine; with 2010 Weiss and A.P.S. certificates.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

394 P

10¢ brown, trial color large die proof, (338TC1am), Scott lists price only with a dash,
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

395 P

10¢ brown on pink, trial color large die proof, (338TC1ap), Scott lists price only with a dash, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

396 P

10¢ brown on pink, trial color large die proof, (338TC1ap), Scott lists price only with a dash,
Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

397 P

15¢ blue on greenish blue, trial color large die proof, (340TC1af), extremely rare, Extremely Fine. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

398 P

15¢ blue on pink, trial color large die proof, (340TC1ag), Very Fine. Scott $1,000. Estimate $800 - 1,200

399 P

15¢ blue on yellow, trial color large die proof, (340TC1ah), Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

400 P

15¢ orange brown on yellow, trial color large die proof, (340TC1aj), Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

401 P

15¢ dark purple on yellow, trial color large die proof, (340TC1ak), Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

402 P

50¢ lilac on light blue, trial color large die proof, (341TC1ae), Scott lists value with only a dash, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

403 P

50¢ dark violet on yellow, trial color large die proof, (341TC1af), Scott lists value with only a dash, Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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404 P

404

405

406

407

408

409

50¢ dark violet on yellow, trial color large die proof, (341TC1af), Scott lists value with only a dash, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

405 P

50¢ violet on yellow, trial color large die proof, (341TC1ag), Scott lists value with only a dash,
Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

406 P

50¢ violet on yellow, trial color large die proof, (341TC1ag), Scott lists value with only a dash, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

407 P

50¢ orange on yellow, trial color large die proof, (341TC1ah), Scott lists value with only a dash, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

408 P

50¢ orange brown on yellow, trial color large die proof, (341TC1ai), Scott lists value with only a dash, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

409 P

$1 brown on blue green, trial color large die proof, (342TC1ah), Scott lists value only with a dash, Extremely
Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1923-1940 ISSUES
ESSAYS

410 E
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411

411 E

5¢ Overrun Countries, France, large die essay, (915E), blue die 15714 and red die 15713, very rare! Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

PROOFS

412

413

412 P

5¢ Ericsson Memorial, small die on white wove paper, (628TC2), Extremely Fine. Scott $1,500.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

413 P

2¢ Burgoyne Campaign, large die on white wove paper, (644P1a), blue control number 377386 at bottom,
measuring 81mm x 125mm, unique Southgate proof; small thin at top and bottom edges, lightly erased pencil
inscription at bottom, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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414

414 P

2¢ Von Steuben, small die on white wove paper, (689P2), ; faint horizontal crease, Extremely Fine; with
2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

415 P

4¢ Park, small die on white wove paper, (743P2), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 1 or 2 known, ex Livingston.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

416 P

5¢ Park, small die on white wove paper, (744P2), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 1 or 2 known, ex Livingston.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

417 P

7¢ Park, small die on white wove paper, (746P2), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 1 or 2 known, ex Livingston.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

418 P

8¢ Park, small die on white wove paper, (747P2), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 1 or 2 known, ex Livingston.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

419 P

9¢ Park, small die on white wove paper, (748P2), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 1 or 2 known, ex Livingston.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

420 P

10¢ Park, small die on white wove paper, (749P2), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 1 or 2 known, ex Livingston.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

415

418
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EX 421

421 P

1¢-10¢ complete park set, small die on white wove paper, (740P2-749P2), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 1
or 2 known. Scott $15,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

422 P

3¢ OregonTerritory, small die on white wove paper, (783P2), Extremely Fine, 1 or 2 known, ex Livingston.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

423 P

3¢ red violet, small die on white wove paper, (795P2), Superb, 1 or 2 known, ex Livingston; with 2019 P.S.E.
certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

424 P

3¢ red violet, small die on white wove paper, (798P2), Extremely Fine. Scott $1,500.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

425 P

3¢ red violet, small die on white wove paper, (837P2), Extremely Fine. Scott $800. Estimate $800 - 1,200

426 P

3¢ red violet, small die on white wove paper, (858P2), ; tiny thin speck and light stain at left, Extremely Fine.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

427 P

3¢ brown violet, small die on white wove paper, (897P2), ; tiny thin in top margin, Extremely Fine; with 2008
P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

428 P

3¢ Coronado Exposition 400th Anniversary, small die on white wove paper, (898P2), Extremely Fine.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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429

430

429 P

3¢ Kentucky
Scott $1,500.

430 P

3¢ Florida Statehood, small die on white wove paper, (927P2), Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

431 P

3¢
U.S.
Army,
Scott $1,200.

Statehood,

small

die

on

white

wove

paper,

431

small

die

on

white

wove

paper,

(904P2), Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

(934P2),
Extremely
Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

TRIAL COLORS

432 P

432

3¢ black, small die on bond paper, (798TC2b), unique; small corner creases at bottom left, lightly toned and
small thins, Extremely Fine centering; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

AIRMAIL

433 E
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SPECIAL DELIVERY-POSTAGE DUE

434

435

434 P

1895, 10¢ blue, imperf proof on stamp paper, (E5P5), vertical pair, o.g., previously hinged, extremely rare,
Extremely Fine; with 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

435 P

1895, 10¢ blue, imperf proof on stamp paper, (E5P5), vertical pair as always, o.g., hinged, with intense color
and strong detail; a full bottom right margin pair with arrow and guideline at right; hinged on top stamp and in
selvage, Very Fine, pretty. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

POSTAGE DUE
PROOFS

EX 436

EX 437

436 P

1879, 1¢-50¢ complete, small die proofs, (J1P2-J7P2), each neatly mounted on original grayish card from
Roosevelt album pane, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

437 P

1891, 1¢-50¢ complete, small die proofs, (J22P2-J28P2), each neatly mounted on original grayish card from
Roosevelt album pane, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

438 P

1891, 1¢-50¢ complete, imperf, (J22P5-J28P5), horizontal pairs, post office fresh color; a few
with small thins or light gum wrinkles, Extremely Fine centering; 1c with 2001 A.P.S. certificate.
Scott $3,125.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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EX 439

EX 440

439 P

1894, 1¢-50¢ complete, small die proofs, (J31P2-J37P2), each neatly mounted on original grayish card from
Roosevelt album pane; some wrinkles in top right corners of several values, a little light soiling on 30¢ and 50¢
margins, Very Fine. Scott $840.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

440 P

1894, 1¢-50¢ complete, small die proofs, (J31P2-J37P2), each neatly mounted on original grayish card from
Roosevelt album pane, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $840.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

441 Pa

1894, 1¢ deep claret, imperf, (J31P5), top left corner margin block of 4, unused without gum, Extremely Fine;
with 1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $500 - 750

442 Pa

1894, 2¢ deep claret, plate proof on card, (J32P4), left margin block of 4, fresh and pristine, Extremely Fine.
Scott $900.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

443 Pa

1894, 2¢ deep claret, plate proof on card, (J32P4), block of 8, fresh and mostly pristine, Extremely Fine.
Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

441
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TRIAL COLORS

444

444 P

1879, 1¢//5¢ blue, trial color large die proof, (J1TC1ah, J3TC1ah, J4TC1ah), die sunk and each mounted
on card, blue control numbers at top, each measuring approximately 53mm x 62mm, deep rich color; a few
small tone spots, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

OFFICIALS
ESSAYS

445

Post Office Dept., 1873, 3¢ Washington essay, in brown black, (O49-E4c), complete design, die on
white ivory paper, measuring 64mm x 66mm, exceptionally fresh, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $1,750.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

445 E
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PROOFS

EX 446

EX 447

446 P

Agriculture Dept., 1873, 1¢-30¢ complete, small die proofs, (O1P2-O9P2), each neatly mounted on
original grayish cardboard backing from original Roosevelt album pane, Extremely Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $800 - 1,200


447 P

Agriculture Dept., 1873, 1¢-30¢ complete, small die proofs, (O1P2-O9P2), each neatly mounted on
original grayish cardboard backing from original Roosevelt album pane, Extremely Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $800 - 1,200


448 Pa

Executive Dept., 1873, 2¢-10¢ (set only missing 1¢), plate proofs on card, (O11P4-O14P4), blocks of 4,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $235.
Estimate $200 - 300

449 Pa

Interior Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, plate proofs on India, (O15P3-O24P3), blocks of 4, each
sunk on top left corner margin large card, pristine and fresh off the printer appearance, Extremely Fine.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

EX 448
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EX 450

EX 451

EX 452

450 P

Post Office Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, small die proofs, (O47P2-O56P2), each still neatly
mounted on orginal grayish card from Roosevelt album pane, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

451 P

Post Office Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, small die proofs, (O47P2-O56P2), each still neatly
mounted on orginal grayish card from Roosevelt album pane, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

452 P

Post Office Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, small die proofs, (O47P2-O56P2), off gray card, very fresh and
well centered; some thins, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

453 Pa

Post Office Dept., 1873, 1¢ black, plate proof on India, (O47P3), left margin block of 8, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300

454 P

State Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ values, small die proofs, (O57P2-O67P2), each still neatly mounted on orginal
grayish card from Roosevelt album pane, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100. Estimate $800 - 1,200

455 P

State Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ values, small die proofs, (O57P2-O67P2), off gray card, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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456

456 Pa

State Dept., 1873, $10 green & black, plate proof on India, (O70P3), block of 4 with imprints at top and
bottom, large multiple with multiple margin markings; a few tiny hinge thins at edges, Extremely Fine. Scott
$475.
Estimate $500 - 750

457 P

Treasury Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, small die proofs, (O72P2-O82P2), each still neatly mounted
on orginal grayish card from Roosevelt album pane, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

458 P

Treasury Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, small die proofs, (O72P2-O82P2), each still neatly mounted
on orginal grayish card from Roosevelt album pane, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

459 P

Treasury Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, small die proofs, (O72P2-O82P2), each still neatly mounted
on orginal grayish card from Roosevelt album pane, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

EX 457
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EX 460

460 Pa

Treasury Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, plate proofs on India, (O72P3-O82P3), block of 4 set, very rare set
as complete set of blocks, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

461 P

War Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, small die proofs, (O83P2-O93P2), each still neatly mounted on orginal
grayish card from Roosevelt album pane, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100. Estimate $800 - 1,200

462 P

War Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, small die proofs, (O83P2-O93P2), each still neatly mounted on orginal
grayish card from Roosevelt album pane; a couple shallow thins to album card, Very Fine. Scott $1,100.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

463 P

War Dept., 1873, 1¢-24¢ complete, Goodall small die on india, (O83TC2c-O91TC2c), mounted on card, 1¢
reduced slightly left and right, other proofs measure roughly 53mm x 55mm, extremely rare, Very Fine. Scott
$2,700.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

464 P

Postal Savings Official, 1910, 2¢-$1 set, small die proof, (O121P2-O123P2), Very Fine. Scott $1,100.

Estimate $800 - 1,200
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TRIAL COLORS

EX 465

465 P

Navy Dept., 1881, 1¢-90¢ all colors, complete Atlanta plate set on thin card, (O35TC4aO45TC4a), ; small thins on 1¢ black, 15¢ blue and 2¢ green, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,254.

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

466 Pa

Interior Dept., 1881, 1¢-90¢ black, complete Atlanta plate set on thin card, (O15TC4a-O24TC4a), blocks
of 4, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,836.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

467 P

Navy Dept., 1873, 1¢ four different colors, “Goodall” trial color small die proof, (O35TC2b-c, O35TCe-f),
black, deep green, deep brown and dull red, each mounted on card, each measuring approximately 52mm x
53mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

468 P

Navy Dept., 1873, 24¢ all colors, “Goodall” trial color small die proof, (O43TC2b-O43TC2f),
each mounted on card, each measuring approximately 52mm x 53mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,500.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

469 P

Navy Dept., 1873, 12¢ all colors, “Goodall” trial color small die proof, (O41TC2b-O41TC2f), each mounted
on card, each measuring approximately 52mm x 53mm; a couple minute natural inclusions, Extremely Fine.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

EX 466

EX 467
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EX 470

EX 471

EX 472

470 P

Navy Dept., 1873, 90¢ all colors, “Goodall” trial color small die proof, (O45TC2b-O45TC2f),
each mounted on card, each measuring approximately 52mm x 53mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000


471 P

Navy Dept., 1873, 30¢ all colors, “Goodall” trial color small die proof, (O44TC2b-O44TC2f),
each mounted on card, each measuring approximately 52mm x 53mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,500.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

472 P

Navy Dept., 1873, 6¢ all colors, “Goodall” trial color small die proof, (O38TC2b-O38TC2f), each
mounted on card, each measuring approximately 52mm x 53mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,500.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

473 P

Navy Dept., 1873, 15¢ all colors, “Goodall” trial color small die proof, (O42TC2b-O42TC2f),
each mounted on card, each measuring approximately 52mm x 53mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,500.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

474 P

Navy Dept., 1873, 7¢ all colors, “Goodall” trial color small die proof, (O39TC2b-O39TC2f), each
mounted on card, each measuring approximately 52mm x 53mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,500.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

475 P

Navy Dept., 1873, 2¢ all colors, “Goodall” trial color small die proof, (O36TC2b-O36TC2f), each mounted
on card, each measuring approximately 52mm x 53mm; black with tiny inclusion below stamp, Extremely Fine.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Officials

EX 476

476 P

Navy Dept., 1873, 3¢ all colors, “Goodall” trial color small die proof, (O37TC2b-O37TC2f), each
mounted on card, each measuring approximately 52mm x 53mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800


477 P

State Dept., 1873, $2 brown & black, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (O68TC4c), Very Fine, only
10 known, ; with 2013 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

478 P

State Dept., 1873, $5 scarlet & black, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (O69TC4a), Very Fine; with
2013 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

479 P

State Dept., 1873, $5 scarlet & black, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (O69TC4a), Very Fine.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

480 P

State Dept., 1873, $5 brown & black, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (O69TC4c), Very Fine. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

481 P

State Dept., 1873, $5 green & brown, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (O69TC4e), Very Fine. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

477
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Officials

482

483

484

482 P

State Dept., 1873, $5 blue & brown, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (O69TC4f), Very Fine; with
2013 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

483 P

State Dept., 1873, $5 blue & brown, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (O69TC4f), brilliant bright
color, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

484 P

State Dept., 1873, $20 green & brown, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (O71TC4e), ; small thin at
top, Very Fine; with 2013 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

NEWSPAPER STAMPS

EX 485

485 P

1875, 2¢-$60 complete, small die proofs, (PR9P2-PR32P2), each still neatly mounted on orginal
grayish card from Roosevelt album pane, pristine and fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,200.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

486 P

1881, 2¢-$60, trial color proofs in black on card, (PR9TC4a-PR32TC4a), the crisp black virtually
popping off of the pristine card; nearly all with large, balanced margins, Very Fine, a lovely set.
Scott $1,320.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Official Seals

OFFICIAL SEALS
ESSAYS

487

487 E

Post Office Seal, 1872, N.B.N.C. Registry Seal, in brown, (OXF1-E3a), die on card, measuring
112mm x 65mm, paper remnant, exceptionally rare, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

488 E

Post Office Seal, 1872, N.B.N.C. Registry Seal, in black, (OXF1-E1a), die on india, die sunk on card,
measuring 105mm x 59mm, hinge remnants, interesting pre-production essay, in negative lettering, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Photo on the back cover.
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Official Seals

489

489 E

Post Office Seal, 1872, N.B.N.C. Registry Seal, in blue, (OXF1-E3d), die on glossy paper, measuring 88mm
x 51mm, exceptionally rare, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

490 E

Post Office Seal, 1872, N.B.N.C. Registry Seal, in blue, (OXF1-E3a), die on card, measuring
104mm x 60mm, paper remnants, exceptionally rare, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

491 E

Post Office Seal, 1872, N.B.N.C. Registry Seal, in yellow, (OXF1-E2a), die on card, measuring 107mm x
62mm, hinge remnants, deep rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Official Seals

492

492 E

Post Office Seal, 1872, N.B.N.C. Registry Seal, in rose, (OXF1-E3b), die on india, measuring 84mm x
60mm, hinge remnants, exceptionally rare; a few light thins as you usually see on this brittle india paper, Very
Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

493 E

Post Office Seal, 1872, N.B.N.C. Registry Seal, in light green, (OXF1-E2a), die on card, measuring 90mm
x 55mm, fresh and pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

494 E

Post Office Seal, 1872, N.B.N.C. Registry Seal, in violet, (OXF1-E3b), die on india, measuring 87mm x
54mm, hinge remnants, exceptionally rare; a few light thins as you usually see on this brittle india paper, Very
Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Official Seals

495

495 E

Post Office Seal, 1872, N.B.N.C. Registry Seal, in blue, (OXF1-E2a), die on card, measuring 111mm x
67mm, hinge remnants, pencil notes, exceptionally rare; tiny tone spot at top right of stamp, Very Fine. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

496 E

Post Office Seal, 1872, N.B.N.C. Registry Seal, in green, (OXF1-E2a), die on card, measuring 115mm x
77mm, hinge remnants, pencil notes, gorgeous sharp color; tiny tone spot at bottom, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $750 - 1,000
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Official Seals

497 E

497

Post Office Seal, 1872, N.B.N.C. Registry Seal, in rose, (OXF1-E2a), die sunk on card, measuring 112mm
x 77mm, with extra border line around stamp, exceptionally rare; some small toning spots, Very Fine. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

PROOFS

498

499

498 Pa

1879, Post Office Seal, brown, plate on india, (OX1P2), block of 4, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750

499 P

Post Office Seal, 1900, red brown, die proof sunk on card, (OX11P1), measuring 84mm x 64mm, Very Fine.
Scott $750.
Estimate $600 - 800
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Official Seals Registry

OFFICIAL SEALS - REGISTRY
PROOFS

500

500 P

Registry Seal, 1872, green, large die proof on wove paper, (OXF1P1a), measuring 125mm x 76mm,
exceptionally rare and undervalued, Very Fine. Scott $950.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

501 P

Registry Seal, 1872, green, large die proof on wove paper, (OXF1P1a), reduced, measuring 74 mm x
41mm, extremely rare, Very Fine. Scott $950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

502 P

Registry Seal, 1872, green, plate proof on India, (OXF1P3), extremely rare, Scott lists value only with a
dash; a couple small thins, a little light foxing and small staining to upper corners, Very Fine.
Estimate
$600 - 800
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Official Seals Registry

TRIAL COLORS

503

503 P

Official Seal - Registry Seal, 1872, green, trial color small die on card, (OXF1TC2e), measuring 112mm x
80mm, hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

504 P

Official Seal - Registry Seal, 1872, red violet trial color die on India, (OXF1TC1ah), reduced, measuring
75mm x 44mm; a little light foxing, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

505 P

Official Seal - Registry Seal, 1872, orange, trial color die on India, (OXF1TC1ag), reduced, measuring
75mm x 42mm; large natural bamboo inclusion at right, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

504
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Official Seals Registry

506

506 P

Official Seal - Registry Seal, 1872, orange, trial color die on India, (OXF1TC1ag), reduced, measuring
74mm x 43mm; tiny scuff and a little light foxing, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

507 P

Official Seal- Registry Seal, 1872, carmine, die proof on india paper, (OXF1TC1af), reduced, measuring
75mm x 43mm, extremely rare, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

507

CARRIERS

EX 508

1851 (1¢) Franklin essay, 12 different shades of each vignette and complete design essay, (LO1-E2a,
LO1-E3a), engraved vignette only and complete design, die on proof paper, LO1-E2a and E3a are matched by
shade, consisting of steel blue, green, dark green, violet, violet brown, orange, red, olive, orange brown, deep
orange brown, carmine and ultramarine, very difficult to find this many shades together in one lot, includes a
couple not listed in Scott; a few typical small paper faults, Very Fine, grossly under valued in the catalog. Scott
$2,100.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

508 E
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Carriers

EX 509

509 E

1851 (1¢) Franklin essay, in all three known colors, (LO1-E2c), engraved vignette only, die on green bond,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $525. Brazer LO1E-Aab.
Estimate $500 - 750

510 E

1851 (1¢) Franklin essay, two different colors, green and dark carmine, (LO1-E3a), complete design, die
on proof paper, hinge remnants; a few typical small paper faults, Very Fine, grossly under valued in the catalog.
Scott $200. Brazer LO1E-Ab.
Estimate $300 - 400

511 Pa

1851 (1¢) Franklin, deep green, trial color plate proof on India, (LO1TC3), block of 4, extremely rare, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

512 P

1851 (1¢) Franklin and 1¢ Eagle, hybrid proofs, (LO1P1-LO2P1), each on india, cut to shape, mounted on
larger india, die sunk on card, each measuring roughly 70mm x 78mm; Franklin with small bit of soiling at top
right and small thins to card, Very Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

510

511
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Telegraph- Revenue

513

514

513 Pa

Baltimore & Ohio Telegraph Co., 1886, 5¢ blue, imperf, (3T15a), full pane of 6, Scott unlisted as complete
pane, unused without gum, rare to find as complete pane; some light creasing around edges, small spot at
upper right, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

514 P

Western Union Telegraph Co., 1902, blue, Clowry signature, large die proof on india mounted on card,
(16T33P1), measuring 43mm x 49mm, Scott unlisted, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

REVENUE
PROOFS

515

516

515 Pa

1862, 5¢ Agreement, plate proof on card, (R23P4), bottom margin plate block of 6, unlisted as full plate
block; light thin on bottom selvage, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

516 Pa

1862, 5¢ Foreign Exchange, plate proof on card, (R26P4), block of 4, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$1,200.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Revenue

517

518

519

517 Pa

1863, 5¢ Playing Cards, plate proof on card, (R28P4), block of 8, extremely rare and possibly unique, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

518 Pa

1863, 15¢ Foreign Exchange, plate proof on card, (R39P4), block of 4, pristine and fresh, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

519 Pa

1863, 15¢ Foreign Exchange, plate proof on card, (R39P4), block of 4, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,600.

Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

520 Pa

1862, 25¢ Bond, plate proof on card, (R43P4), block of 4, pristine and fresh, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

521 Pa

1862, $1 Lease, plate proof on card, (R70P4), block of 6, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,550 as
singles.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

520
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Revenue

522

522 Pa

1862, $1 Passage Ticket, plate proof on card, (R74P4), block of 6, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,700
as block and 2 singles.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

523 P

1862, $15 Mortgage, milky blue, plate proof on India, (R97fP3), bottom margin plate number strip of 3,
Extremely Fine. Scott $870 as singles.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Photo on the back cover.
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Revenue

524

525

524 P

1871, 3¢-$50 blue & black, plate proof on India, (R105P3-R131P3), ; small thin on $1.60, llight crease on
$3.50, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $718.
Estimate $500 - 750

525 Pa

1871, 10¢ blue & black, plate proof on India, (R109P3), bottom margin plate block of 8, great position
piece; a couple light wrinkles and thin speck in selvage, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $160
as singles.
Estimate $500 - 750

526 P

1871, 60¢ orange and black, center inverted, plate on card, (R142P4a), hinge remnant, Extremely Fine,
only 80 sold, signed Sloan. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

527 P

1871, 60¢ orange and black, center inverted, plate on card, (R142P4a), Superb, signed Sloan. Scott
$2,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Photo on the front cover.
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Revenue

528

529

530

528 Pa

1872, $5 green & black, plate proof on India, (R149P3), left margin plate block of 4, extremely rare position
piece, Scott lists only with a dash, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

529 P

2¢ blue, large die on india, die sunk on card, (R152P1), measuring 64mm x 77mm, hinge remnant, Extremely
Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

530 Pa

1875, 2¢ blue, plate on india paper, (R152P3), block of 4, Extremely Fine. Scott $475. Estimate $500 - 750

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Revenue

531

531 P

1/2¢-80¢, small die on wove, (R195TC2b-R205TC2b), each only listed in Scott with a dash, probably unique
set; some thins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Photo on the front cover.

532 Pa

1871, 1¢ violet and black, plate on bond paper, (RB1TC5e), bottom margin plate block of 8, very rare
unlisted Shade; light crease along bottom stamps, light horizontal crease across bottom stamps, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

533 Pa

Washington Head Vignettes, 1871, black, on white glazed paper, block of 4, Extremely Fine.
Turner 126B.
Estimate $400 - 600
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Revenue

534

534 Pa

Proprietary, 1871, 4¢ green, frame plate proof on card, block of 4, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Turner 115A.

Estimate $400 - 600

535 Pa

5¢ numeral revenue essay, in brown, on heavy white paper, block of 4, printed on safety paper prepared with
a pattern of 2 1/2mm squares, hardly visible except when tampered where ink disappears and becomes white,
preventing reuse, measuring 22mm x 40mm; light diagonal crease at top, Very Fine. Turner 48a.

Estimate $300 - 400

536 P

1¢ brown, large die on india paper, (RO78TC1af), meausring 43mm x 53mm, not Scott listed in this shade,
Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800

537 P

1¢ black, large die on india paper, (RP1TC1ae), measuring 64mm x 53mm, Very Fine. Scott $475.

Estimate $500 - 750
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Revenue

538 P

EX 538

N.Y. Pharmacal Assoc., 4¢ in various colors, large die proof, (RS187P1, RS187TC1ae-g, RS187TC1ai-j),
each die sunk on card, six different shades, with black, blue, brown, green, red and vermilion (oxidized), each
with serial number and National Bank Note Co. N.Y. inscription at bottom; a few card hinge thins and a little
light soiling on face of black, Very Fine, ex Joyce. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

TRIAL COLORS

539

540

541

539 P

1¢ black Proprietary, die on india paper, (R3TC1a), measuring 37mm x 41mm; a few small ink mark on
edges, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $950.
Estimate $600 - 800

540 P

10¢ Foreign Exchange, black and blue, compound hybrid plate on india paper, (R35TC1ae, R35P4), both
mounted on card, Very Fine. Scott $383.
Estimate $300 - 400

541 P

1864, $200 U.S. Internal Revenue, green & brown red, trial color plate proof on India, (R102TC3b), deep
vivid color; tear and light wrinkle, Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Revenue

542

543

542 P

1864, $200 U.S. Internal Revenue, black & red, trial color plate proof on card, (R102TC4a), Very Fine.
Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

543 P

1864, $200 U.S. Internal Revenue, gray brown & red, trial color plate proof on bond, (R102TC5a), hinge
remnants, Very Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

544 Pa

1871, Second Issue, 1¢ brown, frame only trial color essay, (R103TC4var), plate trial on card,
right margin block of 10 with imprint, listed in Turner as trial color proof, only one sheet was known, this
is the unique inscription block, choice, paper remnant; tiny tone spot in selvage, Very Fine, ex Joyce.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Revenue

545

546

545 Pa

1871, 2¢ pale blue & black, trial color plate proof on bond, (R104TC5a), right margin plate block of 10,
great position multiple; light crease between bottom stamps, Very Fine to Extremely Fine centering. Scott
$600+.
Estimate $500 - 750

546 P

1871, 3¢-$25, trial color proofs of various colors on india paper, (R105TC3-R130RC3), ; a few small thins,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $680.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

547 P

1871, 2¢ dark orange and black, on gray silk paper, (R135TC), F.-V.F.; with 2009 Weiss certificate.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

547

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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ESSAYS, PROOFS & TRIAL COLORS: Revenue

548

549

548 P

2¢ black brown, large die trial color proof on india, die sunk on card, (R152TC1af), measuring 62mm x
75mm, with tiny National Bank Note Co. N.Y. inscription at bottom, rare unlisted black brown shade variety;
tiny hinge thin at top, Very Fine, ex Joyce. Scott $600.
Estimate $600 - 800

549 P

2¢ black, large die trial color proof on india, die sunk on card, (R152TC1ag), measuring 62mm x 75mm,
with tiny National Bank Note Co. N.Y. inscription at bottom, hinge remnants, Extremely Fine, ex Joyce. Scott
$600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

550 P

American Match Co., 3¢ buff, (RO13TC), trial color proof on bond, extremely rare and unlisted in Scott,
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

551 P

Brandreth, B., 1¢ green, trial color large die proof, (RS33TC1af), ; tiny thin at bottom left, Very Fine; with
2008 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $600 - 800
See also lot # 1604
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: Autographs

U.S. POSTAL HISTORY
AUTOGRAPHS

552

552

Jane Addams (1860-1935), Women’s Suffragette and Nobel Prize Winner, ALS, 53/4” x 91/4”, Mar 30, 1909,
Hull House, Chicago; one page letter about family matters to her sister, Alice Haldeman in Girard Kansas;
includes the envelope of transmittal, with a Women’s Special Train to Springfield, April 13, 1909 corner
card, along with a 4-page flyer entitled “Attention, Suffrage Women!” giving details of the Special Train to
Springfield to attend the Illinois House of Representatives hearing on the Chicago Municipal Suffrage Bill;
Very Fine and including a transcription of the letter, Addams’ handwriting being a little difficult to read. Towle
CH-5-a, RF II+++.
Estimate $300 - 400

553 )

Jenny Lind, a glowing first person account of a concert by legendary “Swedish Nightingale”; a November 1850
stampless folded letter from New Haven, Ct. to Wentworth, N.H. in which the writer, a female college student,
enthusiastically for a page-and-a-half after attending a Lind concert in New York, in part, “I did not suppose
the human voice capable of performing what she did.” and “She is indeed beautiful and talented as a singer
probably more so than any woman living...I cannot describe it, you must see it to comprehend it”, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: Postmarks by State and Express Covers

POSTMARKS BY STATE AND EXPRESS COVERS

554

555

556

554 )

The Central City Register, fancy framed corner card on a pristine cover franked with a 3¢ Pictorial (114)
tied by a Nov 30 Mountain City, Col. duplex; to Oberlin, O.; reduced slightly at the left, Very Fine, Ex-Jarrett,
Seacrest. 
Estimate $250 - 350

555 )

“PENSACOLA/ June 24.”, Very Fine strike of straightline postmark on an 1822 folded letter datelined
“Head Quarters, Pensacola”, acknowledging receipt of orders; manuscript “Free” and frank by “L. Whiting,
Adjt. 4th Arty.”; to the Acting Adjutant General in Washington, Very Fine, Ex-Meroni. ASCC $750+.

Estimate $500 - 750

556 )

PENSACOLA Feb. 5 (Escambia Co.). Excellent two line straightline handstamp, manuscript “Paid 25” on 1822
folded letter addressed to Providence RI; minor edge toning, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
American Military Government Period usage.

557 )

ST. AUGUSTINE 10 SEPT 1822 (St. Johns Co.). Nicely struck year dated two line handstamp (“1” of “10” under
“UG”), manuscript “Free 25” on folded letter addressed to Washington DC; light file folds through postmarks,
otherwise Very Fine, scarce territorial usage. 
Estimate $600 - 800

558 )

St. Joseph, ”St. Joseph Fl. T./Feb/2 cds with manuscript “25” rate on 1838 folded letter sheet addressed to
Boston MA, two page business letter; two vertical filefolds, one affecting cds, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

559 )

Beekman’s Express, Jacksonville O.T., clear purple oval handstamp on a 3¢ red entire (U10) to Roseburg,
Oregon with a printed Wells Fargo frank and canceled by a blue Jul 7 (1860) Wells Fargo, San Francisco
double circle datestamp; reduced just a hair at the left, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

560 )

Campbell’s Stage Line, U.S. Mail & Express, Traverse City, Mich., a pristine illustrated corner card
cover featuring a two-team Stagecoach with the caption, “From Traverse City to Railroad”, franked with
a straight-edged, grid-canceled 3¢ green (147) and postmarked with a Jun 23 Traverse City c.d.s.,
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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561

562

563

561 )

Howard & Co’s Express, oval corner card on a cover to Sonora, Cal. franked with a target-canceled
c363 and postmarked with a Jul 28 “Womelsdorf, Pa. c.d.s.; intact “Howard & Co’s / Express/
Womeldorf, Pa.” red wax seal on the flap; reduced slightly at the left, Very Fine. A rare Eastern Express
Company. 
Estimate $200 - 300

562 )

Redding and Weaverville Daily Stage Line, Redding, a marvelous illustrated corner card on a cover from
Redding to Weaverville franked with a 2¢ green (213) tied by a Redding target duplex, Aug 8, 1889, and
backstamped Weaverville the next day; includes the original letter on a matching illustrated letterhead from
the Line’s Proprietor, L. Dow, inquiring about available funds, the cover docketed “Dow” in blue crayon. A
fabulous piece of California postal history, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

563 )

Columbia River and Puget Sound Mail Line, framed corner card with a marvelous illustration of a three-team
“U.S. Mail” stagecoach on an unfranked cover to “Mr. Goswell, Cowlitz”; bit of light foxing, otherwise Very Fine
and most attractive.
Estimate $400 - 600

RAILROAD COVERS

564

565

566

567

564 )

5¢ red brown, (1), Very Fine-Extremely Fine, four large margins, tied by manuscript cancel on 1849
folded letter with bold blue “BALTIMORE/SEP 1/RAIL ROAD” cancel to Rock Run, excellent railroad use,
attractive cover; file fold through stamp, tear away from everything, minor age toning, an F.-V.F. cover.
Towle 239-D.
Estimate $300 - 400

565 )

YUKON RIVER, ALASKA, R.P.O., EAST, (Towle X-46-a, RF VI), mostly clear purple “RMS” duplex, Aug 2,
1909, ties a 2¢ Shield (319) on a red & black illustrated “Northern Navigation Co., To Alaska Gold Fields”
corner card cover to San Francisco and backstamped there on Aug 25; reduced a bit at the left with a slightly
rounded upper left corn, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

566 )

BOSTON/CIRCUIT/R.P.O., (Towle BO-10-f, g, RF I), choice flag cancel, Mar 5, 1915, ties an 1878 Hussey’s
Special Messenger local (87L62) on a clean cover to Charlestown, Mass., with an additional strike at the
lower left and a strike of the much scarcer “BOSTON CIRCUIT/R.P.O./TR.2” “BPO” duplex of the same date at
the upper left; on the back is a partial strike of the “BOST(ON)/M(ASS.)/CIRC.” double circle, Extremely Fine.
A most unusual cover, despite its likely philatelic origin. 
Estimate $200 - 300

567 )

CENTRAL R. R., N. J., (Towle 254-B-1, RF VIII), bold Sep 22 c.d.s. with a second, incomplete strike tying a
three-margin 3¢ dull red (11A) on a cover to Flemington, N.J.; includes original letter dld Phillipsburg (N.J.),
Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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568

569

570

568 )

MILWKE & LA CROSSE, R. R., (Towle 837-B-1, RF X), fairly clear Nov 16 c.d.s. on a 3¢ red entire (U10) with
a Beaver Dam, Wis. Bank corner card; address faded, small nick at the top and most of top flap missing, Fine.
A nice strike of this rare marking - somewhat better than Towle’s tracing. 
Estimate $500 - 750

569 )

TERMINUS, ARIZ., Very Fine magenta Jan 30 c.d.s. duplexed with a target killer tie a 3¢ green (158)
on a very clean Maricopa, A.T. Merchant’s corner card cover to San Francisco and backstamped there
on Feb 2, Extremely Fine. A marvelous example of this rare station agent’s marking. Towle 963-S-1,
RF IX.
Estimate $350 - 500

570 )

TERMINUS, ARIZ., Very Fine purple Sep 15 (1879) c.d.s. duplexed with a target killer on a pristine 1¢ postal
card (UX5) to Tucson, A.T.; message datelined Casa Grande, Extremely Fine. A terrific example of this rare
station agent’s marking. Towle 963-S-1, RF IX.
Estimate $300 - 400

571 )

S. P. C. R. R./SANTA CLARA, choice double circle datestamp, Aug 26, 1880, on a 1¢ postal card (UX5)
canceled with a Santa Clara post office duplex of the same date; to San Jose; back is a South Pacific Coast
Railroad parcel receipt form for a “Car of Wood”, Fine. A gorgeous example of this previously unrecorded
South Pacific Coast station agent’s marking. Towle 985-S-?
Estimate $200 - 300

572 )

S. F. & S. J. R. R./17 MILE HOUSE, Very Fine blue c.d.s., Jan 9, 1863, on a cover franked with a 1¢ blue (63)
(and, presumably a 2¢ black (73), which has since been cut out and is no longer present) canceled by San
Francisco “cogwheels” with a Jan 9 San Francisco c.d.s. alongside; to North Whitefield, Me.; reduced just a tad
at the left, Very Fine except for the missing stamp. A previously unrecorded San Francisco & San Jose station
agent’s marking. Towle 980-S-2? RF ???
Estimate $300 - 40017
Mile House was the first station north of San Mateo.

573 )

S. F. & S. J. R. R./SAN MATEO, Very Fine blue c.d.s., Mar 10, 1868, with a matching target killer tying a 3¢
rose (65) on a pretty yellow cover to Conway Center, N.H.; originally postmarked (?) with a manuscript “San
Mateo, Cal., March 8, 1868”, Very Fine. Towle 980-S-1, RF VIII.
Estimate $300 - 400

574 )

D. & RIO G., partial undated circle with a second, even less complete strike cancelling a 3¢ green entire (U83)
to Grand Rapids, Mich.; dcd “Atherton Farm Colo, Aug 31 - 1873”; backstamped with a Sep 8 Grand Rapids
carrier c.d.s.; reduced at the left with a small stain at top, Fine. An exceedingly rare marking and likely the
listing example. Towle 953-H-1, RF X.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: Railroad Covers

575

576

575 )

D. & RIO G., R. R., mostly clear undated circle with a target killer tying a 3¢ green (147) on a clean cover to
Providence, R.I., Very Fine. An excellent example of this rare marking - “R. R.” faint but readable (missing in
the Towle tracing). Towle 953-H-1, RF X.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

576 )

(UNI)ON PACIFIC R. R./BEAVER BROOK, COL., mostly complete blue c.d.s. with an illegible date (message
dated Jul 25, 1883) cancels a 1¢ postal card (UX7) to Denver, partial Denver backstamp; two small holes, one
from a spindle, Very Fine. Towle 951-S-1, RF VII.
Estimate $400 - 600

577 )

UNION PACIFIC R. R./FORKS CREEK, COL., perfectly struck blue c.d.s., Sep 18, 1885, used in transit on the
reverse of a 1¢ postal card (UX7) canceled with an exceptional magenta “Forks Creek, Colo., Sep 18, 1885”
double-lined c.d.s. with a matching 5-point star killer; to Salina, Kans. and backstamped there the next day;
address side somewhat soiled, F.-V.F. A marvelous unlisted - and possibly uniqe - Union Pacific station agent’s
marking identical to their Beaver Brook handstamp. Towle 951-S-? (Photo on Website) Estimate $400 - 600

578 )

NAUGATUCK R. R., choice Jan 16 (1850) c.d.s. in orange with a matching handstamped “5” on a pristine
folded letter from Bridgeport to Naugatuck, Very Fine. Towle 87-A-1, RF VII.
Estimate $200 - 300

579 )

S. A. & G. R. R., GEO., superb c.d.s., Apr 25, 1859, cancels a 3¢ red entire (U6) to Providence, R.I.; flap tears,
evidence of previous corner mounts at the upper left and lower right, Very Fine. An exceptional example of this
rare marking. Towle 350-A-1, RF IX.
Estimate $400 - 600

580 )

TERMINUS, IDAHO, choice blue double-lined c.d.s., Mar 30, 1880, duplexed with a target killer on a pristine
1¢ postal card (UX5) to Helena, M.T; back is a Utah & Northern Railway Commission & Forwarding Agent’s
partly-printed receipt form, Extremely Fine. Towle 890-S-2, RF VII.
Estimate $200 - 300

581 )

CHI. ILL. CLARK ST. & LINC. AVE., R.P.O., TR.1, virtually complete Streetcar c.d.s., Apr 30 (1896), on a
locally addressed 1¢ postal card (UX9), Very Fine. Towle CH-2-a, RF VIII.
Estimate $250 - 350

582 )

NEW ALBANY & SALEM, R. R., choice strike of a Sep 13 (1855) c.d.s. ties a bottom sheet margin 3¢ dull red
(11) on a cover to Paoli, Ind.; with original letter datelined Bedford, Sep 11; stain at the upper left affecting the
stamp, reduced slightly at the left, otherwise Very Fine. A gorgeous strike of this exceedingly rare route agent’s
marking. Towle 655-A-1, RF X.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: Railroad Covers

583

584

585

583 )

DUBUQUE & PACIFIC, R. R., mostly clear Jul 5 c.d.s. with a pen-canceled 3¢ dull red (26) on a cover to
Dubuque; Waterloo, Iowa Attorney’s corner card; reduced somewhat at the right, F.-V.F. Towle 759-A-2, IX.

Estimate $500 - 750

584 )

CENTRAL IOWA RY./NEWBURG, (Towle 751-S-1, RF VI), two virtually complete strikes of the negative oval
in green, one of which ties a cork-canceled 3¢ green (158) on a cover to Alfred, Me. with a mostly illegible
“(...)WATER” town cancel at the lower left, Very Fine. This marking is not previously recorded in green.

Estimate $250 - 350

585 )

DES M. VALLEY R.R., clear Oct 12 c.d.s. duplexed with a fancy boxed “S” killer on the right side of a cover
to Warsaw, N.Y.; franked at the left with a slightly defective 3¢ green (158) tied by a second strike of just the
killer portion of the duplex; couple minor edge tears, otherwise Very Fine, Ex-Towle. Towle 757-B-3, RF V.

Estimate $200 - 300

586 )

K. C. & SANTA FE, R. R., Very Fine Jan 17 c.d.s. with a bold circle-of-wedges killer tying a 3¢ green (207) on
an Edgerton, Kans. Druggist’s corner card cover to Lawrence, Kans.; reduced somewhat at the right, otherwise
Very Fine. Towle 909-AE-1, RF VIII.
Estimate $300 - 400

587 )

PENOBSCOT & KEN. R. R., Very Fine May 28 c.d.s. ties a 3¢ brownish carmine (26) on a clean cover to
Upper Gloucester, Me. Towle 4-I-1, RF VII.
Estimate $200 - 300

588 )

BOSTON & BRIGHTON, R.P.O., bold Jun 26 Streetcar c.d.s. with a cork-canceled 2¢ rose carmine(279Bc)
on a cover to Detroit, Mich.; on the reverse are two faint strikes of an unlisted blue “SYRACUSE & DETROIT
R.P.O./Tr. 31.” double circle datestamp, Jun 27, 1899; small, barely noticeable stain at the upper left, otherwise
Very Fine. Towle BO-1-a, RF VII.
Estimate $200 - 300

589 )

BOSTON & ROXBURY, R.P.O., Very Fine Streetcar c.d.s., Aug 13, 1899, beside an Aug 12 BOS. PROV. &
N.Y. c.d.s. on the reverse of a Special Delivery cover from Meriden, Ct. to Roxbury, Mass. franked with a 2¢
carmine & a 10¢ Special Delivery (267, E5) tied by an Aug 12 Meriden flag cancel and bearing a Postal
Telegraph-Cable Co. logo corner card; reduced at the right clipping part of the 2¢ stamp, otherwise Very Fine.
Towle BO-3-a, RF VIII.
Estimate $300 - 400
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590

591

592

590 )

BOSTON & SOMERVILLE, R.P.O., clear Streetcar “BPO” duplex, Jun 18, 1905, ties a 2¢ Shield (319) on a
Camp Katahdin & Rangeley Club corner card cover to Providence, R.I., F.-V.F., Ex-Willard. Towle BO-7-d, RF
VIII.
Estimate $200 - 300

591 )

MIC. CENTRAL R. R./Mic., choice strike of a 34.5mm Sep 4 c.d.s. ties a four-margin 3¢ orange brown (10A)
on a folded letter to Kennebunkport, Me., Very Fine. The stamp has been plated by Chase as 58L1L. Towle
610-A-3, RF VIII.
Estimate $300 - 400

592 )

MICH. SOUTHERN, R. R., Very Fine blue Feb 17 c.d.s. ties a 3 1/2-margin 3¢ orange brown (10A) on an
embossed Hudson, Mich. Jeweler/Stationer’s corner card cover to Ypsilanti, Mich.; stamp with a small tear at
the lower right, otherwise Very Fine. Towle 559-C-1, RF VII.
Estimate $200 - 300

593 )

“N P R R / Nov 3 73”, bold manuscript postmark ties a pen-canceled, slightly damaged 3¢ green (158) on
a clean cover to Homer, Minn.; docketed at the upper left, contemporaneous “doodling” on the reverse, Very
Fine. The listing example. Towle 985-C-1, RF VIII.
Estimate $300 - 400

594 )

NORTHERN PACIFIC R.R./HOBART., two strikes of a double circle datestamp, Dec 5, 1872, one nearly
complete, the other about half complete, with a clear purple manuscript “N. P. R. R. Dec 5” and a matching
pen-canceled, slightly damaged 3¢ green (147) on a cover to Groton, N.Y.; reduced just a bit at the left, F.-V.F.
An unrecorded Minnesota station agent’s marking plus a marvelous example of the rare Northern Pacific route
agent’s marking. Towle 985-C-var. + Unlisted.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

595 )

EXPOSITION R.P.O., ST. LOUIS, MO., Very Fine “RMS” duplex, Oct 29, 1904, ties a 1¢ Louisiana Purchase
commemorative (323) on an Official Cupples Exposition postcard to Blanchester, O.; card pictures the Palace
of Transportation and has an additional Oct 29 “Exposition Station” machine cancel at the upper right; minor
corner bends, Very Fine. Towle 831-E-1, RF VIII.
Estimate $300 - 400

596 )

K. C. & SANTA FE, R. R., perfectly struck May 22 c.d.s. with a neat segmented grid killer (not a “sunburst”
as per Towle) ties a 3¢ green (158) on a very clean cover to Carrollton, Ill.; reduced very slightly at the right,
Extremely Fine. Towle 909-AE-1, RF VIII.
Estimate $300 - 400
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597

598

599

597 )

EXPOSITION R.P.O., ST. LOUIS, MO., Very Fine slightly doubled “RMS” duplex, Sep 9, 1904, ties a c2300
on an Exposition postcard to Punxatawney, Pa.; with a Sep 11 Punxatawney receiver at the lower left; card
Pictorials the Palace of Machinery with the message, “Doing the Pike every day.”; minor corner bend, F.-V.F.
Towle 831-E-1, RF VIII.
Estimate $250 - 350

598 )

EXPOSITION R.P.O., ST. LOUIS, MO., mostly clear, slightly doubled “RMS” duplex, Oct 15, 1904, ties a 1¢
green (300) on an Official Cupples Exposition postcard to Matawan, N.J. and “Missent to Madison, N.J.” with
Oct 17 Madison and Matawan receivers at the left; card pictures the Palace of Transportation and has an
additional Oct 15 “Exposition Station” machine cancel at the upper right; minor corner bends, F.-V.F. Towle
831-E-1, RF VIII.
Estimate $250 - 350

599 )

TERMINUS N. P. R. R./WEST MONTANA, clear red straightline handstamp on a 3¢ green entire (U164) with
a printed Wells Fargo frank and canceled by a purple Montana “pinwheel” duplex, Feb 11, 1883, with the town
name not quite legible (it is not Terminus); to Butte City, Mont. with a manuscript return address of “Thomson
River (Missoula Co.), Montana”, Very Fine. A rare Northern Pacific station agent’s marking, listed by Towle only
in black. Towle 892-S-1, RF IX.
Estimate $500 - 750

600 )

UNION PACIFIC/RAILWAY/RED ROCK, MON., perfectly struck blue straightline datestamp, Jun 13, 1881,
on a 1¢ postal card (UX5) to Salem City, Idaho; card is a partly-printed parcel card headed “Utah & Northern
Railway” with handstamped “Red Rock, Mont.” Station name, Very Fine. A very rare, previously unrecorded
Union Pacific station agent’s marking, the Union Pacific taking over operation of the defunct Utah & Northern.
Towle 932-S-7, RF VIII.
Estimate $350 - 500
This marking is listed as Red Rock Canon (Wyoming Territory) with the notation “Location of this station has not
been established”. The listing must have been created from a not-quite-clear strike and an incorrect assumption
made, because the station name is clearly Red Rock MON.

601 )

TERMINUS & OGD., AGT., Very Fine c.d.s., Sep 12, 1882, duplexed with a cork killer on a 1¢ postal card
(UX7) to Helena, Mont.; card is a partly-printed form fronm Sebree, Ferris & White Banking House of Dillon,
Mont., Very Fine. Towle 890-A-1, RF VII.
Estimate $200 - 300

602 )

Virginia & Truckee R.R., Carson City, General Superintendent’s corner card on a 3¢ red entire (U232) to San
Francisco with a printed Wells Fargo frank; canceled by a blurry purple oval “W.F. & Co’s Express, Messenger,
134” with a clear blue Mar 3 Wells Fargo San Francisco oval datestamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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603

604

605

603 )

BENSON & ISAACSON, R.P.O., mostly clear c.d.s., Dec 25, 1883, duplexed with a quartered cork killer on
a 2¢ red entire (U230) to La Noria “via Harshaw” A.T.; backstamped Harshaw the next day, Very Fine. Towle
965.1-B-1, RF IX.
Estimate $400 - 600

604 )

ATLANTIC & PACIFIC R. R./McCARTY’S, Very Fine blue double circle datestamp, Aug 24, 1887, on a 1¢
postal card (UX9) to Albuquerque, N.M. with the indicia pen-canceled; message datelined McCarthy’s; name
of addressee neatly removed, Very Fine. Apparently the listing example. Towle 964-S-3, RF VII. Estimate
$200 - 300

605 )

PAN-AMERICAN, RAILWAY POST OFFICE, BUFFALO, N.Y., very fine c.d.s., Jun 17, 1901 duplexed with a
“2” killer, struck partly off the top edge of a cover ties a 2¢ Pan-American (295) on a cover to Clover Hill, N.J.;
reduced a bit at the right cutting off the edge of the stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Towle notes only a “1” killer.
Towle 150-C-23 var., RF VIII.
Estimate $250 - 350

606 )

AUBURN OLD ROAD, choice May 16 (171) c.d.s. cancels a clean 3¢ green entire (U83) to Middletown, Ct.;
Pittsford, N.Y. Powder Manufacturer’s corner card, Very Fine. Auburn Old Road was the nickname for the
Syracuse-Auburn-Rochester run of the New York Central. Towle 115-G-1, RF VIII.
Estimate $250 - 350

607 )

BROOK. & FT. HAMILTON, R.P.O., TR.2, VF Brooklyn Streetcar “RMS” duplex, Dec 21, 1911, ties a 1¢ green
(374) on a locally addressed Christmas postcard, F.-V.F. Towle BR-7-a, RF VII.
Estimate $300 - 400

608 )

JARRETT & PALMER’S SPECIAL FAST TRANS-CONTINENTAL TRAIN, virtually complete c.d.s., Jun 1,
1876, duplexed with a bold barred ellipse “1” ties a 3¢ green (158) in a neat cover to San Francisco; with
the corner card of Dry Goods Merchant, Leon H. Blum and the Jun 4 receiving handstamp of San Francisco
Wool Dealer, E. Raas, also on the front (no postal receiver); bit of very faint toning on the left side and reduced
just a tad at right, still Very Fine. A marv example of a cover making the full record-setting trip. Incudes two
contemporary press clippings, including a picture of the train, which included only two cars - a baggage/smoker
car and a Pullman. Towle SP-3, RF IX.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Photo on the back cover.

609 )

JARRETT & PALMER’S SPECIAL FAST TRANS-CONTINENTAL TRAIN, perfectly struck Jun 1, 1876, c.d.s.
& barred ellipse “1” duplex ties a 3¢ green (158) on a neat cover to Chicago with the pre-printed address of
Preston Keane & Co., Chicago bankers, and a return address of The National Shoe & Leather Bank, New York
City; backstamped with a blue Jun 2 Chicago Carrier c.d.s. (in addition to a very strong offset of the c.d.s.);
vertical file fold not affecting markings, F.-V.F. Towle SP-3, RF IX.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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610

611

612

610 )

JARRETT & PALMER’S SPECIAL FAST TRANS-CONTINENTAL TRAIN, mostly clear c.d.s., Jun 1, 1876,
duplexed with a light barred ellipse “1” cancels a 3¢ Bicentennial entire (U218) to Chicago, backstamped
with a blue Jun 2 Chicago Carrier c.d.s.; lightly soiled with minor edge flaws, a small ink stain and a few
mounting remnants on the reverse, Fine. Towle SP-3, RF IX.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

611 )

PAN-AMERICAN, RAILWAY POST OFFICE, BUFFALO, N.Y., nicely struck “1” duplex, Aug 7, 1901, ties a
1¢ Pan-American on an Exposition postcard, “The Rainbow City”, picturing the Temple of Music; to Auburn,
N.Y. with an Aug 8 Auburn receiver at the left; minor bend at the lower left, Very Fine. Towle 150-C-23,
RF VIII.
Estimate $350 - 500

612 )

RAIL.ROAD, light but complete red rimless semi-circle with arc below on a clean folded letter from Little
Falls to Albany with a red manuscript “12 1/2” rate; datelined Nov 3, 1838, Very Fine. Towle 114-B-4,
VIII.
Estimate $300 - 400

613 )

RAIL.ROAD, red rimless semi-circle with arc below on a lightly toned folded letter from Utica, N.Y. to South
Kingston, R.I. with a manuscript “18 1/2” rate and a red Feb 3 Albany, N.Y. c.d.s. applied in transit; datelined Feb
3, 1841, Very Fine. Towle 114-B-4, VIII.
Estimate $300 - 400

614 )

RAIL/ROAD, Very Fine red rimless circle on a pristine folded address leaf from Palatine Bridge to Albany with a
manuscript “10” rate and penciled “P. Bridge/ R R”; docketed Jan 1, 1842, believed to be the earliest recorded
use of this marking, Very Fine. Towle 114-B-5, VIII.
Estimate $400 - 600
According to Towle, “Many of the folded letters of this period carry name of point of origin in script [hence P.
Bridge], probably placed by agent to determine postage, as distance governed rate prior to change in 1845”.
The distance from Palatine Bridge to Albany was 57 miles, 10¢ being the rate for 30-80 miles.

615 )

RAIL/ROAD, light but complete red rimless circle on a clean folded address leaf from Utica to Albany with a
manuscript “12 1/2” rate; docketed Jun 10, 1842; file fold through marking, F.-V.F. The manuscript rate, which
is not clearly written, is inferred from the distance between Utica an Albany, approximately 96 miles, with the
rate for 80-150 miles being 121/2¢. Towle 114-B-5, VIII.
Estimate $300 - 400

616 )

RAILROAD, two clear boxed handstamps tie a 1¢ dull blue (219) on a 1¢ Columbian entire (U349) to
Plymouth Union, Vt. Towle 114-B-8, RF VIII.
Estimate $200 - 300
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614
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617

618

619

617 )

Cincinnati BRIGHTON CAR Flag cancel, perfect impression, Oct 14, 1913, ties a 1¢ green (405)
on a postcard to Bethlehem, Ct.; card pictures “Magnolia Ave., Riverside, Cal.”; small tear at the top,
otherwise Very Fine. A marvelous example of this rare Cincinnati Streetcar marking. Towle CI-1-b, RF IX.

Estimate $500 - 750

618 )

BRIGHTON CAR, CINCINNATI, O., TR 4, choice “RMS” duplex, Jan 20, 1913, ties a 1¢ carmine(406) on
locally addressed postcard, Very Fine. An exceptional example of this very scarce Cincinnati Streetcar marking.
Towle CI-1-a, RF VIII.
Estimate $250 - 350

619 )

BRIGHTON CAR (CINCINNAT)I, O., TR. 5, mostly complete Streetcar “RMS” duplex, Apr 1, 1913 ties a 1¢
green (405) on a locally addressed “Appointment Calendar” postcard; couple minor bends, F.-V.F., Ex-Willard.
Towle CI-1-a, RF VIII.
Estimate $250 - 350

620 )

BRIGHTON CAR, CINCINNATI, O., TR.6, Very Fine Streetcar “RMS” duplex, Aug 23, 1918, ties a 2¢ rose
(499) on a postcard to Wasau, Wis.; card pictures the University of Cincinnati campus, Very Fine. Towle CI-1-a,
RF VIII.
Estimate $200 - 300

621 )

CIN. WALNUT HILLS (& BRIGHTON) R.P.O., TR.1, mostly complete c.d.s., Jan 24, 1900, on a 1¢ postal
card (UX14) to Sherman, Tex.; upper right corner creased, tiny edge tear, F.-V.F. Towle CI-3-a, RF VIII.

Estimate $200 - 300

622 )

Cincinnati BRIGHTON/CAR, Very Fine Streetcar flag cancel, Feb 24, 1914, ties a 1¢ green (405) on a locally
addressed Valentine postcard; diagonal crease at the upper right, light soiling, Fine. This rare marking has
only been recorded used during the six month period from October of 1913 through April of 1914., Ex-Willard.
Towle CI-1-b, RF IX.
Estimate $600 - 800

623 )

CLEVELAND, OHIO, TRIP 9, Very Fine Cleveland Electric Railway machine cancel, Jun 29, 1912 ties a 1¢
green (405) on a picture postcard to Almond, Wis.; minor corner bends, F.-V.F. Used only for three months in
1912 - said to be one of only five examples recorded, Ex-Willard. Towle CL-1-g, RF VIII. Estimate $200 - 300

624 )

TOLEDA, NORWALK & CLEVELAND, R. R., exceptional strike of an Apr 26 c.d.s. cancels a 3¢ red entire
(U6) to New York City; slightly soiled, otherwise Very Fine. An outstanding example of this rare marking. Towle
559-B-2, RF IX.
Estimate $400 - 600

620
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623
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: Railroad Covers

625

626

627

625 )

PHILA R & P, R. R, light but complete Mar 6 c.d.s. ties a nearly-four-margin 3¢ dull red (11A) on a cover to
Tuckerton, Pa.; reduced slightly at the top, Very Fine. Towle 190-D-1, RF VIII.
Estimate $250 - 350

626 )

“W”, clear blue handstamp without a rate marking on a folded address leaf from New York to Philadelphia, Jan
17, 1848, Very Fine. Towle 240-Sp-f, RF VIII.
Estimate $200 - 300

627 )

CENTENNIAL R.P.O., PHIL’A. PA., two strikes Sep 4 rimless c.d.s., one light, the other partial, on a 1¢ postal
card (UX5) to Geneva, N.Y.; message reads “This is from the Fast Mail Train in the Centennial near the
Government Building, Philadelphia.” small tear at the top and multiple creases, otherwise Fine. Towle 237-E-3,
RF VIII.
Estimate $500 - 750

628 )

Pittsburgh FIFTH & PENN. AVE./CIRUIT/R.P.O., TRIP 6, choice Streetcar flag cancel, Jun 17, 1898, ties a 2¢
pink (267a) on a marvelous, locally addressed “Remember the Maine” Spanish-American War patriotic cover;
light soiling, reduced just a tad at the right, just clipping the right perfs, F.-V.F. A spectacular usage of this rare
marking. Towle PI-1-a, RF IX.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

629 )

Pittsburgh FIFTH & PENN. AVE./CIRCUIT/R.P.O., TRIP 3, Very Fine Streetcar flag cancel, Jun 16, 1898, ties
a 2¢ pink (267a) on a cover to New York City; reduced somewhat at the left with a small opening tear at the
upper left, F.-V.F. Said to be one of only 14 examples recorded. Towle PI-1-a, RF IX. Estimate $500 - 750

630 )

“Route 2663, June 26th”, manuscript marking with a pen-canceled 3¢ green (147) on a small
cover to Little Rock, Ark.; partial July “ADVERTISED” handstamp at the lower left, Very Fine.
Towle Unlisted.
Estimate $200 - 300
The only information we could find that possibly relates to this marking is a reference in a February 1860
Postmaster General’s letter “Transmitting An abstract of offers and contracts for carrying the mails.” Route No.
2663 was twice-weekly 20-mile postal route from Kittatinning to Dayton, Pa.

631 )

CHATT. TENN./ELECTRIC CAR, clear Streetcar c.d.s., Nov 22, 1903, duplexed with a “1” barred ellipse
killer on a 1¢ postal card (UX18) to Sandis, Miss.; slight corner bends and some toning on the reverse,
F.-V.F. An excellent example of this very rare Chattanooga Streetcar marking. Towle CA-1-a, RF X.

Estimate $500 - 750
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632

633

632 )

CHATT. TENN., ELECTRIC CAR, excellent strike of a numeral “1” duplex, Oct 29, 1903 (5 PM), ties
a 1¢ green (300) on a picture postcard to Indianapolis, Ind.; card pictures “National Boulevard on
Missionary Ridge”; light, truly insignificant bend and tiny stain at the left, still Very Fine. An exceedingly
rare marking - one of only three recorded, the other two dated Oct 30 (10 AM & 5 PM), Ex-Willard. Towle
CA-1-a, RF X.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

633 )

RUT.SALEM & TROY, AGT., clear May 24 c.d.s. (1884) duplexed with a MORRISON/OK/NORTH killer on a
1¢ postal card (UX7) to Leicester Junction, Vt., Very Fine. Towle 44-E-1c, RF VIII.
Estimate $250 - 350

634 )

“N P R R/Apl 7/74”, bold manuscript postmark ties a pair of 3¢ green (158) on a pretty lemon cover to
Charlemagne Tower in Pottsville, Pa., one of the directors of the Northern Pacific Railroad; most of top flap
missing, Extremely Fine. Towle 895-C-2, RF VIII.
Estimate $250 - 350

635 )

O. R. & N. Co./SOUTH TEXAS, mostly clear blue double circle datestamp, Mar 20, 1886, 2¢ brown
entire U277) to Dayton, W.T. and backstamped there the next day; includes the original enclosure
on an Oregon Railway and Navigation Co. memo form; tiny tear at the top, otherwise Very Fine.
Towle Unlisted.
Estimate $300 - 400
From the 1882 edition of the Official Guide of the Railways and Steam Navigation Lines of the United States,
Porto Rico, Canada, Mexico and Cuba: “Oregon Ry. and Navigation Co.‚Äî Extended north-eastward from
Bolles junction through Grange City to South Texas, Washington Territory, thirty-one miles.”.

636 )

C. To (W. U. PAC)IFIC, R. R., incomplete Jul 12 c.d.s. with two target killers tying a 3¢ F. grill on a 3¢ pink
entire (94, U58) with a red printed Pacific Union Express Co. frank; to Waltham, Mass.; reduced just a tad at
the right, F.-V.F. An attractive usage of this scarce Cheyenne to Wahsatch Union Pacific route agent’s marking.
Towle 932-O-1, RF VIII.
Estimate $350 - 500

637 )

UNION PACIFIC (R. R.)/ROCK CREEK., mostly complete blue c.d.s., Dec 20, 1876, cancels a 1¢
postal card (UX5) to Middleboro, Mass, Very Fine. Apparently the listing example. Towle 932-S-3,
RF VII.
Estimate $200 - 300
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PACKETS/INLAND WATERWAY COVERS

638

639

640

638 )

Ohio & Mississippi River Passenger Packet “Mississippi”, (Milgram 900 (K-351)), overall gray illustration,
an all-over advertising cover featuring Mississippi in the large capital “O” of “Ohio”, franked with a 3¢ rose (65)
tied by a faint target killer with an even fainter, illegible Miss. c.d.s. alongside; small tear at the top, F.-V.F.,
signed by George Sloane.
Estimate $300 - 401

639 )

Cincinnati and New Orleans Passenger Steamer Guiding Star, (Milgram 626), very attractive illustrated
corner card on a cover from Cincinnati to Connersville, Ind. franked with a 3¢ green (184) tied by a bold
Cincinnati “C” duplex, Feb 26, 1883; includes the original letter on a matching illustrated letterhead from J.D.
Hegler, Commander of Guiding Star”, advising the addressee about booking passage; cover lightly soiled, still
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

640 )

(OUACH)ITA RIVER PACKET/(I)DAHOE/(BLA)NKS Master, (Milgram 626), mostly clear blue double-lined
oval handstamp on a 3¢ pink entire (U58) to New Orleans with a Monroe, La. Attorney’s corner card; part of
top missing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

641 )

N.O. & VICKSBURGH RIV. M., (Towle M-15-q, RF VIII), blotchy but mostly complete Jul 13 c.d.s. (date slug
inverted) on a clean 3¢ red entire (U10) to New Orleans; open on three sides with flap tears,but skillfully
restored, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

642 )

PAD. & FLOR., R.P.O., (Towle O-31-b, RF V), clear c.d.s. duplex, Jul 17, 1890, tied a 2¢ lake (219D) on an
illustrated corner card cover for the Evansville, Paducah & Tennessee River Packet Co., the illustration, for the
“Shiloh Route”, features crossed rifles; to Evansville, Ind. and backstamped there the next day; included is a
family letter on matching illustrated letterhead datelined Pine Bluff, Ky.; cover repaired under the stamp and
lightly soiled, otherwise Very Fine. Apparently the listing example. 
Estimate $200 - 300

641

642

ADVERTISING/ILLUSTRATED COVERS

643

643 )

Phila. & Trenton Rail Road Co., beautiful cameo-style illustrated corner card picturing a Locomotive on a
cover to New Orleans franked with a 3¢ F. grill (94) tied by an Oct 31 Philadelphia duplex; small opening tear
at the top, otherwise Very Fine, Ex-Foote, Bauer.
Estimate $350 - 500
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644

645

646

644 )

The Great Chicago Fire of 1871, a spectacular all-over illustrated advertising cover in red featuring the city in
flames as seen from Lake Michigan; the cover is from the Firemans Fund Insurance Co. of California and notes
“Losses Paid $529,364.92” with additional text advertising on the reverse; franked with a a 2¢ red brown (210)
tied by a Chicago “3” duplex, Nov 24, 1884; to Canton, O. abdt the next day, Very Fine. Estimate $300 - 400

645 )

New York NY, The Great American Tea Co, 2¢ (73) tied by segmented cork cancel, minor double transfer in
“U.S. Postage”, on allover illustrated ad cover addressed to Tarrentown PA, Very Fine; with 2002 P.F. certificate.

Estimate $400 - 600

646 )

Du Pont Smokeless Powder, a marvelous multicolor all-over (both sides) illustrated advertising cover with a
Custer, S.D. duplex, Aug 10, 1906, tying a 1¢ green (300), the front features a Cowboy on horseback aiming
his rifle, the back features the heads of three game birds and a moose, Extremely Fine. Estimate $200 - 300

647 )

Boston MA, A. Cummings Real Estate & Insurance, 1¢ (24) tied by Boston MA Paid grid, with
Boston c.d.s., on illustrated ad cover addressed to Boston, exquisite cover, Very Fine; with 2013 P.F.
certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400

648 )

Chicago & Alton Railroad, marvelous all-over illustrated ad for “The Finest Reclining Chair Cars in the World”
on the back of a Chicago & Alton Railroad, Indianapolis, Ind. corner card cover from Indianapolis to St. Mary’s,
O. franked with a 2¢ red brown (210) tied by a Feb 16 Indianapolis duplex, Very Fine. Estimate $200 - 300

649 )

1884-85 World’s Industrial & Cotton Centennial Exposition, New Orleans, all-over illustration picturing a
Bird’s Eye View of the Fairgrounds and the Waterfront with arriving steamers on the back of a cover from New
Orleans Grocers, Schmidt & Ziegler to London, England; cover is a 2¢ red entire uprated with a 1¢ gray blue
and a 2¢ red brown (U231, 206, 210) tied by New Orleans duplexes, May 3, 1884, and backstamped London
on May 17, `, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

650 )

1878 St. Louis Exposition/Fair, Sep 9-Oct 12, a fabulous all-over illustrated ad on the back of a cover
featuring three Expo Buildings, and a Lion and Elephant from the Zoological Garden; the cover is a 3¢ green
entire (U163), with a pre-printed address for the Simmons Hardware Co, St. Louis, canceled by a Sep 16
Quincy, Ill. target duplex with a blue Sep 17 St. Louis receiver on the reverse, Very Fine. Estimate $250 - 350
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FANCY CANCELS ON COVER

651

652

653

651 )

KICKING MULE of Forbestown, Butte Co., Cal., light strike duplexed with a double-lined double circle
datestamp, Aug 8, 1888, used as a receiver on the back of a Post Office Department Registered Mail Receipt
card from Nevada City, Cal.; postmarked with a purple boxed “Calvin R. Clarke, P. M., Aug 6 1888, Cala.,
Nevada City” handstamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

652 )

Chicago FRAMED ANCHOR, bold, perfect strike in blue ties a 3¢ green (158), with a clear Nov 18 Chicago
c.d.s. alongside, on a all-over illustrated advertising cover for a Chicago Real Estate dealer, the illustration
picturing the “Residence of O.J. Stough, Esq.” (Stough owned the land that eventually became Hinsdale, Ill.),
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

653 )

AXE of Trenton, N.J., perfectly struck cancel ties a 2¢ Pictorial (113), with a clear Oct 1 Trenton c.d.s.
alongside, on a neat, locally addressed cover, Very Fine. Cole PO-Wt 2.
Estimate $400 - 600

654 )

FEET of Lansing, Mich., two strikes, one choice the other nearly complete, tie a 3¢ F. grill (94) on a cover to
Lorraine, N.Y.; partial Lansing c.d.s. alongside; part of left backflap missing with small repair at top lower right,
Fine. Skinner-Eno PH-HF 16.
Estimate $500 - 750

655 )

FEMALE SILHOUETTE of Owosso, Mich., perfect strike on a 3¢ F. grill (94), with a Feb 6 (1869) Owosso
c.d.s. alongside, on a cover to Cleveland, O.; part of top flap missing with small nick on the top edge, F.-V.F.
Skinner-Eno PH-F 63.
Estimate $500 - 750

656 )

KICKING MULE of Forbestown, Calif., Superb purplish strike of the double-lined double circle duplex, Apr 24,
1888, cancels a 2¢ green (213) on a clean cover to Cowleville, N.Y.; reduced slightly at the right with slightly
rounded lower right corner, still Very Fine. The rarest of the Kicking Mule cancellations, Ex-Cornell. Cole AN11.
Estimate $500 - 750

657 )

KICKING MULE of Port Townsend, Wash., type I, Superb strike duplexed with a choice double-lined double
circle datestamp, Aug 4, 1880, cancels a 3¢ green (207) on a clean cover to Olympia, W.T.; at some point
a collector has written details of the cancellation in ink at the lower left corner, reduced slightly at the left,
otherwise Extremely Fine. A very early use of Port Townsend’s kicking mule duplexed with the datestamp,
which apparently originated in late July of 1880. Cole AN-11.
Estimate $400 - 600
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658

659

660

658 )

KICKING MULE of Port Townsend, Wash., type II, choice strike duplexed with a double-lined double
circle datestamp, Jun 18, 1883, cancels a 3¢ green entire U164 to Capt. Alex Sampson, Keeper
Tatoosh Island Light, Via Neah Bay, Clallam County, W.T.; reduced somewhat at the left, Very Fine.
Cole AN-11.
Estimate $350 - 500
It is, perhaps, this correspondence that inspired the Postmaster at Neah Bay to adopt the Kicking Mule duplex
for his Post Office in 1883.

659 )

KICKING MULE of Port Townsend, Wash., type II, Superb strike duplexed with a bold double-lined double
circle datestamp, Jun 2, 1883, cancels a 3¢ green (207) on a clean cover to Tulalip, W.T.; handstamped
“MISSENT” with a Jun 5 Coupeville, Wash. target duplex used to forward the cover to Tulalip; reduced slightly
at the left, Very Fine. Cole AN-11.
Estimate $350 - 500

660 )

KICKING MULE of Port Townsend, Wash., type II, Very Fine strike with a choice double-lined double circle
datestamp, Nov 8, 1883, cancels a 1¢ postal card (UX7) to New York City; the message, a rather long one, in
a small, cramped hand, is datelined Sitka, Alaska, Nov 19th; light bend at the upper left, otherwise Very Fine.
Cole AN-11.
Estimate $300 - 400

661 )

KICKING MULE of Port Townsend, Wash., type II, choice strike duplexed with a mostly complete doublelined double circle datestamp, Dec 2, 1881, cancels a 3¢ green (207) on a neat cover to San Francisco and
backstamped there on Dec 7; reduced just a tad at the right, Very Fine. Cole AN-11.
Estimate $300 - 400
It is, perhaps, this correspondence that inspired the Postmaster at Neah Bay to adopt the Kicking Mule duplex
for his Post Office in 1883.

662 )

KICKING MULE of Port Townsend, Wash., type II, Very Fine strike duplexed with a double-lined double circle
datestamp, Jan 3, 1884, cancels a 2¢ vermilion (183) on a neat cover to Ansonia, Ct. and backstamped there
on Jan 14; stamp with minor perf flaws, otherwise Very Fine. Cole AN-11.
Estimate $250 - 350

663 )

KICKING MULE of Port Townsend, Wash., type II, Very Fine strike duplexed with a double-lined double
circle datestamp, Jul 28, 1885, cancels a pair of 2¢ red brown (210) on a cover to Tomkinsville, New York.;
backstamped New York City on Jul 4 and Tomkinsville the next day, Fine. Cole AN-11. Estimate $250 - 350

664 )

KICKING MULE of Susanville, Calif., Very Fine strike duplexed with a mostly clear double-lined double circle
datestamp, Aug 10, 1882, on a 1¢ postal card (UX7) to San Francisco; bit of faint foxing, otherwise Very Fine.
The rarest of the Kicking Mule cancellations, Ex-Cornell. Cole AN-11.
Estimate $600 - 800
Photo on the back cover.
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CIVIL WAR POSTAL HISTORY

665

666

665 )

“The Soldier’s Dream of Home”, a marvelous all-over design in black & red, based loosely upon the Courrier
& Ives print of the same name, only with a Zouave soldier; franked with a 3¢ rose (65) tied by a Washington
D.C. c.d.s., Oct 19, 1864, and addressed to Marlboro, Vt.; few small, hinge-repaired edge tears, Fine. A very
scarce used design. Walcott L-882. Weiss SC-NB-126.
Estimate $200 - 300

666 )

1864 Great Central Fair, Philadelphia, a pristine maroon illustrated cover franked with a 3¢ rose (65) tied by
a bold Philadelphia target duplex, May 17, 1864, to Capt. Charlemagne Tower in Pottsville, Pa.; docketed at
the right, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

667 )

Confederacy, Raleigh, N.C., 1861, 5¢ red, (68XU1), pale strike with blue Raleigh c.d.s. alongside; marked
manuscript “Paid 2 /-” [bits] for Express service; addressed to Dr. Chas. Skinner, Warrenton, not counted, and
endorsed “Enquire at ‚‘Camp Edwards‚‘ ”, Very Fine. Scott $400+. C.S.A. Catalog RAL-NC-E02; $500+.
Estimate $300 - 400

668 )

Confederacy, 1863, 10¢ blue, “T-E-N”, on cover from Chattanooga, TN, to Athens, GA, (9), a pretty, fourmargined example tied by light strike of “Chattanooga/Aug/2/Ten.” postmark, prior to this marking’s use as a
field cancel, Very Fine, an exceptional cover; with 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600. Estimate $750 - 1,000

667

668

MISC. POSTAL HISTORY

669

669 )

Leavitt machine cancel, New York, Mar. 2.78, Type AB-NY (“31”) die 2, full sharp impression on a 1¢ postal
card (UX5), Extremely Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

670 )

Selection of 19 covers, 1852-93, the earliest an 1852 stampless cover from Belvidere, Ill. to Woodstock, C.W.
with “U. States” horseshoe plus both manuscript and handstamp “Paid 10” markings; two 1857 perforated 3¢,
a #63b, four #65 (in four different shades!), a #68 (faulty), four Black Jacks (one distinctly grilled), three #113,
one later Bank Note (multiple franking), another stampless with embossed corner card of “American Telegraph
Company”, plus a 1¢ entire cancelled “The Fast Mail/N.Y. & Chic. R.P.O.”; various faults, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: Misc. Postal History

671

672

673

674

671 )

New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on blue, (9X2), on buff envelope addressed to Philadelphia; the stamp with
gargantuan margins (capturing parts of stamps at left and top) on clean paper; magnificent color, clear
signature, and tied by red grid cancel with matching arched “PAID” alongside and New York dater at right;
stamp with small tear at top, Very Fine, from the 1997 Rarities sale; with 1976 P.F. certificate as #9X1a.
Scott $5,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

672 )

1855, 10¢ green, types II & III, used to Germany, (14,15), vertical strip of three #14/15/14 tied by 1856
Richmond VA c.d.s., on folded letter sheet addressed to Harzgerode Germany, red New York & boxed Aachen/
Franco transit handstamps, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

673 ())

10¢ green, type III, (33), two singles on a cover front with the back professionally restored from Folsom,
Cal. to Greenfield, Mass. with a red handstamped CAL. C. R. R./ ENG.R DEPM.T corner card; postmarked
with a bold Sep 4 Folsom City, Cal. c.d.s. not cancelling the stamp, which were apparently canceled on
arrival by a Greenfield, Mass. c.d.s. (day “30”, month illegible); in addition to the restored back, part of the
right end is also professionally restored; choice, Very Fine appearance. A most attractive cover, sent from
Theodore D. Judah, Chief Engineer for the California Central Railroad (a forerunner of the Central Pacific), to
his wife. 
Estimate $300 - 400

674 )

10¢ green, type V, (35), left interpane margin and guide line at the left, tied by a Memphis, Ten. c.d.s., Jun
8, 1858 on a cover to Dry Creek, Yuba Co., Cal., forwarded to Whatcom, Washington Territory with a pencanceled 3¢ dull red (26) and matching manuscript postmark “Long Bar, Cal’a. Aug’t 5th ‘58”; bit of very minor
perf toning, reduced just a tad at the right and slight back faults, F.-V.F. Most unusual.  Estimate $200 - 300

AIRMAIL AND PARCEL POST

675

676

677

675 )

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete, (C13-C15), each on separate First Europe Pan-America Round Flight Cover,
each with appropriate magentia First Europe Pan-America Round Flight and red Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin,
Sudamerikafahrt cachets, 65¢ on picture postcard from Lakhurst to Germany, tied to postcard with Varick
St. Sta., NY May 31, 1930 slogan machine cancel, $1.30 on cover from Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen, stamp
tied to cover with May 22, 1930 Varick St. Sta. machine postmark, $2.60 completing the full flight from
Lakehurst, to South America, Germany via Friedrichshafen and back to America, stamp tied to cover with
May 1, 1930 Varick St. Sta. slogan machine cancel, both covers are opened at bottom, otherwise, F.-V.F.
Scott $1,110.
Estimate $600 - 800

676 )

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, on Apr. 26 Graf Zeppelin cover, (C15), a top left margin single with great color and
near-perfect centering, tied by New York Varick St. Sta. slogan cancel to cover endorsed “via Friedrichshaven
and/Graf Zeppelin to Lakehurst”; proper flight cachets on front, with green Lakehurst May 31 Zeppelin cancel on
reverse, Extremely Fine+, the stamp used one week to the day after it was issued; with 2020 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $575+.
Estimate $500 - 750

677 )

1¢ P.O. Clerk & 2¢ City Carrier, (Q1, Q2), First Day, Geneseo, NY, a single 1¢ and two 2¢ tied by January 1,
1913 Genneseo, N.Y. duplexes (c.d.s. struck up only once) on a locally addressed cover from and to Harold
W. Flansburgh, Very Fine, Ex-“Aristocrat”. 2006 Scott $4,500 for #Q2 1/1/13.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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U.S. STAMPS: Postmasters’ Provisionals

U.S. STAMPS
POSTMASTERS’ PROVISIONALS

678

679

678 m

Providence, R.I., 5¢ gray black, (10X1), position 2, superbly fresh with four clear to large margins, cancelled
by pen check mark, Very Fine, rare and undercatalogued in sound four-margin condition, ; with 2005 P.F.
certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

679 m

St. Louis, Mo., 5¢ black on greenish, (11X1), flawlessly printed on wonderfully tinted paper; design crisp, with
light, unobtrusive manuscript pen stroke cancel, Very Fine, a gorgeous four-margined example of this popular
Provisional; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $8,000.
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000
Photo on the front cover.

1847 ISSUE

680

681

682

680 m

5¢ red brown, (1), thick rimmed red grid cancel, huge margins all around, strong color and impression,
cancel perfectly frames portrait, incredible eye-appeal, Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.

Estimate $600 - 800

681 m

5¢ red brown, (1), very light blue town postmark, large to huge margins including portion of adjoining stamp
at left, sharp impression, unobtrusive cancel, excellent appealing example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500

682 m

5¢ red brown, (1), left margin single, light blue (almost ultamarine) grid cancel, excellent example with four
clear to large margins, sharp color and impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Ex-Lexington; with 2014
P.S.E. and 1979 P.F. certificates. Scott $390.
Estimate $350 - 500

683 m

5¢ dark brown, (1a), a nonpareil #1 with clear shade variety, perfectly centered amidst gargantuan,
mathematically balanced margins; complemented by lightly struck red cancel, Superb, a Top of the Pop; PSE’s
Population Report notes just four stamps at this sublime grade, a profoundly pretty stamp; with 2012 P.S.E.
certificate graded Superb 98. Scott $400. SMQ SUP 98; $4,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Photo on the front cover.

684 m

5¢ orange brown, (1b), a lovely four-margined example, particularly wide left and top (with frameline of stamp
above visible); lightly struck four-bar circle cancel in blue of the Norwich & Worchester Railroad, nearly Very
Fine, a pretty stamp; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $400 - 600

683
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685

686

687

685 m

10¢ black, (2), a gorgeous stamp with early color and detail, huge margins all around, and a lightly struck
red grid cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, choice; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $775.

Estimate $800 - 1,000

686 m

10¢ black, (2), red grid cancel, three large margins to ample at bottom, crisp bold impression, very attractive
and desirable example, Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $775.
Estimate $500 - 750

687 m

10¢ black, (2), red grid cancel, ample to large margins around, bold color and proof-like impression, lovely
contrasting cancel, exceptionally appealing example, Very Fine; with 2019 P.F. and 2000 A.P.S. certificates.
Scott $775.
Estimate $500 - 750

688 m

10¢ black, (2), a lovely used example; three large margins and well clear on the fourth side with a marvelous
impression and a pretty red grid cancel, virtually Very Fine; signed Calves. Scott $775. Estimate $400 - 600

689 (H)

5¢ red brown, Reproduction, (3), top margin single, without gum as issued, a proof-like positional
with wonderful color and detail, on paper that looks like it was pulled from the vat yesterday,
Extremely Fine, a looker for sure; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $900. SMQ XF 90;
$1,250.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

690 (H)

5¢ red brown, Reproduction, (3), without gum as issued, fresh and choice, large balanced margins,
fantastic example, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $900. SMQ
XF 90; $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

691 (H)

5¢ red brown, Reproduction, (3), without gum as issued, gigantic margins all around with huge corner margins
at top and right, Extremely Fine; with 1991 & 2020 Graded VF-XF 85 P.F. certificate. Scott $900. SMQ VF-XF
85; $1,050.
Estimate $800 - 1,000

692 (H)

5¢ red brown, Reproduction, (3), without gum as issued, rich shade, ample to large margins, handsome
example, F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

693 (H)

5¢ brown, Reproduction, (3 var.), without gum as issued, bright and fresh with large, well balanced margins;
tiny thin speck, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

688
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694

695

696

694 (H)

10¢ black, Reproduction, (4), a choice mint example, without gum as issued, large balanced margins with
particularly intense color, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

695 (H)

10¢ black, Reproduction, (4), without gum as issued, large balanced margins all around, bold color and
impression, premiun example of this popular reprint, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $800 - 1,000

696 (H)

10¢ black, Reproduction, (4), without gum as issued, crisp and sharp, vivid impression, marvelous
example of this sought after stamp, Very Fine; with 2017 and 2003 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $800 - 1,000


1851 ISSUE

697

697 m

1¢ blue, type Ia, “Curl in C” variety, (6 var.), position 97R4, an excellent example of this rare stamp with large
top & bottom margins clearly showing the type characteristics; touching or just cut in on the two sides with a
double-struck blue grid cancel and a bit of extraneous pen marking, Fine; with a 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott
$11,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

A MARVELOUS, COMPLETELY SOUND EXAMPLE OF THE RARE ONECENT TYPE IA - PARTICULARLY WITH THE “CURL IN C” VARIETY.

698

698 H

1¢ blue, type II, (7), right margin example, o.g., very lightly hinged, rich subtle shade, sharp crisp early
impression, exceptional margins, clear virtually all around including sheet margin at right, truly impressive
example vividly displaying type characteristics, Very Fine; with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $600 - 800
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699

700

701

699 H

1¢ blue, type II, (7), a pretty mint right sheet margin single, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and bright with large
margins except barley touching at the upper left; small, faint corner crease at the lower left visible only under
magnification, Very Fine appearance. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500

700 m

1¢ blue, type II, (7), black town postmarks, strong color, crisp proof-like early impression, large to huge margins
all around, a truly exceptional example vividly displaying the type II characteristics, Extremely Fine; with 2016
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $130.
Estimate $150 - 200

701 m

1¢ blue, type III, (8), position 67R4, black town postmark, deep rich color, strong bold impression, large margins
all around, beautiful expression of type III characteristics, outstanding example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

702 m

1¢ blue, type IIIa, plate 4, (8A), position 14L4, “NEW ORLEANS/JUL 27” town postmark, beautifully centered
four margin stamp, bold color and impression, premium example of rare plate 4, type IIIa, highly desirable, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. and 2005 P.S.E. certificates graded VF-XF 85, and 2003 and 1993 P.F.
certificates. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,400 for more common plate 1E.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

703 H

1¢ blue, type IV, (9), recut once at top and once at bottom, o.g., three huge margins with a good
bit of adjacent stamp visible at the bottom, barely touching the frame line at the bottom, Very Fine.
Scott $725.
Estimate $400 - 600

704 m

1¢ blue, type IV, (9), fancy “FREE” cancel, incredibly appealing example, beautifully balanced margins, huge
sides and mostly clear at top and bottom, marvelous; chemically cleaned, tiny paper break in last “E” of “FREE”,
Extremely Fine appearance; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $165.
Estimate $200 - 250

705 m

3¢ orange brown, type I, (10), neat blue grid cancel, intense rich color, beautiful contrasting blue grid, four
nicely balanced large margins for this always tight issue, hugely appealing example, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $195.
Estimate $200 - 300

706 m

3¢ orange brown, type II, (10A var), bottom margin single, recut at left only variety with a stitch watermark;
vibrant color and pristine paper; fully margined (close but clear at top left), with red Poughkeepsie, NY cancel,
Very Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $145.
Estimate $300 - 400

702
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705
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707

708

709

707 m

3¢ orange brown, type II, (10A), position 40R2E, black circular grid cancel, large balanced margins including
part of adjoining stamp at bottom, vivid color and impression, outstanding used example, Extremely Fine; with
2010 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

708 H

3¢ dull red, type I, (11), o.g., previously hinged, a pretty stamp with warm color and clean detail on incredibly
fresh paper; solid margins (just close at upper left), the frameline of the stamp above just hinted at, Very Fine,
a choice Classic; with 1984 and 2020 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF 80. Scott $250. SMQ VF 80; $280.

Estimate $250 - 350

709 H

3¢ dull red, type II, (11A), o.g., lightly hinged, nicely centered with ample margins all around including
large bottom sheet margin, difficult to find this nice with full fresh original gum, handsome and desirable,
Very Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80 and 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $250. SMQ
VF 80; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

710 m

5¢ red brown, (12), black town postmark, excellent four margin stamp, sharp color and impression, attractive
example of this difficult stamp; tiny cut in bottom margin, Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $700.

Estimate $500 - 750

711 m

5¢ red brown, (12), light town postmark, well balanced margins, excellent color and impression, attractive
used example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $700. SMQ VF
80; $700.
Estimate $500 - 600

712 m

5¢ red brown, (12), with sumptuous color and razor-sharp detail; cancelled manuscript in black plus red town/
transit postmark, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a lovely, sound example; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded
85. Scott $700. SMQ VF-XF 85; $850.
Estimate $500 - 600

713 m

10¢ green, type I, (13), light black grid cancel, large margins to just touching at bottom, deep color and crisp
impression, distinct type characteristics, pleasing example, F.-V.F.; with 2016 and 1987 P.F. certificates. Scott
$800.
Estimate $500 - 750

714 m

10¢ green, type II, (14), penstroke and top of red “10” postmark, large to huge margins, deep color and sharp
impression showing distinct type characteristics, attractive example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017
P.F. certificate. Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200

710

711
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U.S. STAMPS: 1851 Issue

715

716

717

715 m

10¢ green, type III, (15), light black town postmark, huge balanced margins all around, bold color, clear and
distinct type characteristics visable, outstanding example, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $300.
Estimate $250 - 350

716 m

10¢ green, type III, (15), black and red cancels, vibrant color and sharp impression, large balanced margins
all around, appealing example; small light corner crease at top right corner, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$165.
Estimate $150 - 200

717 m

10¢ green, type IV, (16), deep color on clean paper, with full margins all around (three particularly large); light,
almost face-free cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a handsome stamp; with 2019 P.F. certificate graded VFXF 85. Scott $1,600. SMQ VF-XF 85; $2,100.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

718 H

12¢ gray black, (17), a most attractive mint single, o.g., hinge remnant, clear to mostly large margins with
frame lines of the adjacent stamps visible at the top and left; top margin thinned; fresh, F.-V.F. appearance.
Scott $2,100.
Estimate $350 - 800

719 m

12¢ gray black, (17), neat black town postmark, four nice margins, attractive example of this difficult stamp,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

718

719

1857 ISSUE

720

721

722

720 H

1¢ blue, type I, (18), position 88R12, o.g., lightly hinged, outstanding freshness, vivid color and sharp impression,
striking example of this always difficult issue; light vertical crease, Very Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate and 2011
Estimate $600 - 800
P.S.A.G. certificate for pair from which it came. Scott $2,100.

721 m

1¢ blue, type I, (18), light circular grid cancel, rich color and strong impression, exceptionally well balanced
margins for this very tough stamp, outstanding used example; trivial short perforation at top right, still Extremely
Estimate $400 - 600
Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.

722 m

1¢ blue, type Ia, (19), position 95L4, attractive color on surprisingly fresh paper; repairs and
faulty, F.-V.F., your chance to obtain this eye-wateringly difficult stamp; with 2020 P.F. certificate.
Scott $9,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
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723

724

725

723 H

1¢ blue, type II, plate 12, (20), position 75R12, o.g., hinged, rich color, fresh, scarce plate 12, type II, particularly
with original gum, handsome and desirable; light diagonal crease, couple of short perforations, Fine; with 2016
P.F. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $400 - 600

724 m

1¢ blue, type II, (20), plate 2, three-dimensional color and design on lily-white paper; as perfectly centered as
is possible on this early issue, with partial town postmark struck face-free, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a topshelf stamp; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $260.
Estimate $400 - 500

725 m

1¢ blue, type II, (20), plate 2, black town postmark, particular deep color, detailed impression, exceptionally
well centered for this tightly spaced issue, very pleasing example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013
P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85 for pair. SMQ VF-XF 85; $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

726 m

1¢ blue, type III, (21), Relief D, Plate 4, apparent right margin single with intense color, sharp detail and
clean paper; centered to right but with full ornaments; small corner crease at lower left, Fine; with 1993 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800

727 m

1¢ blue, type III, (21), position 78R4, bright color and paper, with a barely-there town postmark;
corner perforation tip creases, sealed tear at right, F.-V.F. appearance; with 2015 A.P.S. certificate.
Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750

728 m

1¢ blue, type IIIa, (22), break at top only; exuberant color and clear details, with light largely face-free town
postmark, F.-V.F.+, nicely centered for this tight-margined issue, allowing for full identification of the type; with
1997 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500

729 m

1¢ blue, type IIIa, (22), blue grid cancel, strong color and impression, excellent margins for this
exceptionallly difficult stamp, Very Fine and attractive; with 2017 P.F. and 1955 R.P.S.L. certificates.
Estimate $350 - 500
Scott $495.

730 m

1¢ blue, type IV, (23), left margin single, a choice example from position 61R1L showing a clear plate crack
at the upper right, exceptionally fresh and beautifully centered with a neat grid cancel and partial interpane
selvage at the left, grid cancel, deep full complete impression and rich color, full complete perforations with
margins that would be hard to improve upon with this tightly spaced issued, Extremely Fine. An exquisite
example of this very difficult stamp, showing virtually the entire design at the top and the bottom., ; with a 2011
& 2020 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Photo on the front cover.
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731

732

733

734

731 m

1¢ blue, type IV, (23), blue town postmark, lovely color and strong impression, excellent balanced margins for
this very difficult stamp, Very Fine; with 2017 and 2005 P.F. certificates and 2003 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $725.

Estimate $500 - 750

732 HH

1¢ blue, type V, (24), o.g., never hinged, with luxuriant color and crisp detail; perforations close to just in at
top and bottom as nearly always, Very Fine, a lovely never hinged classic; with 2019 P.F. certificate for original
block of four, this position 2. Scott $140 for hinged.
Estimate $400 - 500

733 HH

1¢ blue, type V, (24), o.g., never hinged, a bold Ben, with intense color and crystal-clear detail; paper fresh;
perforations clear except at bottom, F.-V.F., a scarce early stamp in never hinged condition; with photocopy of
2019 P.F. certificate for original block of four, this position 3. Scott $140 for hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400

734 H

1¢ blue, type V, (24), o.g., lightly hinged, well balanced with wide margins, bold color and sharp impression,
full fresh original gum, exceptional example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $140. Estimate $150 - 200

735 Ha

1¢ blue, type V, (24), left plate block of 8, o.g., previously hinged, exceptionally centered with several stamps
that appear never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a classic plate block of the highest quality, ; with 1994
P.F. and 2019 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $7,000 - 8,000
Photo on the back cover.
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736

737

738

736 m

3¢ rose, type I, (25), light black town postmark, nice clean example, unobtrusive cancel, scarce and desirable,
Fine; with 1998 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200

737 m

3¢ rose, type I, (25), black town postmark, large margins on three sides including part of
adjoining stamp at bottom, nice color and bold impression, handsome used example, Very Fine.
Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200

738 m

5¢ red brown, type I, (28), light black town cancel, among the freshest and choicest examples we’ve
ever had the pleasure to offer; a superbly centered stamp with dynamite color of great intensity; worthy
of the finest collections, Extremely Fine, Ex-Lexington; with 2014 P.S.E. and 1988 P.F. certificates.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Scott $1,100.

739 m

5¢ brown, type I, (29), red town postmark, rich color, strong impression, light face free cancel, Fine and
attractive; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

740 H

5¢ orange brown, type II, (30), small part o.g., fresh, vivid color and impression, excellent balanced margins
for this extremely difficult stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85 and
2006 P.F. certificate. SMQ VF-XF 85; $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

741 H

5¢ brown, type II, (30A), o.g., hinged, deep rich shade, nicely centered for this notorously difficult stamp,
doubley difficult with full original gum, choice, Strong Very Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,200.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

742 H

5¢ brown, type II, (30A), a pretty mint single, most o.g., uncommonly fresh and well centered, Very Fine. Scott
$2,200.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

743 m

5¢ brown, type II, (30A), red grid cancel and red town postmark, intense shade, excellent balanced margins,
incredibly wide stamp including parts of imprint at left, striking eye appeal, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Scott $355.
Estimate $300 - 400

744 m

10¢ green, type I, (31), a premium used single; exceptionally well centered with a neat straightline PAID
cancel, Very Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

745 m

10¢ green, type I, double transfer, (31 var.), position 100R1, black town postmark, fresh sharp example,
scarce variety, sought after position, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250. Estimate $750 - 1,000
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746

747

748

746 m

10¢ green, type II, (32), light town postmark, rich color and bold impression, very well centered for this difficult
issue, face free cancel; minor perforation flaws, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott
$190.
Estimate $150 - 200

747 m

10¢ green, type III, (33), very light black cancel, choice used example, nicely balanced margins, good color
and impression, unobtrusive cancel, conservatively graded Very Fine; with 2020 P.F. certificate graded VF 80.
SMQ VF 80; $200.
Estimate $200 - 300

748 m

10¢ green, type III, (33), light black town cancel, impressive type III stamp with choice centering, vivid
color and extra large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Ex-Lexington; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200

749 m

10¢ green, type IV, (34), position 3R1 (recut at top), neat San Francisco 1858 town cancel, attractive used
example, scarce and undervalued recut position, distinctly displayed, Fine; with 2017 and 1984 P.F. certificates.
Scott $2,100.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

750 m

12¢ black, plate I, (36), blue town postmark, top quality example of this tough stamp with an incredible
depth of color nicely complimented by the pretty cancel, Very Fine; with 2017 and 1999 P.F. certificates.
Scott $310.
Estimate $200 - 300

751 m

12¢ black, plate III, (36B), red grid cancel, intense color and vivid impression, attractive contrasting cancel,
pleasing example of this difficult stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2010 Weiss certificate. Scott $290. Estimate $200 - 300

752 m

24¢ gray lilac, (37), large black Boston PAID grill cancel, fresh, vivid color and impression, attractive
unobtrusive cancel, choice and desirable used example, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $375.

Estimate $300 - 400

753 H

90¢ blue, (39), part o.g., intense color, scarce high value, handsome example; minor perforation staining from
hinge removal, Fine; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

754 (H)

90¢ blue, (39), unused without gum, deep rich color, well centered for this extremely difficult stamp; tiny
perforation flaws, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,300. Estimate $600 - 800
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755

756

755 (H)

1¢ bright blue, Reprint, (40), without gum as issued, marvelous color, large balanced margins, premium
example of this tough stamp, Extremely Fine, only 3846 examples sold, ; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $575.

Estimate $400 - 600

756 (H)

1¢ bright blue, Reprint, (40), without gum as issued, lovely color, large margins, choice example of
elusive reprint, Very Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $575. SMQ VF 80; $600.

Estimate $400 - 600

1861-1866 ISSUES

757

758

757 H

10¢ dark green, First Design, (62B), quite fresh and nicely centered with an indistinct black cancel; single thinned
perf at the lower left, otherwise F.-V.F. A very nice example of the 10¢ First Design. Scott $1,600.

Estimate $400 - 600

758 m

10¢ dark green, First Design, (62B), with intense, deep color and essentially face-free black town cancel;
reperforated at top, F.-V.F.; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $400 - 600

759 HH

1¢ blue, (63), a sensational mint Franklin with outstanding color and detail on pristine paper, with near-pristine
full o.g. that amazingly has never seen a hinge, Very Fine, a gorgeous stamp; raid the piggy bank for this one;
with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $275 for hinged.
Estimate $500 - 600

760 H

1¢ blue, (63), o.g. with just the barest trace of hinging (if, in fact, it is hinged at all), fresh and well centered with
absolutely brilliant color, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $300 - 400

761 H

1¢ blue, (63), o.g., lightly hinged, vibrant color, fresh and attractive example of this, Very Fine. Scott $275.

Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. STAMPS: 1861 - 1866 Issue

762

763

762 Sa

1¢ blue, overprinted “Specimen”, (63SB), block of 4, incredibly bright and fresh, o.g., hinged in center, F.V.F., rare as multiple. Scott $800.
Estimate $800 - 1,000

763 Sa

1¢ blue, overprinted “Specimen”, (63SB), block of 4, incredibly bright and fresh, unused without gum, Very
Fine, rare as multiple. Scott $800.
Estimate $800 - 1,000

764 m

3¢ pink, (64), with bright, unmistakable color on pristine paper; cancelled by lightly struck bowed “PAID/3”
marking, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a lovely stamp; with 2020 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $600.
SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,350.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

765 m

3¢ pink, (64), an exceptional Post Office fresh example, leaving no question about the shade; clear margins
all around; large diameter Maytown, PA cancel dated Dec 31 leaves George completely visible, Very Fine, so
much more aesthetically appealing than the stingy grade assigned, a grand stamp; with 2020 P.F. certificate
graded VF 80. Scott $600. SMQ VF 80; $750.
Estimate $600 - 800

766 m

3¢ pink, (64), neat black grid cancel, excellent example of scarce shade, well centered with large margins,
choice used, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $750.
Estimate $600 - 800

767 HH

3¢ rose, (65), o.g., never hinged, exceptionally bright and fresh color on pristine paper, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, choice; with 2019 P.F. certificate for single, plus photocopy of 1998 P.F. certificate for original block of four,
this the lower right stamp. Scott $125.
Estimate $300 - 350

768 H

3¢ brown rose, First Design, (56), now listed by Scott as #65-E15h, plate essay on semi-transparent gummed
stamp paper, o.g., previously hinged, outstanding color and detail on like-new paper; gum side nearly as pretty,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a great-looking item; with 2020 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $550. SMQ XF
90.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
See also Lots # 100 - 102
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769

770

769 S

3¢ rose, overprinted “Specimen”, (65SB), brilliant, fresh color, massive straddle margin copy with portion
of second Specime”n.” at left and portion of adjoining stamp at right, o.g., V.G., a most unusual variety. Scott
$200.
Estimate $400 - 600

770 H

3¢ lake, trial color proof on stamp paper, perf’d, (66), presently listed as 66TC6, o.g., lightly hinged, incredibly
crisp and bright, very well centered for this particularly difficult stamp, Very Fine and rare, Ex-Lexington; with
2014 P.S.E. certificate as 66TC6 and 1970 P.F. certificate as 66. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

771 m

5¢ buff, (67), blue target cancels, stunning example, wonderful color with beautifully contrasting blue targets,
really well centered for this difficult stamp, choice used, Choice Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.F. and 2014 P.S.E.
certificates. Scott $780.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

772 m

5¢ buff, (67), New York double circle postmark, luscious shade on brilliant paper, excellent margins for
this normally tight margined stamp, outstanding used example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F.
certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $600 - 800

773 S

10¢ yellow green, overprinted “Specimen”, (68SA), incredibly rare type A Specimen overprint with
manuscript “issued 1861” on reverse, scarce to find sound, unused without gum, Fine, only four known, ; with
2014 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

774 S

1¢-90¢ 1861 complete set, overprinted with specimen control numbers, (63SJ-78SJ), very rare to find in
complete set, o.g.; 1¢ with light crease and a few with light foxing around perfs of 1¢ to 5¢, F.-V.F. for this. Scott
$4,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

775 S

1¢-90¢ 1861 complete set, overprinted “Specimen”, (63SB-78SB), difficult type B full set to find complete,
a few pulled or short perfs, but most stamps appear sound and overall very fresh set, 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 12¢, 15¢ and
90¢ with part o.g., 5¢, 10¢, 30¢ and 24¢ with o.g., remaining stamps without gum, generally F.-V.F. centering
or better. Scott $2,120.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

776 S

1¢-90¢ 1861 complete set, overprinted “Specimen”, (63SB-78SB), difficult type B full set to find complete,
with faults on 12¢ and a few other tiny faults on a few other specimens, 1¢, 15¢ and 24¢ with part o.g.,
3¢, 5¢ and 30¢ with o.g., remaining stamps without gum, generally F.-V.F. centering. Scott $2,120.

Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S. STAMPS: 1861 - 1866 Issue

EX 777

778

777 S

1¢-90¢ 1861 Issues, 9 values, overprinted “Specimen”, (63S//78S), incredibly rare unlisted type, 1¢, 2¢, 3¢,
5¢, 10¢, 12¢, 24¢, 30¢ and 90¢, with large SP”ECIME”N overprints on india paper, with typical paper faults as
you usually find on india proofs, unused without gum, generally F.-V.F. centering.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

778 H

10¢ green, double transfer, (68 var.), o.g., very lightly hinged, a breathtaking stamp with intense, deep color,
sharp details and pristine paper—plus a clearly visible “TAG” transfer variety, Very Fine, choice; with 1983 P.F.
certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

779 H

12¢ black, (69), o.g., previously hinged, a heart-stopping stamp with extraordinary freshness of ink, paper and
printing, Very Fine, a glorious example that will add distinction to any collection; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate
graded VF 80. Scott $1,700. SMQ VF 80; $2,000.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

780 m

12¢ black, (69), a gorgeous stamp that looks like it was printed yesterday; paper pristine, and cork cancel
unobtrusive and largely face-free, Extremely Fine, a real looker; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott
$95. SMQ XF 90; $375.
Estimate $350 - 450

781 m

12¢ black, (69), an outstanding example with perfect color, impression, paper and centering; bears both
black target and partial circular red cork cancels, Extremely Fine, the connoisseur’s choice; with 2019 Crowe
certificate graded 90 Extremely Fine. Scott $95. SMQ XF 90; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

782 m

12¢ black, (69), red and black cancels, intense color, large margins all around, hugely appealing used
example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $225.

Estimate $200 - 300

783 Sa

12¢ black, overprinted “Specimen”, (69SB), block of 4, possibly unique variety with very light
orange overprint, almost invisible, o.g., hinged at top and bottom, F.-V.F., rare as multiple. Scott $800.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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784

785

786

784 m

24¢ red lilac, (70), a pretty example with good color and sharp detail on clean paper; cancelled by attractive
cluster of bright red dots design, overly large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2020 P.S.A.G.
certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $400 - 500

785 m

24¢ red lilac, (70), neat black OROVILLE, CAL. town postmark, magnificent GEM quality example in the
unmistakable red lilac shade; a handsome well centered stamp with lots of appeal, Extremely Fine; with 2016
and 1989 P.F. certificates. Scott $300.
Estimate $400 - 600

786 m

24¢ violet, (70c), intense color and clear detail; cancelled by double-circle town cancel plus barred circle in
blue; slight toning, F.-V.F.; with 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $400 - 500

787 H

30¢ orange, (71), o.g., previously hinged, bright color crisply printed on clean paper; reperforated mot mentioned
on accompanying certificate, Fine, a tough mint stamp; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,600.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

788 m

30¢ orange, (71), black bar cancel, attractive color, nicely centered for this difficult stamp; couple of short
perforations, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $210.
Estimate $200 - 300

789 Sa

30¢ orange, overprinted “Specimen”, (71SB), block of 4, bright and fresh color, o.g., hinge remnants at top
and bottom, F.-V.F. top stamps choice very fine, rare as multiple. Scott $800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

790 m

90¢ blue, (72), the freshest example you’re likely to find, with bright color on pristine paper; outstanding
margins; with black gridded oval cancel at lower left, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. and graded (90) 2020
P.S.A.G. certificates. Scott $600. SMQ XF 90; $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

791 m

90¢ blue, (72), red town postmarks, rich blue color with appealing contrasting cancel, huge margins all around,
magnificent appearance; tiny perforation tear at bottom left, Extremely Fine to Superb appearance; with 2019
P.F. certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $300 - 400
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162 - 3¢ scarlet, trial color proof on stamp paper,
perf’d, (74TC6), unused without gum, with radiant
color and proof-like detail on white paper; perforations
intact and clear of design (close at right); “light soiling”
noted on certificate, F.-V.F., even Rhett couldn’t resist
this scarlet; with 1976 P.F. certificate as #74.
Scott $7,000. Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
792

793

162

792 H

2¢ black, (73), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, intense shade, vivid impression, marvelous example of this popular
Black Jack, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

793 H

3¢ scarlet, (74), o.g., previously hinged, with the brightest color imaginable, countered by absolutely clean,
fresh paper, F.-V.F.+, Rhett would definitely give a damn about this scarlet; with 1961 and 2020 P.F. certificates.
Scott $7,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

794 m

5¢ red brown, (75), blue BALTIMORE town postmark, unusually wide margins, rich color, bold blue
cancel, rarely found this nice, Extremely Fine and choice; with 2005 and copy of 1985 P.F. certificates.
Scott $455.
Estimate $400 - 600

795 m

5¢ red brown, (75), red postmark and black towm postmark, sharp color and impression, well centered, lovely
appearance; reperforated at right, Very Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $485.
Estimate $200 - 300

796 m

5¢ brown, (76), light cork cancel, rich color, detailed impression, beautifully balanced margins, marvelous used
example of this exceptionally difficult stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 and 2008
P.S.E. certificate. SMQ XF 90; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500

797 m

5¢ brown, (76), neat target cancel, rich shade on crisp paper, remarkably well centered for this particularly
difficult stamp, outstanding, Extremely Fine; with 2016 and 1996 P.F. certificates. Scott $120.

Estimate $300 - 400

798 m

5¢ brown, (76), a mind-boggling stamp with lazer-sharp detail, extraordinary color and exceptionally fresh
paper—and a cancel at bottom that’s just barely visible, Very Fine+, this could almost pass for mint; with 2019
P.S.E. and 2020 P.F. certificates. Scott $120.
Estimate $250 - 350

799 Sa

5¢ brown, overprinted “Specimen”, (76SB), block of 4, post office fresh color and sharp impression, o.g.,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, rare as multiple. Scott $800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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800

801

802

800 m

5¢ black brown, (76a), nicely centered with all design elements present, cancelled by a striking Crossroads
fancy in magenta; pencilled notations on reverse, F.-V.F., an enticing stamp, with an uncommon colored cancel;
with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600

801 m

15¢ black, (77), a choice example, with outstanding color and sharp impression; paper pristine, perforations
intact, and margins rarely encountered on this issue; light blue cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2020
P.F. certificate. Scott $175.
Estimate $350 - 450

802 m

15¢ black, (77), black grid cancel, intense color and impression, large to huge margins, choice used
example of this scarce Lincoln stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $175.
Estimate $200 - 300

803 S

15¢ black, overprinted “Specimen”, (77SB), horizontal strip of 3, deep jet black color, part o.g., Choice
Extremely Fine, multiples are scarce. Scott $600.
Estimate $600 - 800

804 Sa

15¢ black, overprinted “Specimen”, (77SB), top margin block of 4 with imprint, very rare position piece with
full “National Bank Note Co. New York” imprint, o.g., hinged with hinge reinforced horizontal perfs, Fine, rare
as multiple. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

805 S

15¢ black, overprinted with specimen control numbers, (77SJ), incredibly fresh with jet black color
contrasted on bright white paper, o.g., hinge remnant, Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

806 m

24¢ grayish lilac, (78a), neat town postmark, fresh and bright, vivid color and impression, a premium example,
Very Fine; with 2016 and 1987 P.F. certificates. Scott $425.
Estimate $350 - 500
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A MOST ATTRACTIVE EXAMPLE OF
THE VERY SCARCE D. GRILL BLACK JACK.
1867 GRILLED ISSUES

807

807 m

2¢ black, D. grill, (84), fresh and reasonably well centered with a prooflike impression and
a partial red cancel; faint diagonal crease that is not visible on the front, F.-V.F. appearance.
Scott $5,150.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

808 m

3¢ rose, D. grill, (85), reasonably well centered with fresh color and a light target cancel, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $400 - 600

809 m

3¢ rose, D. grill, (85), fancy circular geometric (maybe Fort Plain, New York), well centered with large margins
all around, attractive cancel, premium used example of this scarce stamp; small thin in grill, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2007 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,100. Skinner-Eno GE-C 182.
Estimate $400 - 600

810 m

1¢ blue, E. grill, (86), light black cancel, deep color, sharp impression, clearly visible distinct grill, unusually
large well balanced margins, choice used, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.

Estimate $300 - 400

811 (H)

2¢ black, E. grill, (87), unused without gum, fresh and bold, large margins all around, marvelous example
of scarce and popular Black Jack, Extremely Fine; with 2016 and 1994 P.F. certificates. Scott $650.

Estimate $500 - 600

812 (H)

10¢ green, E. grill, (89), unused without gum, bright color, handsome example of this scarce and difficult
unused E-grill, Very Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

813 m

10¢ green, E. grill, (89), black target cancel, large very well balanced margins, exceptionally nice used example
of this difficult grill, Extremely Fine; with 2017 and 2016 P.F. certificates. Scott $325.
Estimate $350 - 500
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814

815

814 m

10¢ green, E. grill, (89), circle of wedges cancel, huge margins, outstanding appearance, strong grill, excellent
used example, Choice Very Fine; with 2001 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

815 m

12¢ black, E. grill, (90), black cork cancel, large margins all around, well centered; somewhat heavy
cancel, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF 80 and 1988 P.F. certificate. SMQ VF 80; $400.

Estimate $300 - 400

816 m

15¢ black, E. grill, (91), segmented cork cancel, bold and bright, huge margins all around, terrific example of
this popular and difficult stamp, Extremely Fine, so much prettier than the grade, ; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,400.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

817 m

15¢ black, E. grill, (91), segmented cork cancel, vivid impression, fresh with intense color, three large
margins to just cutting at top, still quite nice appearance, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.

Estimate $250 - 350

818 m

1¢ blue, F. grill, (92), light cork cancel, lovely shade, crisp impression, quite well centered for this difficult
stamp, choice used example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.

Estimate $400 - 600

819 H

2¢ black, F. grill, (93), large part o.g., exciting example of this very popular Black Jack, clean with crisp
impression, exceptionally well centered, a real beauty, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.

Estimate $500 - 750

820 H

3¢ red, F. grill, (94), o.g., previously hinged, a breathtakingly fresh stamp, with warm color, lily-white paper
and crystal-clear grill, Extremely Fine to Superb, a Top of the Pop, with only four stamps attaining this elevated
grade, you won’t find one finer; with 2019 P.F. certificate graded XF-S 95. Scott $350. SMQ XF-SUP 95;
$2,950.
Estimate $3,000 - 3,500

821 m

5¢ brown, F. grill, (95), black grid cancel, outstanding high quality example with eye-arresting color and detailed
impression, Very Fine, seldom seen with such wonderful qualities, ; with 2017 and 1996 P.F. certificates. Scott
$850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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822

822 (H)a

10¢ yellow green, F. grill, (96), block of 4, unused without gum, tremendous rich color and impression and
with super sized jumbo balanced margins, choice Very Fine, a remarkable piece, ; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $26,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

823 m

10¢ yellow green, F. grill, (96), a handsome example with strong color and well-struck grill (visible from the
face), with face-free cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, pretty; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 85. Scott
$240. SMQ VF-XF 85; $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

824 m

10¢ yellow green, F. grill, (96), light black cork cancel, deep color, tall stamp with nice balanced
margins, pleasing example of this suprisingly difficult grill, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $240.

Estimate $200 - 300

825 m

12¢ black, F. grill, very thin paper, (97 var.), segmented cork cancel, well centered example of this very
scarce variety, excellent appearance, Very Fine; with 2016 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $325. Estimate $300 - 400

826 m

15¢ black, F. grill, (98), segmented cork cancel, enormous stamp, huge boardwalk margins, attractive cancel
on this astounding stamp, an Extremely Fine jumbo, WOW what a stamp! ; with 2012 P.S.E., 2004 and 1994
P.F. certificates. Scott $275.
Estimate $350 - 500

827 m

15¢ black, F. grill, (98), very light black cancel, nice margins all around, deep color and impression, exceptionally
attractive almost unused appearing stamp; tiny toned spots, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016
P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $250 - 350

828 S

15¢ black, F. grill, overprinted “Specimen”, (98SA), extremely fresh with crisp impression, o.g., hinged,
V.G.-Fine, very rare. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
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829

830

829 m

24¢ gray lilac, F. grill, (99), exceptionally fresh and quite well centered for a high value F. grill, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $600 - 800

830 m

24¢ gray lilac, F. grill, (99), small manuscript “X” cancel, clean, sharp impression, sound presentable used
example of this scarce issue; few short perforations at right, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $350 - 500


831 m

30¢ orange, F. grill, (100), Japanese “X” chop mark and french transit postmark, evidence of interesting
usage, presentable appearance usual off-center; small faults, Fine appearance; with 2016 P.F. certificate and
2010 Weiss certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $400 - 600

832 S

30¢ orange, F. grill, overprinted “Specimen”, (100SA), o.g., hinge remnant; edge margin at right, light
crease along top, V.G.-Fine, very rare. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

833 H

90¢ blue, F. grill, (101), a very nice mint example with marvelous color on bright white paper and full, slightly
disturbed o.g.; perfs barely touch the design at the right and there is a single nibbed perf at the upper left, Fine;
with a 2013 Weiss certificate. Scott $14,500.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

834 m

90¢ blue, F. grill, (101), four bar cork cancel, fresh, nice color, reasonable margins all around, very scarce
used high value, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate, 1999 and 1966 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,250.

Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

831

832

833

834

1875 RE-ISSUE OF THE 1861-1866 ISSUES

835 (H)
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1¢ blue, Re-issue, (102), unused without gum, a stamp that unquestionably deserves the PF’s “XQ” qualification,
with mind-blowing color and detail, on like-new paper with gargantuan, perfectly balanced margins all around,
Extremely Fine to Superb, only one stamp attains a higher grade, according to the PSE’s Population Report, an
incomparable example; with 2020 P.F. certificate graded XF-S 95 XQ. Scott $325. SMQ XF-SUP 95 XQ; $850
as “95”.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
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836

837

838

839

840

836 H

1¢ blue, Re-issue, (102), o.g., lightly hinged, magnificent color, crystal clear impression, huge margins,
remarkable showpiece that would enhance any great collection, amoung the finest available, Extremely Fine,
Ex-Lexington; with 2014 P.S.E. and 1999 P.F. certificates. Scott $750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

837 H

1¢ blue, Re-issue, (102), large part o.g., with intense color on ivory paper; crisply printed with sharp detail,
F.-V.F.; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600

838 m

1¢ blue, Re-issue, (102), light 1884 town postmark, brilliant color on bright white paper, large margins all
around, unobtrusive period cancel, outstanding example of rare used 1875 re-issue, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, only 3195 sold of which very few were used. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

839 (H)

2¢ black, Re-issue, (103), unused without gum, deep rich shade on lilly white paper, sharp crisp impression,
excellent pleasing example of scarce re-issue; small corner crease at top left, Fine and attractive, only
979 sold, ; with 2016 and 1966 P.F. certificates, Gibbons handstamp at lower left of reverse. Scott $1,600.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

840 H

5¢ brown, Re-issue, (105), a bright, exceptionally well centered mint example, slightly disturbed o.g.; small
filled thin and reperfed at the right with a few shorter perfs at the bottom, Very Fine appearance. Only 672 were
issued., ; with a 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $700 - 800

841 H

90¢ blue, Re-issue, (111), o.g., previously hinged, exceptionally fresh color on immaculate paper;
design details crystal-clear, with margins rarely encountered on this issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
simply gorgeous; with 1984 and 2020 P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF 85. Scott $7,000. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $11,000.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

841

Photo on the front cover.

1869 PICTORIAL ISSUE

842

843

842 H

1¢ buff, (112), o.g., hinged, fresh and attractive G grill, excellent balanced margins, scarce premium example,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $400 - 600

843 H

1¢ buff, (112), o.g., lightly hinged, strong color and impression, nicely centered, attractive example; small
corner crease, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $200 - 300
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844

845

844 H

2¢ brown, (113), o.g., small hinge remnant, rich vivid color and impression, bright white paper, large margins
all around, outstanding striking example of elusive G Grill, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott
$500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

845 HH

3¢ dark ultramarine, split grill variety, (114 var), right margin single, o.g., never hinged, a grand two-variety
position piece; Post Office fresh, wonderfully centered and pristine, Very Fine, quoted Scott value is for mint
split grill, as the catalogue lists no premium for never hinged; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $275 as hinged.

Estimate $600 - 800

846 H

3¢ ultramarine, (114), o.g., small hinge remnant, incredibly fresh, intense shade on bright paper, perfectly
balanced margins, exceptional example, Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $225.

Estimate $250 - 350

847 HH

3¢ ultramarine, (114), o.g., never hinged, with deep color cleanly printed on lily-white paper; perforations clear
all around, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2018 P.S.E. certificate for original block of four, this position 4. Scott $225.

Estimate $200 - 250

848 m

3¢ dark ultramarine, (114 var), with magnificent depth of color, balanced margins and light cancel, Extremely
Fine, a great example of this desirable shade; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, and 2014 P.F. certificate
graded XF 90 XQ. Scott $19. SMQ XF 90; $350 for basic shade.
Estimate $300 - 400

849 (H)

6¢ ultramarine, (115), unused without gum, fresh, nice color, handsome example of this scarce stamp, almost
Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

850 H

10¢ yellow, (116), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, balanced large margins, nice color (slight oxidation), exceptional
example of this difficult stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

851 H

12¢ green, (117), small part o.g., deep shade. vivid impression, very appealing example of this scarce and
difficult stamp, Very Fine; with 2016 and 1994 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

852 m

15¢ brown & blue, type I, (118), light cork cancel, vibrant colors, handsome used stamp with three mearperfect margins, F.-V.F.; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600

853 (H)

15¢ brown & blue, type II, (119), unused without gum, bright stamp, bold colors, large balanced margins,
strong G Grill, an eye-catching example of this difficult and elusive item, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016
P.F. certificate and 1997 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $975.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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854

855

856

857

854 H

15¢ brown & blue, type II, (119), o.g., previously hinged, with warm colors and type-specific details clearly
visible, all on fresh paper, Fine; with 2020 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $600 - 800

855 m

15¢ brown & blue, type II, (119), cork cancel, huge margins, fresh and bright, remarkable appearance,
outstanding used example; tiny corner perforation creases, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. and
1992 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200

856 H

24¢ green & violet, (120), o.g., hinged, with phenomenal colors absolutely perfectly registered; centered to
bottom on clean paper, F.-V.F., a pretty stamp; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $7,500.

Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

857 m

24¢ green & violet, (120), cork cancel, bright colors, pretty used example of this popular stamp, nearly Very
Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

858 (H)

30¢ ultramarine & carmine, (121), unused without gum, pleasant colors, well centered with large
margins, attractive example of scarce stamp, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,450.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

859 m

30¢ ultramarine & carmine, (121), a fresh example with colors in perfect registration; cancelled by circle-ofwedges fancy cancel with partial black town postmark and red transit at top, Very Fine, an eye-catching stamp;
with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 350

860 m

30¢ ultramarine & carmine, (121), cork cancel, large margins, bold colors, handsome used example, Very
Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

861 H

90¢ carmine & black, (122), o.g., hinged, a top-notch stamp in terms of color, paper and detail, Fine+, simply
lovely and fresh; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

862 m

90¢ carmine & black, (122), red cancel, bold strike of scarce colored cancel, attractive and desirable
example; small thin, partly reperforated at top right, F.-V.F.; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,800.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

858

859

861
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1875 RE-ISSUE OF THE 1869 PICTORIAL ISSUE

863

864

863 H

1¢ buff, 1875 Re-issue, (123), o.g., hinged, deep color, strong impression, exceptionally well centered,
marvelous example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF
85; $850.
Estimate $600 - 800

864 H

1¢ buff, 1875 Re-issue, (123), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh with rich vibrant color, particularly appealing
example of this usually difficult stamp, Very Fine and attractive; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.

Estimate $400 - 600

865 H

2¢ brown, 1875 Re-issue, (124), o.g., lightly hinged, bright, bold color and impression, very well centered and
appealing example of this scarce re-issue, choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 4755 sold, ; with 2017 P.F.
certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

866 H

2¢ brown, 1875 Re-issue, (124), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, vibrant color and impression, choice example, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

867 H

2¢ brown, 1875 Re-issue, (124), o.g., previously hinged, with intense color on pristine paper; hingeing light,
F.-V.F.+, pretty; with 2020 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $450 - 550

868 H

2¢ brown, 1875 Re-issue, (124), o.g., very lightly hinged, fresh and attractive, F.-V.F. Scott $600.

Estimate $250 - 350

869 (H)

3¢ blue, 1875 Re-issue, (125), unused without gum, lovely shade, very scarce and desirable example of 3¢
re-issue; tiny corner perforation crease and short perforation at right, Fine, only 1406 examples sold, ; with
2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

870 H

6¢ blue, 1875 Re-issue, (126), o.g., hinged, rich blue shade, fresh and attractive, nice margins; short perforation
at bottom, Very Fine, only 2226 sold, ; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $800 - 1,000

871 m

6¢ blue, 1875 Re-issue, (126), double oval reg. cancel; tiny thins, natural straight edge at right, lovely Very
Fine appearance, with only 2226 sold, the used examples are much scarcer than unused, ; with 2018 P.F.
certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 900

872 H

10¢ yellow, 1875 Re-issue, (127), large part o.g., very well centered for this scarce stamp, handsome and
desirable, Very Fine, only 1947 sold, ; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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873

874

875

876

877

873 (H)

12¢ green, 1875 Re-issue, (128), unused without gum, bright white paper, deep rich color, extremely appealing
example of this scarce stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 1584 examples sold, ; with 2016 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

874 (H)

12¢ green, 1875 Re-issue, (128), regummed, with tempestuous color and pristine impression on clean paper;
small tear at top center (barely noticeable), Superb appearance, a gorgeous stamp; with 2019 P.F. certificate.
Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 600

875 H

15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue, type III, (129), o.g., hinged, bold colors, beautifully centered, exceptional
example of this scarce re-issue, Extremely Fine, only 1981 examples sold, ; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

876 H

15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue, type III, (129), o.g., hinged, bright, strong colors and impression, well centered,
Estimate $800 - 1,200
excellent unused example, Very Fine; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,300.

877 H

15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue, type III, (129), o.g., wonderfully fresh and reasonably well centered with superb
color, F.-V.F. Only 1,981 examples were issued., ; with a 2004 P.S.E. certificate graded F 70, which, in our
Estimate $600 - 800
opinion, is half a grade too low. Scott $1,300.

878 H

24¢ green & violet, 1875 Re-issue, (130), o.g., small hinge remnant, bold colors, crisp impression, scarce
stamp, Fine, only 2091 sold, ; with 1971 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

879 (H)

24¢ green & violet, 1875 Re-issue, (130), unused without gum, intense color, large margins, desirable and
undercatalogued, Very Fine, Ex-Lexington; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

880 H

30¢ ultramarine & carmine, 1875 Re-issue, (131), o.g., hinged, vibrant colors, crisp impression, marvelous
eye popping example, scarce and desirable stamp, Very Fine, only 1535 examples sold, ; with 2005 P.S.E. and
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1979 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,250.

881 H

30¢ ultramarine & carmine, 1875 Re-issue, (131), o.g., hinge remnants, brilliant vivid colors, ample to
large margins, striking example of this scarce stamp; small adherence on reverse, Very Fine; with 2019 P.F.
certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

882 H

90¢ carmine & black, 1875 Re-issue, (132), slightly disturbed o.g., bold colors and impression, large balanced
margins, an outstanding example of this scarce high value re-issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 1356
sold, ; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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883

884

885

883 H

1¢ buff, 1880 Re-issue, (133), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, lovely shade, attractive example of this scarce and
undervalued re-issue, Very Fine; with 2005 P.F. and 1999 A.P.S. certificates. Scott $325. Estimate $200 - 300

884 (H)

1¢ brown orange, 1881-82 Re-issue, (133a), without gum as issued, a marvelously centered example, crisply
printed on pristine paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, simply pretty; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 85.
Scott $325. SMQ VF-XF 85; $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

885 (H)

1¢ brown orange, 1881-82 Re-issue, (133a), without gum as issued, fresh and attractive example, elusive
re-issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

1870-1888 BANK NOTE CO. ISSUES

886

887

888

886 m

6¢ carmine, H. grill, (137), a sensationally fresh stamp with outstanding color, crisp detail, and centering that
appears better than the graded certificate states; interesting “man in the moon”-type cork cancel, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine, choice; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $400. SMQ VF-XF 85; $700.

Estimate $600 - 700

887 m

6¢ carmine, H. grill, (137), cork cancel, amazing vibrant color, exceptionally well centered, outstanding
eye-appeal; tiny tear at right, Extremely Fine appearance; with 2020 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $400.

Estimate $200 - 300

888 m

10¢ brown, H. grill, (139), attractive blue target cancel, bold color, well centered for this difficult stamp, scarce
and desirable, Very Fine; with 2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

889 H

1870, 90¢ carmine, H. grill, (144), part o.g., rare and inexpensive example this high value from
this difficult set; light soiling and small tear in bottom margin, V.G.; with 1970 P.F. certificate.
Scott $25,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

890 H

1¢ ultramarine, (145), o.g., previously hinged, a once-in-a-lifetime stamp with remarkable color, crisp detail
and pristine paper, its centering nearly perfect, Extremely Fine, one of just four stamps at this grade, with one
grading higher, according to the Population Report from PSE, an incredibly difficult stamp to find this nice; with
2020 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $650. SMQ XF 90; $2,000.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

886
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891

892

893

891 H

3¢ green, (147), o.g., hinged, deep green color, exceptional centering, fantastic example, Extremely Fine.
Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300

892 H

7¢ vermilion, (149), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, vibrant color, well centered example of this difficult stamp, Very
Fine, mint original gum banknotes are scarce, ; with 2013 P.S.A.G. certificate for block from which this came.
Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

893 H

7¢ vermilion, (149), o.g., lightly hinged, vibrant color and sharp impression, handsome example of this difficult
stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600

894 S

15¢ bright orange, overprinted “Specimen”, (152SA), deep rich color, unused without gum; a couple short
perfs and small tear at top, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

895 H

24¢ purple, (153), o.g., previously hinged, a pretty stamp with soft color on pristine paper; solid to
large margins all around, Very Fine, a Bank Note of interest; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,700.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

896 HH

1¢ ultramarine, (156), o.g., never hinged, amazingly fresh and bright, rarely seen in this pristine condition,
choice, F.-V.F.; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $200 for hinged. SMQ F-VF 75; $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

897 H

6¢ dull pink, (159), disturbed o.g., bold color, nice margins, handsome example, Very Fine; with 2010 P.S.A.G.
certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

898 H

10¢ brown, (161), o.g., barest trace of hinge, striking rich color on clean white paper; a beautiful 10 cent
Jefferson in a lovely state of preservation, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $800. Estimate $500 - 750

899 H

90¢ rose carmine, (166), o.g., hinged, intense shade, bright white paper, handsome example of this scarce
stamp; few short perforations, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $800 - 1,000

900 H

2¢ vermilion, (178), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, intense color and vivid impression, striking and attractive, F.V.F.; with 2004 P.S.E. and 1984 P.F. certificates. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

901 H

5¢ blue, (179), o.g., very lightly hinged, deep rich shade, fresh and sharp, particularly pleasing example, Very
Fine; with 2017 and 2000 P.F. certificates. Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
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902

903

904

902 H

1¢ dark ultramarine, (182), o.g., lightly hinged, bold intense color, striking and desirable example, F.-V.F.; with
2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

903 HH

2¢ vermilion, (183), o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh, particularly well centered, an outstanding example,
rare and desirable in this superior condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate and
photocopy of 1999 P.F. certificate for pair from which it came. Scott $370.
Estimate $350 - 500

904 HH

3¢ green, (184), o.g., never hinged, a flawless stamp, with bright color and clear impression on pristine paper;
gum a fresh as the day it was applied, Extremely Fine to Superb, a wonderful Bank Note; with 2019 P.S.A.G.
certificate graded 95. Scott $325. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $2,450.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

905 H

5¢ blue, (185), disturbed o.g., very attractive example, well centered, deep rich color, pleasing, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

906 H

5¢ blue, (185), o.g., hinged, deep rich color, well balanced margins, outstanding appearance; reperforated at
right, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2012 P.F. certificate for block from which this came. Scott
Estimate $350 - 500
$500.

907 H

6¢ pink, (186), disturbed o.g., worthwhile example of this difficult stamp, with exceptionally bright color, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 and 1986 P.F. certificates. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

908 HH

15¢ red orange, (189), o.g., never hinged, an absolutely magnificent stamp with superior color and crisp detail
on flawless paper; margins large and balanced all around, Extremely Fine, choice; with 2020 P.F. certificate
graded XF 90. Scott $600. SMQ XF 90; $2,650.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

909 H

15¢ red orange, (189), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, bright rich color, exceptionally well centered, outstanding
example, Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 and 1996 P.F. certificate. SMQ XF 90; $450.

Estimate $400 - 500

910 HH

15¢ red orange, (189), o.g., never hinged, rich bold color, exceptionally fresh, nicely centered,
appealing stamp; reperforated at top, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.

Estimate $200 - 300
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911

912

913

911 H

30¢ full black, (190), slightly disturbed o.g. and small paper hinge remnants, deep intense color, handsome
example, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 700

912 H

30¢ full black, (190), o.g., previously hinged, with good color, sharp detail and well-balanced margins, Very
Fine; with 1978 and 2000 P.F. certificates. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 700

913 H

30¢ full black, (190), slightly glazed o.g., intense color and impression, bold and beautiful, large margins,
choice, Choice Very Fine; with 2001 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600

914 H

5¢ yellow brown, (205), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and choice, a lovely example of this stamp, Strong Very
Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300

915 H

1¢ gray blue, re-engraved, (206), o.g., lightly hinged, incredibly fresh, lovely rich shade, perfectly centered,
large margins, magnificent stamp in every respect, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $425.
Estimate $350 - 450

916 HH

1¢ gray blue, re-engraved, (206), o.g., never hinged, nice pastel color on pristine paper; three well-balanced
margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a fresh example; with 2019 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $225.
SMQ VF-XF 85; $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

917 HH

1¢ gray blue, re-engraved, (206), left margin single, o.g., never hinged, nicely centered, appealing example,
Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

918 HH

10¢ brown, re-engraved, (209), o.g., never hinged, delicate yet intense color, large nicely balanced margins,
pristine condition, a striking example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600

919 HH

10¢ brown, re-engraved, (209), sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, three large margins,
appealing example, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

914
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920

921

922

923

920 H

4¢ blue green, (211), o.g., small hinge remnant, intense color, large margins, delightful example, Very Fine;
with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

921 H

2¢ pale red brown, 1883 Special Printing, (211B), right margin single, o.g., barest trace of hinge, brilliantly
fresh, outstanding balanced margins, an exceptional example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 and
1985 P.F. certificates and H F Colman guarantee mark. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

922 HH

1¢ ultramarine, (212), o.g., never hinged, pretty color on immaculate paper; sharp detail and near-perfect
centering—all noted by the P.F. certificate’s “XQ” notation, Extremely Fine, a select example; with 2000 and
2019 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF 90 XQ. Scott $290. SMQ XF 90 XQ; $750 as a “90”.

Estimate $700 - 800

923 HH

4¢ carmine, (215), o.g., never hinged, with sumptuous color and crisp detail paper and gum fresh as the day
they met, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a pretty stamp; with 1979 P.F. and 2020 P.S.A.G. certificates, the latter
graded 85. Scott $525. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,100.
Estimate $800 - 1,000

924 HH

5¢ indigo, (216), o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, vivid color, nicely centered, choice, Very Fine and
attractive; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $625.
Estimate $400 - 600

925 HH

5¢ indigo, (216), sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh, incredibly appealing example,
scarce thus, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $625.
Estimate $400 - 600

926 HH

30¢ orange brown, (217), top margin single with “No.”, o.g., never hinged, warm color and sharp detail on
clean paper; nice positional piece with outstanding centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F.
certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

927 H

30¢ orange brown, (217), o.g., previously hinged, a warmly colored stamp with well-balanced large margins,
Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90. Scott $250. SMQ XF 90; $675. Estimate $600 - 700
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928

929

928 H

30¢ orange brown, (217), o.g., lightly hinged, rich color, fresh and attractive, marvelous example, Strong Very
Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

929 H

30¢ orange brown, (217), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, vivid color and impression, large margins, Strong Very
Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80 for block. Scott $250. SMQ VF 80; $325. Estimate $200 - 300

930 HH

90¢ purple, (218), o.g., never hinged, marvelous color, particularly fresh, choice condition for this stamp rarely
found this pristine, Fine and attractive; with 2016 P.F. certificate and 2007 P.F. certificate for block from which
it came. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

931 (H)

90¢ purple, (218), regummed, a magnificent stamp, facially flawless with deep color and clean printing,
Extremely Fine to Superb, PSE’s Population Report lists only three stamps at this grade, with just
one grading higher, ; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-Sup 95. Scott $275. SMQ XF-SUP 95;
$500.
Estimate $400 - 500

932 H

90¢ purple, (218), a marvelous mint example, uncommonly fresh with stunning color and centering
that would be exceptional but for the oversize, “boardwalk” bottom margin; reperforated, F.-V.F.
Scott $800.
Estimate $250 - 350

930

931

932

1890 ISSUE

933

934

935

933 H

2¢ lake, (219D), o.g., hinged, in no-doubt-about-it color deeply printed, its details clear on fresh paper with
gargantuan, balanced margins, Extremely Fine, destined for only the finest collection; with 2020 P.S.A.G.
certificate graded 90J. Scott $160. SMQ XF 90J; $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

934 HH

2¢ lake, (219D), o.g., never hinged, sharply printed in crisp color on lily-white paper, Very Fine, a gorgeous
shade variety; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 500

935 HH

2¢ lake, (219D), o.g., never hinged, an irrefutable color shade with crisp detail and three margins well-balanced,
the bottom margin oversized, Very Fine, a real looker; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for original block
of four, this the upper right stamp. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
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U.S. STAMPS: 1890 Issue

936

937

939

936 H

2¢ lake, (219D), o.g., lightly hinged, deep intense shade, large to huge margins all around, strikingly beautiful
stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $300.

Estimate $250 - 300

937 H

2¢ lake, (219D), o.g., lightly hinged, intense vibrant color, exceptional margins, outstandibng example of this
difficult stamp, Extremely Fine, a much scarcer stamp than the catalog value indicates. Scott $160.

Estimate $200 - 300

938 HH/Ha

1890-1919, Selection of 11 definitive blocks, (220a//536), blocks of 4, a fresh and bright compilation,
comprising #220a, 300 (2, shades), 347, 426, 435, 435a, 511, 533 534 and 536; #347 a left margin block with
initials; all hinged or mixed hinged/never hinged except #426, 533 (!) and 536 which are never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 600
or better, nice stock-up opportunity. Scott $1,208+ (photo on website).

939 H

2¢ carmine, cap on left “2” variety, (220a), o.g., previously hinged, with scintillating color, cleanly
printed on pristine paper; margins large and near-perfectly balanced, Extremely Fine, a Top of the Pop,
with PSE’s Population report noting just five stamps at this grade, a stamp of distinction and undervalued,
much scarcer to find than the catalog values indicate; with 2020 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $150.
SMQ XF 90; $325.
Estimate $350 - 450

940 H

2¢ carmine, cap on both “2’s” variety, (220c), o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine, scarce variety most
uncommon and extremely rare to find in higher grades, only one example graded higher, ; with 2019 P.F.
certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,250.
Estimate $1,300 - 1,500

941 HH

4¢ dark brown, (222), o.g., never hinged, immaculate, post office fresh, large margins, outstanding example
of this popular stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300

942 HH

5¢ chocolate, (223), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, delicious color, perfectly balanced margins, awesome
example, Extremely Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $185.
Estimate $250 - 350

943 HH

8¢ lilac, (225), o.g., never hinged, large balanced margins, fresh and choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2012 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

944 H

10¢ green, (226), o.g., lightly hinged, huge balanced margins, strong color, fantastic eye appeal, Extremely
Fine. Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300

945 H

15¢ indigo, (227), o.g., lightly hinged, intense dark shade, exceptionally well centered, outstanding example,
Extremely Fine; with 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott $180.
Estimate $250 - 350

940

941

944
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U.S. STAMPS: 1890 Issue

946

947

948

946 HH

30¢ black, (228), o.g., never hinged, vivid color, incredible black on white contrast, large balanced margins,
outstanding premium example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019, 1998 and 1983 P.F. certificates. Scott
$850.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

947 H

30¢ black, (228), o.g., lightly hinged, strong color and impression, especially attractive example of this difficult
stamp, Very Fine and choice; with 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $280.
Estimate $250 - 350

948 HH

90¢ orange, (229), o.g., never hinged, bright and bold, immaculate gum, handsome example, Very Fine; with
2011 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1893 COLUMBIAN ISSUE

949

950

951

949 HH

4¢ Columbian, (233), o.g., never hinged, a simply gorgeous Columbian, with warm color and sharp details,
perfectly centered on lily-white paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, choice; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded
95. Scott $140. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

950 HH

4¢ Columbian, (233), o.g., never hinged, deep rich color, large margins all around, outstanding example,
Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $140.
Estimate $300 - 400

951 HH

4¢ Columbian, (233), o.g., never hinged, large margins, fresh and choice, exceptionally attractive example;
slight vertical gum crease, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200

952 HH

5¢ Columbian, (234), o.g., never hinged, rich and delicious color, huge and balanced margins, outstanding
example worthy of the finest collections, an Extremely Fine jumbo; with 2008 P.F. certificate graded XF 90,
2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J and 1995 P.F. certificate. SMQ XF 90J; $650.
Estimate $500 - 750

953 HH

5¢ Columbian, (234), o.g., never hinged, bold color, fresh and choice, large margins all around, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2017 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $140.
Estimate $250 - 350

952
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U.S. STAMPS: 1893 Columbian Issue

954

954 Ha

5¢ Columbian, (234), top margin plate block of 8, wide top, with plate “No. 9”, imprint and “B”, o.g., hinged, a
sound, solid and sensationally centered “Soliciting” stamp; tasty color, clear detail, and wonderfully margined;
all perforations appear naturally intact and never creased, Very Fine, a top-line item; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $2,650.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

955 HH

Columbian, 6¢ purple, (235), bottom margin single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, vivacious rich color
and impression within “knockout” margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, so luscious in every way, ; with 2008
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-Superb 95. SMQ XF-Superb 95; $1,050.
Estimate $800 - 1,000

956 HH

6¢ Columbian, (235), o.g., never hinged, rich color, beautifully balanced margins, exceptional premium
example, Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $375. Estimate $300 - 400

957 HH

6¢ Columbian, (235), o.g., never hinged, lucious color, exceptionally well centered, marvelous example; slight
gum bends, Extremely Fine. Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200

958 HH

8¢ Columbian, (236), o.g., never hinged, fresh and vivid, excellent margins, pleasing example, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2010 P.F. certificate for block. Scott $140.
Estimate $200 - 300

959 HH

8¢ Columbian, (236), o.g., never hinged, fresh, vibrant color, excellent margins all around,
choice example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

955

956

958
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U.S. STAMPS: 1893 Columbian Issue

960

961

962

960 HH

10¢ Columbian, (237), o.g., never hinged, crisp and sharp, large balanced margins, exceptional example,
suitable for the finest collections, Extremely Fine; with 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $250. Estimate $300 - 400

961 HH

10¢ Columbian, (237), o.g., never hinged, intense color, fresh and well centered, desirable example, Very Fine
and attractive; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

962 HH

15¢ Columbian, (238), o.g., never hinged, bright, rich deep color, excellent centering, outstanding appearance,
choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

963 H

30¢ Columbian, (239), o.g., hinged, Post Office fresh in all regards, with deep color, clean paper and perfect
centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, only one stamp listed in PSE’s Population Report, with one stamp grading
higher at 98, a top-line Columbian; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95J. Scott $225. SMQ XF-SUP 95J;
$1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

964 HH

30¢ Columbian, (239), o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, vibrant color, lovely example, Very Fine;
with 2007 P.F. certificate graded VF 80 and 1999 P.S.E. certificate for block from which it came.
SMQ VF 80; $675.
Estimate $500 - 700

965 H

30¢ Columbian, (239), o.g., lightly hinged, vibrant color, fresh and attractive. a lovely example, Very Fine; with
2006 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $225.
Estimate $200 - 250

966 H

50¢ Columbian, (240), o.g., very lightly hinged, deep dark shade, bright paper, balanced margins, appealing
and desirable example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85 and 2001 and
1980 P.F. certificates. SMQ VF-XF 85; $550.
Estimate $450 - 600

967 H

50¢ Columbian, (240), o.g., hinged, pretty color on clean paper, with centering that appears better than the
accompanying certificate indicates, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 85.
Scott $425. SMQ VF-XF 85; $550.
Estimate $400 - 500

968 HH

50¢ Columbian, (240), o.g., never hinged, with the most intense color imaginable, photo-like detail
and pristine paper, Fine; with photocopy of 2020 P.F. certificate for original block of four, this position 2.
Scott $1,250.
Estimate $350 - 450

969 H

50¢ Columbian, (240), slightly disturbed o.g., intense color, large balanced margins, superior example,
Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $350 - 500

963

966
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U.S. STAMPS: 1893 Columbian Issue

970

971

970 HHa

50¢ Columbian, (240), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, a pretty multiple with rich color and impressive detail on
fresh paper, Fine; with 2020 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

971 m

50¢ Columbian, (240), a top-of-the-line used Columbian, the stamp with intense color and perfect margins, the
cancel lightly struck and leaving the vignette’s details fully visible, Extremely Fine to Superb, only four stamps
grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, a supreme example; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott
Estimate $800 - 1,200
$175. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,200.

972 H

$1 Columbian, (241), slightly disturbed o.g., lovely color, large margins, an appealing example of this popular
dollar value Columbian, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate
$800 - 1,200

973 H

$1 Columbian, (241), o.g., lightly hinged, nice color, handsome example of this popular Columbian dollar
value, F.-V.F. and attractive, a solid example, ; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000. Estimate $600 - 800

974 m

$1 Columbian, (241), a wonderfully hued example with solid detail, nicely balanced margins, and a doubleoval Registered cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, fresh; with 2019 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott
Estimate $600 - 800
$525. SMQ VF-XF 85; $775.

975 m

$1 Columbian, (241), the stamp’s intense color and clear design nicely centered, with neat seven-bar
Allegheny, PA postmark largely framing the vignette, Very Fine, a pretty stamp; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate.
Scott $525.
Estimate $350 - 500

976 H

$2 Columbian, (242), o.g., very lightly hinged, fresh and nicely centered with rich, warm color, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with a 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

977 H

$2 Columbian, (242), o.g., hinged, handsome example of this desirable dollar value Columbian, Very Fine;
with 2016 and 1984 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $600 - 800
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978

979

980

978 m

$2 Columbian, (242), black “P” in oval cancels, vivid rich color, exceptionally well centered, outstanding used
example of this desirable dollar value, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.

Estimate $400 - 600

979 m

$2 Columbian, (242), Hoboken, N.J. town postmark, vivid color, fresh and well centered, choice used example,
scarce thus, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. and 2000 P.F. certificates. Scott $525.

Estimate $400 - 600

980 m

$2 Columbian, (242), a real looker, with solid color and proof-like impression on pristine paper, with a doubleoval cancel in matching magenta Very Fine, an exciting used high value Columbian; with 2020 P.S.A.G.
certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $350 - 500

981 H

$3 Columbian, (243), slightly disturbed o.g., fresh, vibrant color, large margins, exciting example of this often
difficult dollar value, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

982 H

$3 Columbian, (243), o.g., previously hinged, sharp detail, deep color and fresh paper; centered slightly to
right, nearly Very Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

983 m

$3 Columbian, (243a), an epic stamp with tasty color, precise detail and fresh paper, plus a near-complete
strike of an Asheville, NC c.d.s. dated Aug 28 1893, Extremely Fine, a gorgeous stamp; with 2020 P.F. certificate
graded XF 90. Scott $750. SMQ XF 90; $1,900.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,000

984 (H)

Columbian, $4 crimson lake, (244), unused without gum, unmatchable color and impression within all-butperfect margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, a much nicer stamp than the grade inbdicates, ; with 2019 P.S.E.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,000
certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $2,000.
Photo on the front cover.

985 H

$4 Columbian, (244), o.g., lightly hinged, rich color, good margins, a lovely example of this scarce and desirable
dollar value, Very Fine; with 2010 P.S.A.G. and 1991 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,000. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

986 H

$4 Columbian, (244a), a stunning mint single, o.g. with just the barest trace of hinging, wonderfully fresh with
truly radiant color, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

987 H

$4 Columbian, (244), o.g., hinged, bold color, well centered, lovely appearance, excellent opportunity to aquire
an attractive example this this scarce high value at a reasonable price; faint thin from hinge removal, attractive
Very Fine appearance; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
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988

989

990

991

988 H

$5 Columbian, (245), o.g., hinged, bright and well centered, attractive, marvelous example
of this scarce high value Columbian, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $2,300.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

989 H

$5 Columbian, (245), o.g., previously hinged, with rich color and razor-sharp detail; a clean and nicely centered
example, F.-V.F.+; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

990 H

$5 Columbian, (245), o.g., hinged, intense color, vivid impression, handsome example of this scarce Columbian
high value, choice F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

991 H

$5 Columbian, (245), slightly disturbed o.g., a pretty stamp in rich black with proof-like detail; paper fresh, F.V.F.; with 2020 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $800 - 1,000

1894-1898 BUREAU ISSUES

992

992 HH

1¢ blue, (247), part imprint single, o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, large margins, stupendous
example of this challenging issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate.
Scott $175.
Estimate $200 - 300

993 HH/Ha

1¢ blue, (247), corner margin block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (3 stamps never hinged), second set of horizontal
perforations on the diagnol through all three rows, striking freak, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

993
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994

995

996

994 HH

2¢ carmine lake, type I, (249), o.g., never hinged, strong shade, fresh and bright, large margins; small
natural diagonal crease at top right, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.

Estimate $350 - 500

995 HH

2¢ carmine, type II, (251), o.g., never hinged, fresh and appealing example of this particularly difficult never
hinged stamp, Very Fine and attractive; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

996 H

2¢ carmine, type II, (251), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, large margins all around, notoriously difficult and small
margined stamp this being an excellent exception, scarce and desirable, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

997 H

3¢ purple, (253), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally well centered large margins, choice, Extremely Fine; with
2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

998 HH

3¢ purple, (253), o.g., never hinged, crisp with vibrant color and impression, very well centered, a premium
example of this difficult stamp, Very Fine. Scott $360.
Estimate $200 - 300

999 HH

4¢ dark brown, (254), o.g., never hinged, rich color, huge margins all around, stunning example of this highly
popular Lincoln stamp; reperforated at bottom, Extremely Fine appearance; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$600.
Estimate $200 - 300

1000 HH

5¢ chocolate, (255), o.g., never hinged, bright and attractive with vibrant color, huge balanced margins,
amazing appearance for this usually difficult stamp; very light vertical crease, otherwise an Extremely Fine
jumbo; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $360.
Estimate $150 - 200

1001 HH

6¢ dull brown, (256), part imprint single, o.g., never hinged, a lovely stamp with warm color on crisp paper with
sound margins and partial BEP imprint in selvage, Very Fine; with 1983, 1992 and 2018 P.F. certificates, the
last graded VF 80. Scott $475. SMQ VF 80; $475.
Estimate $400 - 500

1002 HH

6¢ dull brown, (256), o.g., never hinged, vibrant color, fresh and bright, handsome example, F.-V.F.; with 2015
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1003

1004

1005

1003 HH

8¢ violet brown, (257), o.g., never hinged, a commanding stamp with crisp color, solid detail
and pristine paper; you might even be able to argue for a slight bump to the grade, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, a Sherman to say yes to; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 85. Scott $475. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $725.
Estimate $500 - 600

1004 HH

8¢ violet brown, (257), o.g., never hinged, huge margins, intense color and bright white paper, absolutely eyepopping example; slightly short perforation at bottom left, conservatively graded Very Fine; with 2007 P.S.E.
certificate graded VF 80 and 2017 P.F. certificate. SMQ VF 80; $475.
Estimate $400 - 500

1005 HH

8¢ violet brown, (257), o.g., never hinged, deep rich color, fresh and attractive, appealing example, Strong
Very Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $475. SMQ VF 80; $475. Estimate $350 - 500

1006 H

10¢ dark green, (258), o.g., lightly hinged, bright, intense green, attractive and pleasing example, Very Fine;
with photocopy of 2015 P.F. certificate for block from which it came. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1007 H

15¢ dark blue, (259), slightly disturbed o.g., deep rich color, large margins all around, marvelous example of
this issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $250 - 350

1008 H

50¢ orange, (260), o.g., lightly hinged, lovely color on a crisp white stamp, particularly appealing example, F.V.F. and attractive; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350

1009 HH

$1 black, type I, (261), o.g., never hinged, intense color, brilliant contrast, very attractive example of this
especially difficult never hinged stamp, a Very Strong F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded F-VF 75 and
1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,150. SMQ F-VF 75; $2,150.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

1010 H

$1 black, type I, (261), o.g., hinged, nicely centered example of this difficult type I dollar value, handsome
stamp, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1011 H

$1 black, type II, (261A), o.g., lightly hinged, sharp black impression, strong contrast, nice margins
on this notoriously difficult stamp, Very Fine and scarce; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,100.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1012

EX 1013

EX 1014

1012 H

$5 dark green, (263), slightly disturbed o.g., deep shade, nicely centered example of this quite difficult stamp,
appealing high value, Very Fine; with 2017 and 2000 P.F. certificates. Scott $4,000. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1013 H

$5 dark green, (263), o.g., previously hinged, with deep color, pristine printing and like-new paper sporting
well-balanced margins, Very Fine, a tough issue to find in such nice condition; with 2020 P.F. certificate. Scott
$4,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1014 S

2nd Bureau issue (D.L. watermark), 1¢ to $5 complete overprinted “Universal Postal Congress”,
(264SO-275SO, 276ASO-278SO), very fresh and attractive set, o.g., light hinge remnants, F.-V.F., only 125
sets issued. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1015 S

2nd Bureau issue (D.L. watermark) and 10¢ Special Delivery, 1¢ to $5 complete overprinted “Universal
Postal Congress”, (264SO-276SO, 277ASO-278SO, E5SO), very fresh and attractive set, o.g., small hinge
remnants; clipped perfs at top of 3¢, short perf at bottom of $2, small thins on 2¢, 6¢, 10¢ and $2, F.-V.F., only
125 sets issued. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1016 S

2nd Bureau issue (D.L. watermark), 1¢ to $5 complete overprinted “Specimen” type E, (264SE, 267SE,
268SE-276SE, 277SE-278SE), overall fresh and attractive set, o.g., $5 with slightly disturbed gum; 6¢ with
short perf at top, a few middle to low values with tiny thins, F.-V.F. Scott $1,975.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1017 S

2nd Bureau issue (D.L. watermark) and 10¢ Special Delivery, 2¢ to $5 partial set overprinted “Universal
Postal Congress”, (267SO//E5SO), partial set, with 269SO, 272SO, 273SO, 274SO, 275SO, 277SO, 278SO
and E5SO, includes difficult $2 and $5 high values, unused without gum; some flaws, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott
$1,450.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1018

1018 Ha

1¢ blue, (264), top left corner margin block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, exciting zig-zag perforations due to
foldover, attractive and desirable block, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

1019 HH

2¢ carmine, type I, (265), o.g., never hinged, fresh and choice, intense color, awesome large
margins all around, wonderful example, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90.
SMQ XF 90; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

1020 HH

2¢ carmine, type II, (266), o.g., never hinged, a top-drawer Bureau, with intensely warm color, prooflike detail and pristine paper with flawlessly balanced margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, a real beaut;
with 2000 P.F. certificate, plus 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott $120. SMQ XF-SUP 95;
$1,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,000

1021 HH

2¢ carmine, type III, (267), plate number strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, extra perforations in selvage from
foldover, striking freak on lovely strip, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1019

1020

1021
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U.S. STAMPS: 1894 - 1898 Bureau Issues

1022

1023

1024

1025

1026

1027

1022 HH

5¢ chocolate, (270), o.g., never hinged, with mouth-watering color, rich impression and balanced, near-perfect
margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, a tasty stamp in all regards; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott
$105. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $850.
Estimate $600 - 800

1023 HH

8¢ violet brown, (272), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, deep color, excellent centering for this, terrific
example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $210.
Estimate $200 - 300

1024 HH

8¢ violet brown, (272), o.g., never hinged, fresh, deep color, large margins, attractive and desirable example,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. and P.S.A.G. certificates. Scott $210.
Estimate $200 - 300

1025 H

10¢ dark green, (273), o.g., lightly hinged, bright and bold, perfectly centered large margins, magnificent
example of this usually difficult stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $365.
Estimate $300 - 400

1026 HH

15¢ dark blue, (274), o.g., never hinged, fresh with deep rich color, large margins, handsome example, Very
Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1027 HH

15¢ dark blue, (274), o.g., never hinged, crisp and bright, vibrant color, large margins, appealing example,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $450 - 600

1028 H

50¢ orange, (275), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, large well balanced margins, fantastic example of this difficult
stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90 and 1996 P.F. certificate. SMQ XF 90; $450.

Estimate $400 - 500

1029 H

$1 black, type I, (276), o.g., hinged, a stamp prettier than its grade suggests, with proof-like printing of rich
black on pure white, Very Fine, a stunning example; with 1980 P.F. and 2020 P.S.A.G. certificates, the latter
Estimate $500 - 600
graded 80. Scott $600. SMQ VF 80.

1030 H

$1 black, type I, (276), o.g., hinged, intense black, strong contrast, excellent margins for this usually
difficult stamp, terrific example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.

Estimate $500 - 750

1031 H

$1 black, type I, (276), disturbed o.g., intense color, nicely centered for this difficult type I dollar value,
handsome and appealing stamp, Very Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350

1032 H

$1 black, type II, (276A), slightly disturbed o.g., strong black and bright white contrast, large margins for this
notoriously tight issue, particularly appealing example; three tiny natural perf disk impressions, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S. STAMPS: 1894 - 1898 Bureau Issues

1033

1034

1035

1036

1037

1038

1033 H

$2 bright blue, (277), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, intense color, large margins all around, a fantastic example,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1034 H

$2 bright blue, (277), o.g., previously hinged, a Madison that stands tall, with deep color, sensational detail
and pristine paper; margins very nicely balanced, Very Fine, a signature stamp; with 2020 P.F. certificate
graded VF 80. Scott $900. SMQ VF 80; $950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1035 H

$2 bright blue, (277), part imprint single, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), deep rich color,
large margins, particularly attractive example, scarce and desirable, Strong Very Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate.
Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

1036 H

$5 dark green, (278), o.g., lightly hinged, impeccably fresh example with ebullient color, handsome example
of this scarce stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2016 and 2000 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1037 (H)

1895, $5 dark green, (278), unused without gum, luxuriant rich color and boldly emblazened imression upon
stark white paper and with generously balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, the attributes of this
suggest a higher grade than awarded, only one graded higher than this unused quality and undervalued in this
unused condition, ; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $675. Estimate $750 - 850

1038 m

$5 dark green, (278), with deep color and clear impression; stunning margins show off the pristine paper; with
lightly struck double-oval (Registry?) cancel, Extremely Fine, a winning stamp; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate
graded 90. Scott $600. SMQ XF 90; $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1039 m

$5 dark green, (278), unobtrusive double oval cancel, rich color, exceptionally well centered, incredible
appearance of this scarce used high value, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1040 HH

1¢ deep green, (279), right margin part imprint single, o.g., never hinged, exquisite with eye-popping color,
details crisp and clear, and perfectly margined lily-white paper; second half of BEP imprint in selvage,
a Superb jumbo, only one stamp is listed at this grade, with two higher, in PSE’s Population Report, an
outstanding position piece; with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded Superb 98J. Scott $25. SMQ SUP 98J;
$1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1041 H

2¢ red, type IV, (279B), horizontal pair with selvage at bottom, o.g., hinge remnants re-inforcing separations,
interesting and unusual paper crease after printing but before perforating, dramaticly affecting perforations, F.V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1042 m

2¢ rose carmine, type IV, (279Bc), a pretty stamp with warm color and clean paper, not to mention wellbalanced margins and a nice target cancel, Very Fine, a scarce an undervalued item by the catalog, ; with 2020
P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $220.
Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S. STAMPS: 1894 - 1898 Bureau Issues

1043

1044

1045

1043 SHH

2¢ light red, type IV, “Specimen” overprint, (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, with original
booklet interleave, Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1044 HH

5¢ dark blue, (281), o.g., never hinged, huge bright boardwalk margins, deep rich color, exceptional example,
Extremely Fine; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $100.
Estimate $200 - 300

1045 HH

6¢ lake, (282), o.g., never hinged, rich vibrant color, large magnificently balanced margins, breathtaking
example, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $140.
Estimate $300 - 400

1046 H

10¢ brown, type I, (282C), bottom margin single with part imprint, o.g., previously hinged, exquisite, warm
color and detailed printing, with wonderfully balanced margins all around, Extremely Fine, only two stamps
at this grade according to PSE’s Population Report, with one grading higher, a gorgeous stamp; with 2020
Estimate $250 - 300
P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90. Scott $175. SMQ XF 90; $325.

1047 H

10¢ brown, type I, (282C), o.g., hinged, vibrant color, large beautifully balanced margins, remarkable example,
Extremely Fine; with 2011 and 1985 P.F. certificates. Scott $175.
Estimate $200 - 300

1048 H

10¢ orange brown, type II, (283), o.g., very lightly hinged, attractive example of this often difficult stamp, well
centered and appealing, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VFXF 85; $180.
Estimate $150 - 200

1046
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U.S. STAMPS: 1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue

1898 TRANS-MISSISSIPPI ISSUE

1050

1051

1052

1049 HH/H

1¢ to 2¢ Trans-Miss., plate number pair collection, (285-286), 285 four imprint and plate number pairs,
matched tops and bottoms from two numbers, 286 forty imprint and plate number pairs with several matched
tops and bottoms, a few light bends and some possible gum skips, but, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1050 HH

1¢ Trans-Miss., (285), o.g., never hinged, a heart-pounding stamp perfect in all aspects, a Superb gem, a
Top of the Pop, with PSE’s Population Report listing just one stamp at this crowning grade, the connoisseur’s
choice; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 100J. Scott $75. SMQ Gem 100J; $4,000 as “100”.

Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
Photo on the front cover.

1051 HH

1¢ Trans-Miss., (285), top margin plate number single, wide top with plate “612”, o.g., never hinged, the picture
of perfection, with flawless color, detail, paper and centering, Superb, one of only two stamps at this grade
in the PSE’s Population Report, with just two higher at 98J, a real heart-stopper; with 2020 P.S.E. certificate
graded Superb 98. Scott $75. SMQ SUP 98; $2,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

1052 HH

4¢ Trans-Miss., (287), bottom margin single with plate number “599”, o.g., never hinged, the Buffalo Hunter
you’ve been waiting for; absolutely pristine and Post Office fresh, the orange without a hint of oxidation, the
impression proof-like, and the margins balanced and large enough to drive a herd through, Extremely Fine to
Superb, a stamp intended for the finest collection; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott $300. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $1,850.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1053 HH

4¢ Trans-Miss., (287), a choice mint single of this popular stamp, o.g., never hinged (minor gum skip),
exceptionally fresh and mathematically centered with stunning color, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $330.

Estimate $300 - 400

1054 HH

4¢ Trans-Miss., (287), o.g., never hinged, attractive example of this popular stamp, nice margins and pristine
gum, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate for strip of four from which this came. Scott $330.

Estimate $200 - 300

1053
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U.S. STAMPS: 1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue

1055

1055 Ha

4¢ Trans-Miss., (287), bottom left plate block of 8, with imprint and plate “634”, o.g., previously hinged, radiating
color on clean paper; perforations between stamps sound; catalogued as hinged plate block of six plus two
singles, one hinged, one never hinged, F.-V.F., an interesting position piece “super plate”; chase this one down.
Scott $2,125.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1056 HH

5¢ Trans-Miss., (288), o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, vibrant color, large well balanced margins, a
marvelous example of this tough issue, conservatively graded Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.F.
certificate graded VF-XF 85 and 2000 P.F. certificate. SMQ VF-XF 85; $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1057 HH

8¢ Trans-Miss., (289), o.g., never hinged, intense rich color, nice margins for this difficult stamp, particularly
pleasing example; guide line abraded at bottom, still Very Fine and attractive; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott
$430.
Estimate $300 - 400

1058 HH

10¢ Trans-Miss., (290), o.g., never hinged, large margins all around, especially attractive example of this
difficult issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $350 - 500

1059 HH

10¢ Trans-Miss., (290), o.g., never hinged, a crisply printed stamp with lovely color and nicely balanced
margins on fresh paper, Very Fine; with 2003 P.F. (for originating horizontal block of six, this position. 3) and
2020 P.S.A.G. certificates. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

1056
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U.S. STAMPS: 1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue

1060

1060 HH

10¢ Trans-Miss., (290), top margin plate number and imprint pair, plate “620”, o.g., never hinged, wide top with
stamps looking like proofs; paper pristine and designs perfectly centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, simply
gorgeous; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $800 as singles.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

1061 H

50¢ Trans-Miss., (291), o.g., previously hinged, a near-perfectly centered Prospector (don’t find many of
those), with rich color, crisp details and unblemished paper, Extremely Fine, much nicer than the grade
indicates, wortha second look, a top-line stamp; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $600. SMQ
XF 90; $975.
Estimate $1,500 - 1,800

1062 H

50¢ Trans-Miss., (291), slightly disturbed o.g., lovely rich shade, excellent balanced margins, marvelous
example of this beautiful stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.

Estimate $500 - 750

1063 H

50¢ Trans-Miss., (291), o.g., lightly hinged, large and nicely centered margins, rich shade, a most appealing
example of this difficult stamp; reperforated, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350

1064 H

$1 Trans-Miss., (292), o.g., previously hinged, a magnificent stamp with monumental color, snow-white
paper and three well-balanced margins; PSE’s sub-Scott value for this iconic issue makes no sense,
Very Fine, grab this one by the horns; with 2020 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $1,500. SMQ VF 80;
$1,100.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

1065 H

$1 Trans-Miss., (292), o.g., small hinge remnants, large margins, a truly attractive example of this iconic and
desirable dollar value Trans-Mississippi, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,500. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1066 H

$1 Trans-Miss., (292), o.g., lightly hinged, intense shade against a brilliant background, delightful example of
iconic dollar value, Very Fine and attractive; with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1067

1068

1067 H

$1 Trans-Miss., (292), o.g., bright, fresh and reasonably well centered with adeep, prooflike
impression, nearly Very Fine. An attractive example of this iconic stamp, ; with a 1979 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1068 HH

$2 Trans-Miss., (293), left margin single, o.g., never hinged, a richly colored example, with crisp detail and
pristine paper; arrow in margin with guideline at bottom, F.-V.F., a great stamp; with 2004 and 2019 P.S.E.
certificates. Scott $5,750.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

1069 H

$2 Trans-Miss., (293), o.g., hinged, pleasing example of this scarce and difficult high value, popular stamp,
Very Fine; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1070 H

$2 Trans-Miss., (293), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, rich color, nicely balanced margins, a marvelous
example of this scarce and desirable high value, Choice Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Scott $1,900.

1071 H

$2 Trans-Miss., (293), remarkably fresh and nicely centered with full o.g. that shows just the barest trace of
hinging, F.-V.F. A lovely example of this classic commemorative high value, ; with a 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1072 S

$2 Trans-Miss., overprinted “Specimen” type E, (293SE), very light Specimen, at top in “States of”, unused
without gum, Very Fine. Scott $950.
Estimate $500 - 750

1069

1071

1070

1072
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U.S. STAMPS: 1901 Pan-American Issue

U.S. STAMPS
1901 PAN-AMERICAN ISSUE

EX 1073

EX 1074

1073 HH

Pan-Americans complete, (294-299), o.g., never hinged, a lovely full set, each Post Office fresh with
exceptional colors, impression and registration; 2¢ with BEP imprint capture in selvage, F.-V.F.+. Scott $957.

Estimate $350 - 500

1074 SHH

Pan-Americans complete, overprinted “Specimen”, (294SE-299SE), o.g., never hinged, exceptionally
bright and fresh, F.-V.F., rare to find never hinged. Scott $1,410.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1075 HHa

1¢ Pan-American, (294), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh, vivid colors, remarkably well centered
for this difficult stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $160 as singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

1076 HHa

2¢ Pan-American, (295), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, top two exceptionally well centered;
bottom left stamp with light corner bend, top two Very Fine, bottom two Fine. Scott $150 as singles. Estimate
$150 - 200

1077 H

4¢ Pan-American, (296), bottom margin strip of 4 with plate numbers and imprint, BEP imprint and plate #1145
in brown, plate #1142 in black, plus brown arrow and centerline and black “T” marking at centerline; wonderful
colors and perfect registration, F.-V.F. 2016 Scott $1,125 for strip of 5.
Estimate $400 - 600

1078 Ha

4¢ Pan-American, (296), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and sharp, lovely block, interesting center shift,
desirable item, F.-V.F. top two Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1075

1076
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1079

1080

1079 HH

5¢ Pan-American, (297), o.g., never hinged, exceptionally well centered for this difficult issue,
rich colors and post office fresh, outstanding example, Extremely Fine; with 2004 A.P.S. certificate.
Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300

1080 HH

5¢ Pan-American, (297), bottom margin strip of 4 with plate numbers and imprint, Bureau imprint, plate #1140,
arrow and centerline in blue; plate #1141 and markings in black; fresh and sound, with great color and spot-on
registration; centered slightly to foot, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F., a pretty strip. 2016 Scott $1,250 for
strip of 5.
Estimate $350 - 500

1081 HH

8¢ Pan-American, (298), o.g., never hinged, huge margins for this always tight and difficult stamp, crisp
with bright colors, super premium, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2010 P.S.E. certificate for block.
Estimate $300 - 400
Scott $230.

1082 HH

8¢ Pan-American, (298), top margin strip of 3, full top with imprint and plate #1150 in brown violet; fresh with
three large, balanced margins, o.g., never hinged (light disturbance on left stamp), F.-V.F., an attractive piece.
2016 Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

1083 HH/H

10¢ Pan-American, (299), bottom margin strip of 4 with plate numbers and imprint, with imprint, plate #1151,
arrow and centerline in brown, plate #1144 and marking in black; crisp colors and printing on clean paper;
center two stamps lightly hinged, others never hinged, F.-V.F., a nice plate strip of this popular series’ high
value. 2016 Scott $1,075 for strip of 5.
Estimate $400 - 600

1084 Ha

10¢ Pan-American, (299), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, rich and vibrant colors, fresh and attractive block,
nicely centered for this difficult issue, Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

1081
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1902-1908 REGULAR AND COMMEMORATIVE ISSUES

1085

1085 S

1086

1087

1088

1089

1090

1902, 1¢ to $5 complete, overprinted “Specimen”, (300SE-313SE), bright and fresh color, $5 with double
overprint error; 2¢, 6¢, 13¢ and 50¢, each with a pulled or short perf, 6¢ with straight edge at right, a couple
thins on 1¢ and 2¢, light crease on 15¢, F.-V.F. Scott $2,950.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1086 HH

6¢ claret, (305), o.g., never hinged, a heart-stopping stamp, with the most intoxicating color imaginable, printed
with proof-like clarity on immaculate paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, the PSE Population Report lists just two
stamps grading higher (at 95J), destined for a collection of distinction; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95.
Scott $150. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,150.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1087 HH

6¢ claret, (305), o.g., never hinged, with luscious color and razor-sharp detail; margins as close to perfect as
they come, the paper clean and crisp, Extremely Fine, a pretty stamp all-around; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate
graded 90. Scott $150. SMQ XF 90; $450.
Estimate $350 - 450

1088 HH

13¢ purple black, (308), o.g., never hinged, you just need a glance to tell you that this is the Harrison you’ve
been waiting for: exceptional color, detail and centering; paper evenly toned, which actually adds to the appeal,
a Superb jumbo, PSE’s Population Report lists just one 98, and four stamps higher, a stunning stamp that will
stand out in even the finest collection; with 2020 P.F. certificate graded S 98 J. Scott $100. SMQ SUP 98J;
$3,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 3,500

1089 H

15¢ olive green, (309), o.g., hinged, a knock-out of a Clay, with the most exquisite color you could hope for,
cleanly printed on like-new paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, we expect bruising competition for this stamp;
Estimate $400 - 500
with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $185.

1090 H

15¢ olive green, (309), o.g., lightly hinged, huge margins all around, bold and bright, fantastic example, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $185.
Estimate $300 - 400

1091 H

50¢ orange, (310), o.g., previously hinged, an eye-catching stamp with intense color on immaculate paper;
solidly margined, top and bottom particularly spacious, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a grand item; with 2019
P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $500 - 600

1092 H

50¢ orange, (310), slightly disturbed o.g., vivid color, fresh and bright, large centered margins, exceptional
example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1997 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $350 - 500

1093 H

50¢ orange, (310), o.g., very lightly hinged, vibrant color, large stamp, handsome and desirable, Very Fine.
Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

1091
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1094

1094 HH

$1 black, (311), o.g., never hinged, deeply etched impression with boldly emblazoned color on lily
white paper, Superb, a true “matchless” gem, ; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ
SUP 98; $33,500.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
Photo on the front cover.

1095 H

$1 black, (311), o.g., hinged, crisp with intense color, large to huge margins, wonderful example, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1096 H

$1 black, (311), o.g., hinge remnant, fresh, large margins all around with jumbo margin at top, intense color
and sharp contrast, handsome example, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

1097 H

$2 dark blue, (312), o.g., hinge remnant, deep shade, bright and attractive, a most appealing example of this
$2 Madison, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800

1098 H

$2 dark blue, (312), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, deep rich color, large margins, excellent example, scarce thus,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800

1099 H

$5 dark green, (313), o.g., lightly hinged, deep shade, desirable handsome example of this tough high value,
Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1100 m

$5 dark green, (313), light black cancel, large balanced margins, exceptional appearance for this scarce used
stamp, unobtrusive cancel; reperforated at right, Extremely Fine appearance; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott
$675.
Estimate $200 - 300

1101 S

$5 dark green, overprinted “Specimen”, (313SE), post office fresh color, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine;
with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1102 m

1¢ blue green, imperf, (314), a simply magnificent jumbo, with portions of eight surrounding stamps captured;
the stamp showing off intense color and razor-sharp detail on fresh and clean paper, the double-oval cancels
as lightly struck as possible, Superb Gem, a solo Top of the Pop—the sole stamp standing upon this grading
summit, of course Ben looks pleased with himself; with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J, $650 in the
grade of 100. SMQ Gem 100J.
Estimate $800 - 1,000

1095

1099
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1103

1104

1105

1103 H

5¢ blue, imperf, (315), left margin single, o.g., previously hinged, with Post Office fresh color and proof-like
detail, all wonderfully centered, Extremely Fine, an immaculate imperforate; with 2019 P.F. certificate graded
XF 90 XQ. Scott $300. SMQ XF 90 XQ; $400 as “90”.
Estimate $350 - 400

1104 H

5¢ blue, imperf, (315), o.g., hinged, large balanced margins, bold color and impression, attractive example,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $375.

Estimate $300 - 400

1105 H

5¢ blue, imperf, (315), horizontal pair with sheet margin at right, o.g., hinge remnant, intense color, choice pair
of this always popular Lincoln imperforate, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $625.

Estimate $600 - 800

1106 HH

2¢ carmine, imperf, type I, (320), o.g., never hinged, remarkable top quality right sheet margin single showing
partial imprint in the selvage; a huge margined GEM showing adjacent stamps on five sides, Superb; with 2017
Estimate $250 - 350
P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. Scott $32. SMQ Gem 100; $350.

1107 m

2¢ carmine, imperf, type I, (320), right margin single with part imprint, this stamp has it all: Post Office
fresh color and paper, crisp impression, a position piece, plus margins capturing its five neighbors—
plus two partially struck, face-free postmarks, a Superb gem, a Top of the Pop, with just one other stamp
achieving this summit grade, a stunning item; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. Scott $19. SMQ
Gem 100; $325.
Estimate $300 - 400

1108 H

2¢ scarlet, imperf, type I, (320b), pair, o.g., previously hinged, a wonderful pair with warm color and crisp
printing; hinged on right stamp, the mark extending just to perforation tips of left; paper evenly toned; hingeing
stain showing through lightly to face, Very Fine, very well centered for this; with 1963 P.F. certificate (submitted
by Herman Herst, Jr.!) and photocopy of 2015 P.F. certificate, each for original strip of four. Scott $2,250.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1109 HH

Louisiana Purchase complete, (323-327), o.g., never hinged, an exceptional set, post office fresh,
uniformly excellent examples of this difficult issue, worthy of the finest collections, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 3c and 10c with 2004 P.F. certificates and 10c with 1983 P.F. certificate for block from which it came.
Scott $770.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1106

EX 1109
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1110

1111

1110 HH

1¢ Louisiana Purchase, (323), o.g., never hinged, crisp and bright, intense color, remarkably well centered
for this difficult issue, extraordinary example, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1111 HH

10¢ Louisiana Purchase, (327), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, vibrant color, choice, F.-V.F.; with 2017
P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1112 S

Washington-Franklins complete, 2¢ to $1, Colonias (Portuguese Specimen) overprint, (406S-407S,
414S-419S, 422S-423S), mounted on album page, it was unclear whether 50¢ was single or double line
watermarks, so we assumed the lower Scott value of the two, unused without gum; small scuffs at bottom of
$1, generally F.-V.F., extremely rare, probably unique. 
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1113 S

Washington-Franklins complete, 1¢ to $1 complete, Ultramar (Specimen) overprint, (331S-342S),
mounted on album page, unused without gum; straight edge at top of 10¢, short perf at top of 50¢, generally
F.-V.F., extremely rare, probably unique. 
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1112

EX 1113
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1908-1910 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, DL WATERMARK

1114

1¢ green, (331), top right corner margin block of 4, o.g., hinged, wild zig-zag perforations caused by foldover,
wonderful freak block, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

1114 Ha

1115
1115 HH

1116

1117

1118

1119

1120

1121

4¢ orange brown, (334), o.g., never hinged, pristine, rich color, huge margins all around, fantastic
example, Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate and 1998 and 1986 P.F. certificates. Scott $88.

Estimate $150 - 200

1116 HH

5¢ blue, (335), o.g., never hinged, outstanding deep rich shade, fresh and choice, large margins all around,
select example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85;
$175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1117 HH

6¢ red orange, (336), o.g., never hinged, vivid color, fresh and bright, huge balanced margins, outstanding
Estimate $200 - 300
example, Extremely Fine; with 2017 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $140.

1118 HH

8¢ olive green, (337), o.g., never hinged, intense color, post office fresh, excellent balanced margins,
outstanding example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.F. certificate and copy of 1996 P.F. certificate
for block from which it came. Scott $105.
Estimate $150 - 200

1119 HH

10¢ yellow, (338), o.g., never hinged, a knock-your-socks-off stamp with rich, immaculate color, clean detail
and fresh paper—plus near-perfect centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, the connoisseur’s choice; with 2020
P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott $160. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,250.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1120 HH

10¢ yellow, (338), part imprint single, o.g., never hinged, strong vivid color, fresh and choice, lovely stamp,
Very Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate for block from which it came. Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200

1121 HH

15¢ pale ultramarine, (340), o.g., never hinged, bright, lovely shade, particularly well balanced margins for
this difficult stamp, choice example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2013 P.S.E. certificate for
block from which it came. Scott $150.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1122

1123

1124

1125

1126

1127

1122 HH

50¢ violet, (341), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and nicely centered, F.-V.F. Scott $650.

Estimate $250 - 350

1123 H

50¢ violet, (341), o.g., very lightly hinged, lovely intense shade, bright paper, nicely centered example of this
tough stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $250 - 350

1124 H

50¢ violet, (341), o.g., lightly hinged, intense color, large margins, premium example of this value, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1125 H

$1 violet brown, (342), o.g., lightly hinged, deep shade, large margins, an impressive example of this elusive
dollar value, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $600.

Estimate $400 - 600

1126 H

$1 violet brown, (342), o.g., previously hinged, an attractive stamp with pristine color crisply printed and
balanced margins of fresh paper, Very Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $450. SMQ VF 80;
Estimate $400 - 500
$500.

1127 H

$1 violet brown, (342), disturbed o.g., handsome example of this elusive high value, Very Fine; with
2016 P.F. certificate and photocopy of 1989 P.F. certificate for block from which it came. Scott $450.

Estimate $300 - 400

1128 HH

5¢ blue, imperf, (347), top right corner margin single, o.g., never hinged, deep rich color and impression
that shows every detail, portions of three adjoining stamps and even larger sheet margins, a Superb gem, a
lovely position piece; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. Scott $50. SMQ Gem 100; $475.

Estimate $350 - 450

1129 HH

5¢ blue, imperf, (347), horizontal pair with vertical guideline between, o.g., never hinged, exceptional pair,
deep rich shade, brilliantly fresh, choice in every respect, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2020 P.F. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $225.
Estimate $200 - 250

1128

1129
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1130

1131

1132

1133

1134

1130 HH

1¢ green, vertical coil, (348), pair with guideline at left, o.g., never hinged, bright and sharp, nicely centered,
appealing pair, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded VF 80 and 1990 P.F. certificate. SMQ VF 80; $225.

Estimate $200 - 300

1131 HH

1¢ green, vertical coil, (348), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, fresh and choice, marvelous example
of this difficult pair, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 an 1994 P.F. certificates. Scott $650.

Estimate $500 - 750

1132 HH

2¢ carmine, vertical coil, (349), o.g., never hinged, huge margins, fresh and bright, rich color, awesome
example, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $250 - 350

1133 HH

2¢ carmine, vertical coil, (349), pair, o.g., never hinged, deep rich shade, large margins, almost perfectly
centered, stupendous pair, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1134 H

2¢ carmine, vertical coil, (349), pair, o.g., lightly hinged (top stamp never hinged), fresh, vivid color, solid pair,
F.-V.F.; with 2008 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $325 as singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

1135 HH

4¢ orange brown, vertical coil, (350), o.g., never hinged, bright with vibrant color, large margins, charming
and desirable example of this scarce coil, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1979 P.F. certificate for pair from
which it came. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

1136 H

4¢ orange brown, vertical coil, (350), o.g., lightly hinged, enormous margins, crisp and bright, vivid color,
striking example, Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200

1137 HH/H

4¢ orange brown, vertical coil, (350), pair, o.g., hinge remnant (bottom stamp never hinged with light pencil
notation), lovely color, fresh and well centered, attractive and desirable pair, Very Fine; with 2008 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $465 as singles.
Estimate $350 - 500

1135
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1138

1139

1140

1141

1138 HH

5¢ blue, vertical coil, (351), o.g., never hinged, with proof-like detail in rich-as-Croesus color on immaculate
paper, F.-V.F., an attention-grabber; with 2020 P.F. certificate for original pair, this the bottom stamp. Scott $325.

Estimate $200 - 300

1139 HH

5¢ blue, vertical coil, (351), o.g., never hinged, crisp and bold, striking color, handsome example of this
scarce coil stamp, Very Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

1140 HH/H

5¢ blue, vertical coil, (351), pair, o.g., hinged at bottom, never hinged at top, fresh, deep rich color, nicely
centered for this difficult pair, quite attractive; straight edge at bottom from paste up, Very Fine; with 2006 P.F.
certificate. Scott $465 as singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

1141 HH

1¢ green, horizontal coil, (352), pair (3mm spacing), left stamp with paste-up in left margin, o.g., never
hinged, fresh and attractive, interesting position piece, scarce pair, Very Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott
$550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1142 HH

2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, (353), pair (3mm spacing), o.g., never hinged, bright and attractive, handsome
example of scarce coil pair; nibbed corner perforation at bottom left, Very Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate for strip
of four from which it came. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

1143 H

2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, (353), guide line pair, o.g., small hinge remnant, bright and well centered, scarce
and attractive line pair, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

1144 H

4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil, (354), pair (3mm spacing), o.g., lightly hinged, crisp, vibrant color, pleasing
example of this difficult pair, F.-V.F. and attractive; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate
$300 - 400

1145 H

5¢ blue, horizontal coil, (355), pair, o.g., barest trace of hinge, bold color, very well centered, choice example
of this difficult and desirable coil, Very Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 600

1142

1144
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1909 BLUISH PAPER AND COMMEMORATIVE ISSUES

1146

1147

1148

1149

1146 HH

1¢ green, bluish paper, (357), o.g., never hinged, superior example of this very difficult stamp, huge margins,
strong bluish paper, immaculate gum, stunning stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate graded XF 90
and 1989 P.F. certificate for block from which it came. SMQ XF 90; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

1147 HH

1¢ green, bluish paper, (357), o.g., never hinged, fresh with full flawless gum, very appealing example of this
difficult experimental paper, Very Fine; with 1987 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $190.
Estimate $200 - 300

1148 HH

2¢ carmine, bluish paper, (358), o.g., never hinged, bright, immaculate, very well balanced margins, choice
example of this difficult blue paper, Strong Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $170.
SMQ VF 80; $170.
Estimate $150 - 200

1149 HH

2¢ carmine, bluish paper, (358), o.g., never hinged, fresh, exceptionally large margins, strong bluish paper,
far superior to most of these tough stamps, Very Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate for block from which this
Estimate $150 - 200
came. Scott $170.

1150 H

6¢ red orange, bluish paper, (362), o.g., previously hinged, wonderful color on clean paper, lightly hinged,
F.-V.F.; with 2020 P.F. certificate for original pair, this the right stamp. Scott $1,250. Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

1151 H

6¢ red orange, bluish paper, (362), o.g., previously hinged, remarkably fresh w juicy color on clearly blued
paper; F.-V.F.; with 2020 P.F. certificate for original pair, this the left stamp. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

1150



1151

1152

1152 H

6¢ red orange, bluish paper, (362), o.g., small hinge remnant, vibrant color on nicely blued paper,
reasonable margins for this difficult stamp, handsome, F.-V.F.; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800

1153 H

10¢ yellow, bluish paper, (364), o.g., hinged, bright color, strong bluing, exceptionally attractive example of
this scace stamp, a tremendous opportunity to aquire this difficult item at a bargain price; tiny hinge thin, Very
Fine, Ex-O’Hern; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1154 H

13¢ blue green, bluish paper, (365), o.g., previously hinged, your lucky 13, with pristine color on clearly blued
paper; outstanding centering for this notorious issue, Very Fine for this, be ready to bid rhythmically for this
blue; with 1962 and 2020 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $2,200 - 2,500

1153
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1155
1155 H

1156

1157

1158

15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper, (366), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, intense color, handsome example of this
scarce and difficult stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1156 HH

2¢ Lincoln, imperf, horizontal coil, (368H), strip of 5, o.g., never hinged, rare and outstanding coil strip,
beautifully balanced margins, choice, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,150+.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1157 HH

2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper, (369), sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, bright and beautiful, strong bluing,
huge balanced margins for this tough stamp, magnificent example in every respect, Extremely Fine; with
photocopy of 2011 P.S.E. certificate for block from which it came. Scott $300.
Estimate $350 - 500

1158 HH

2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper, (369), o.g., never hinged, fresh attractive stamp, strong bluing, large margins,
Estimate $200 - 300
pleasing example, Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $300.

1159 Ha

2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper, (369), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged, with imprint and
plate “4979”; as perfect a plate of this sought-after stamp as you’ll hope to find, its color and detail flawless,
each stamp with exceptional centering, Very Fine, feast on this plate; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,750.

Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

1159

1910-1911 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, SL WATERMARK

1160

1160 m

4¢ brown, (377), deep dark rich color and impression within the most monstrously large margins imaginable,
and so equally balanced, Superb, only one example graded higher, this one of the most desirable examples
available and a “head turner”, ex Kirke; with 2011 P.F. and 2007 P.S.E. certificates graded Superb 98J. SMQ
Superb 98J; $400.
Estimate $400 - 500
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1161

1162

1163

1164

1165

1161 HH

5¢ blue, (378), o.g., never hinged, a magnificent stamp with heart-pounding, intense color, sharp details and
lily-white paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, a real looker; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott $65.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $475.
Estimate $350 - 450

1162 HH

6¢ red orange, (379), o.g., never hinged, vibrant color, just about perfectly centered with large margins
all around, superior stamp for the most demanding collectors, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2008 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $475.
Estimate $400 - 500

1163 HH

8¢ olive green, (380), o.g., never hinged, a breathtaking stamp with glorious color, solid detail, and outstanding
centering, Extremely Fine, a superior Washington-Franklin; with 2019 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $200.
SMQ XF 90; $450.
Estimate $400 - 500

1164 HH

10¢ yellow, (381), plate number single, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage only, lovely shade, large
balanced margins, marvelous example of this desirable stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E.
Estimate $250 - 350
certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $325.

1165 H

10¢ yellow, (381), o.g., lightly hinged, vivid color, huge balanced margins, sensational example, a remarkable
addition to the finest of collections, an Extremely Fine jumbo; with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. SMQ
XF 90J; $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1166 HH

15¢ pale ultramarine, (382), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, striking vibrant shade, large margins,
fantastic example of this difficult stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate for single and
another for strip from which it came. Scott $500.
Estimate $500 - 750

1167 HH

15¢ pale ultramarine, (382), o.g., never hinged, crisp and sharp, pretty shade, nicely centered example of this
scarce stamp, Very Fine and attractive; with 2013 P.F. certificate graded VF 80 and 1995 P.F. certificate. SMQ
VF 80; $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1168 HH

1¢ green, vertical coil, (385), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, scarce and attractive, bright and handsome
pair, Very Fine; with 2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1169 m

1¢ green, vertical coil, (385), line pair, a remarkable duo, with strong color and pristine paper; cancelled by
St. Louis, MO Air-Mail slogan cancel; perforations weak but intact, Very Fine, an eye-catching line pair, with an
equally appealing cancel; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800

1166
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1170

1171

1172

1170 HH

2¢ carmine, vertical coil, (386), o.g., never hinged, intense, deeply saturated color, immaculate gum, a
particularly choice example, Very Fine; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $280.

Estimate $200 - 300

1171 H

1¢ green, horizontal coil, (387), o.g., barest trace of hinge, fresh, deep rich color, handsome example of
scarce coil, Strong F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate and 2002 P.F. certificate for pair from which it came. Scott
$190.
Estimate $150 - 200

1172 H

1¢ green, horizontal coil, (387), line pair, o.g., previously hinged, Post Office fresh with sharp detail
and warm color, Very Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $1,150. SMQ VF 80;
$1,250.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1173 H

2¢ carmine, vertical coil, (391), guide line pair, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom stamp never hinged), bright vibrant
color, very well centered, elusive line pair, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, terribly undervalued in the catalog.
Scott $260.
Estimate $200 - 300

1174 HH

2¢ carmine, vertical coil, (391), guide line strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, bold and bright, scarce line pair,
desirable strip; tiny margin nick on top stamp at right, F.-V.F.; with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $755 as LP and
singles.
Estimate $350 - 500

1175 H

1¢ green, horizontal coil, (392), guide line pair, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), bright
vibrant color, very well centered, elusive line pair, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90.
Scott $190. SMQ XF 90; $260.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1176

1177

1176 H

2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, (393), guide line pair, o.g., small hinge remnant, bold and bright, attractive line
pair, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2001 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1177 H

2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, (393), guide line pair, o.g., small hinge remnant, fresh, intense color, handsome
example of difficult line pair, F.-V.F.; with 2016 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1178 H

3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil, (394), guide line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, bold rich color, exceptionally well centered,
marvelous line pair, Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $625.

Estimate $400 - 600

1179 H

3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil, (394), line pair, o.g., previously hinged, a lovely pair with warm color and sharp
detail, the perforations falling precisely along the joint line, Very Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate graded VF 80.
Scott $425. SMQ VF 80; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

1180 m

3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil, (394), pair, non-contemporary cancellation, gorgeous looking coil featuring
beautiful centering and striking rich color, Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $200 for “used”.

Estimate $250 - 350

1178

1181

1179

1182

1180

1183

1184

1181 HH

4¢ brown, horizontal coil, (395), line pair, o.g., never hinged, bright sharp detailed color and impression,
Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,700.
Estimate $1,500 - 1,800

1182 HH

4¢ brown, horizontal coil, (395), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, fresh, rich color, scarce and lovely line
pair, strong Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $1,100. SMQ VF-XF
85; $1,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,300

1183 HH

4¢ brown, horizontal coil, (395), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, rich color, fresh and attractive, scarce line
pair, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

1184 HH

5¢ blue, horizontal coil, (396), pair, o.g., never hinged, deep rich color, appealing pair, scarce thus, Very Fine;
with 2000 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1913-1915 PANAMA-PACIFIC ISSUE

1185

1186

1187

1188

1189

1185 HH

1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, (397), o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, huge boardwalk margins all around,
just about perfectly centered, absolutely outstanding example, Extremely Fine to Superb Jumbo; with 2004
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1186 HH

2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, (398), o.g., never hinged, deep intense shade, post office fresh, exceptionally
well centered, premier example, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $200.
Estimate $150 - 250

1187 HH

10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange yellow, (400), o.g., never hinged, an exceptional stamp with intense,
clean color, on pristine paper with boardwalk margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, simply gorgeous; with 2020
P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott $250. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

1188 HH

10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange yellow, (400), o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous stamp, with strong, sunny
color, clear impression and pristine paper—and mathematically centered to boot, Extremely Fine to Superb;
with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott $250. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

1189 HH

10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange yellow, (400), o.g., never hinged, bright color, fresh and choice, large
margins, wonderful appealing example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $250.

Estimate $250 - 350

1190 HH

10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange yellow, (400), o.g., never hinged, vibrant color, fresh and crisp, pleasing
example, Choice F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

1191 Ha

10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange yellow, (400), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, plate
“6130” on wide selvage; Post Office fresh color and paper; hinged at position 4 and in plate number selvage
tab; perforation separations between selvage and position 1, F.-V.F., a scarcer to locate plate block than the
catalog price indicates. Scott $2,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

1191
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1192

1193

1194

1192 HH

1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10, (401), o.g., never hinged, huge perfectly balanced margins, sharp color and
impression, if you’re looking for the best forget the rest, a Superb gem Jumbo, Top of the Pop, HIGHEST
POSSIBLE GRADE, listed in the SMQ at $1,350 in the grade of 100, ; with 2013 P.S.A.G. certificate graded
Gem 100J. SMQ Gem 100J.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,500
Photo on the front cover.

1193 HH

2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10, (402), o.g., never hinged, dazzling color, bright white paper, balanced boardwalk
margins, extraordinary example, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $325.
Estimate $250 - 350


1194 HH

2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10, (402), plate number single, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage only,
particularly deep shade, well centered large margins, fresh and choice; small insignificant scuff on selvage,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200

1195 HH

5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10, (403), o.g., never hinged, intensely colored, sharply printed, and beautifully
centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a golden opportunity; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 85. Scott
$375. SMQ VF-XF 85; $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

1196 HH

5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10, (403), a choice mint example, o.g., never hinged, bright, fresh and nearly perfectly
centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $300 - 400

1197 H

10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10, (404), o.g., lightly hinged, rich vibrant color, beautifully balanced margins,
exceptional example, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $600 - 800

1198 HH

10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10, (404), o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh with vibrant color, F.-V.F. Scott $650.

Estimate $400 - 600

1199 H

10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10, (404), o.g., previously hinged, with intensely warm color on pristine paper, F.V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $350 - 450

1200 H

10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10, (404), slightly disturbed o.g., deep rich color, opportunity to obtain a quite
attractive example with slight defect at a bargain price; small hinge thin, Very Fine appearance; with 2019 P.F.
certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1912-1916 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUES

1201

1202

1203

1204

1201 (H)

1¢ green, (405), vertical pair, unused without gum, large right margin pair with vertical perforation shift leaving
8mm of design on margin, wonderful freak; some surface soiling, perforations reinforced by hinge, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300


1202 HH

7¢ black, (407), o.g., never hinged, deep black on bright white, extreme contrast, large to huge margins,
excellent example of this elusive stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $150.

Estimate $150 - 200

1203 HH

2¢ carmine, vertical coil, (411), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, clean and vibrant, exceptionally well
centered, fantastic pair, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VFXF 85; $165.
Estimate $150 - 200

1204 HH

1¢ green, horizontal coil, (412), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, bold and immaculate, absolutely outstanding
line pair, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $400. Estimate $300 - 400

1205 HH

2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, (413), pair, o.g., never hinged, rich color, fresh and choice, handsome pair,
almost Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $260.
Estimate $150 - 250

1206 H

2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, (413), guide line pair, o.g., hinged, bright and attractive, excellent pair, trimmed
to include parts of adjoining stamps on both sides, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $275.

Estimate $200 - 300

1207 HH

8¢ pale olive green, (414), o.g., never hinged, intense color, deep shade, post office fresh and choice, huge
balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $90.
Estimate $150 - 200

1208 HH

9¢ salmon red, (415), o.g., never hinged, vivid color, fresh and bright, large perfectly balanced margins,
fantastic example, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP
95; $650.
Estimate $500 - 650

1209 HH

10¢ orange yellow, (416), o.g., never hinged, deep lovely shade, large balanced margins, marvelous example,
Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

1205
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1210

1211

1212

1213

1214

1215

1210 HH

12¢ claret brown, (417), o.g., never hinged, a grand Franklin with enticing color and proof-like printing, plus
near-perfect centering on fresh, clean paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, a lovely stamp; with 2020 P.S.A.G.
certificate graded 95. Scott $90. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $625.
Estimate $400 - 600

1211 HH

15¢ gray, (418), o.g., never hinged, fresh and choice, large balanced margins, exceptional example, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1212 HH

20¢ ultramarine, (419), o.g., never hinged, a lovely Washington-Franklin, with impeccable color on lilywhite paper; margins solid to large all around, Very Fine, pretty; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.

Estimate $300 - 400

1213 H

20¢ ultramarine, (419), o.g., small hinge remnant, strong attractive shade, exceptionally well centered,
outstanding example, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $275.

Estimate $250 - 350

1214 H

20¢ ultramarine, (419), o.g., lightly hinged, deep vibrant shade, bright, large margins, fabulous example, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1215 HH

30¢ orange red, (420), o.g., never hinged, a perfectly centered beauty, with intense color, solid details and likenew paper, Extremely Fine, a wonderful Washington-Franklin; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90. Scott
$230. SMQ XF 90; $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

1216

1217

1218

1219

1220

1221

1216 H

50¢ violet, S.L. watermark, (421), o.g., hinged, intense shade, bright white paper, excellent margins, terrific
example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

1217 H

50¢ violet, D.L. watermark, (422), o.g., very lightly hinged, stunning shade on brilliant paper, incredibly well
balanced margins, fresh and choice, Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90;
$300.
Estimate $250 - 350

1218 H

50¢ violet, D.L. watermark, (422), o.g., lightly hinged, lovely violet shade, fresh and bright, splendid example,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $250.

Estimate $200 - 300

1219 H

$1 violet brown, (423), o.g., lightly hinged, intense shade, sharp impression, particularly pleasing example,
Very Fine and attractive; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $450. Estimate $350 - 450

1220 H

$1 violet brown, (423), o.g., hinged, sharp detail in crisp color; nicely balanced margins centered slightly to
foot, Very Fine, pretty; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 80. Scott $450. SMQ VF 80; $450.

Estimate $300 - 400

1221 H

$1 violet brown, (423), o.g., previously hinged, fresh and sharp, intense color, large margins, choice and
desirable, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1222

1222 H

2¢ rose red, (425), bottom left corner margin horizontal pair, o.g., hinge remnants re-inforcing separations,
an amazing looking pair with wild perforations due to foldover, incredible item; small tear at top of left stamp,
seperation on foldover crease, attractive Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $200 - 300

1223 HH

1914, 3¢ deep violet, (426), aniline ink “pink back” variety, o.g., never hinged, sharp rich color and detailed
impression within perfect margins, Superb, only three examples graded higher according to PSE’s population
report, ex Killien; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $850.
Estimate $750 - 850

1224 HH

3¢ deep violet, (426), o.g., never hinged, clear aniline dye PINK BACK, huge balanced margins, immaculate
condition, amazing and interesting stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XFSUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

1225 H

4¢ brown, (427), extraordinary example, vibrant color, huge perfectly balanced margins, clearly amoung the
finest in existence and deserving of a place in a primier collection, Superb, only three stamps grade higher
(98J), ; with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $1,900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1226 HH

11¢ dark green, (434), o.g., never hinged, outstanding eye-popping stamp, rich intense color, post office fresh,
huge boardwalk margins all around, amoung the finest available, Extremely Fine to Superb Jumbo; with 2005
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J and 2004 P.F. certificate for block from which it came. SMQ XF-SUP 95J;
$650.
Estimate $500 - 750

1227 HH

12¢ claret brown, (435), o.g., never hinged, primier example, intense color, fresh and bright, large perfectly
balanced margins, extraordinary, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $475.
Estimate $400 - 500

1228 H

20¢ ultramarine, (438), o.g., lightly hinged, subtle shade, lovely stamp, large even margins, appealing example,
Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

1229 H

20¢ ultramarine, (438), o.g., lightly hinged, bright, lovely shade, large margins all around, arresting example,
Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $185.
Estimate $200 - 300

1223

1224

1225

1228
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1230

1231

1232

1233

1234

1230 H

30¢ orange red, (439), o.g., lightly hinged, intense color, fresh and choice, handsome example, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate for block from which it came. Scott $210.
Estimate $150 - 200

1231 HH

50¢ violet, (440), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh with lovely pastel color, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $500 - 750

1232 H

50¢ violet, (440), o.g., lightly hinged, vibrant color, fresh and bright, huge beautifully balanced margins,
exceptional example of this tough high value, Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ
XF 90; $650.
Estimate $500 - 700

1233 H

50¢ violet, (440), o.g., lightly hinged, very nicely centered and attractive example, far above normal for this
tough stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $350 - 500

1234 HH

1914, 1¢ green, vertical flat plate coil, (441), o.g., never hinged, paste up tab margin at bottom, a Superb
gem, valued at $400 in grade of 100, one of only two recorded examples, according to PSE’s population report,
TOP of the POP! the highest SMQ grade of this issue is Gem 100, this stamp is 100J and should be worth
considerably more; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J. SMQ Gem 100J.
Estimate $300 - 400

1235 HH

1¢ green, horizontal flat plate coil, (443), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, brilliant color and freshness,
exceptionally well centered, choice line pair, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1980 P.F. certificate for strip of
four. Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

1236 HH

2¢ carmine, horizontal flat plate coil, (444), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, bold and vibrant,
choice, elusive and handsome pair, Very Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. and 1990 P.F. certificates.Scott $650.

Estimate $400 - 600

1237 H

3¢ violet, horizontal flat plate coil, (445), pair, o.g., hinged, vibrant color, huge margins all around, exceptional
Estimate $500 - 750
pair, Extremely Fine; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $500.

1238 H

4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil, (446), pair, o.g., lightly hinged, rich color on brilliant white paper, appealing
example of this difficult coil, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1239 HH

5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil, (447), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, deep shade, fresh and choice,
scarce pair, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 600

1235

1236

1238
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1240

1241

1242

1243

1240 HH

2¢ red, type I, vertical rotary coil, (449), line pair, o.g., never hinged, a fresh pair with warm color, clean paper
and solid detail, V.G.-Fine, an incredibly scarce item, as reflected in Scott’s catalogue value; with 2018 P.F.
certificate. Scott $28,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

1241 HH

2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil, (453), o.g., never hinged, bright and attractive, scarce coil,
large beautifully balanced margins, elusive and desirable thus, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.F.
certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350

1242 H

2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil, (453), pair, o.g., lightly hinged, excellent example
of this elusive coil pair, fresh and well centered, Very Fine; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.

Estimate $250 - 350

1243 HH

2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil, (453), line pair, o.g., never hinged, a pretty item with clear color
and design detail, cleanly printed on fresh paper, Very Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,450.

Estimate $800 - 1,000

1244

1245

1246

1247

1244 H

2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil, (453), guide line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, vibrant color, scarce
line pair, handsome and desirable, Choice Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80 and 1995 P.F.
certificate. Scott $675. SMQ VF 80; $675.
Estimate $500 - 700

1245 H

2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil, (453), line pair, o.g., previously hinged, with intense color and
sharp printing; paper clean and hingeing light; natural gum skip not mentioned on accompanying certificate,
Very Fine, a rockin’ joint; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 80. Scott $675. SMQ VF 80; $675.

Estimate $500 - 600

1246 m

2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil, (454), line pair, pretty with soft color, clear detail and fresh paper;
lightly struck duplex spanning the pair, F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate for original strip of three. Scott $600.

Estimate $300 - 400

1247 H

3¢ violet, horizontal rotary coil, (456), pair, o.g., lightly hinged, lovely subtle shade, handsome example of
scarce coil pair, F.-V.F. and attractive; with 1981 P.F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1248

1249

1248 HH

5¢ blue, horizontal rotary coil, (458), o.g., never hinged, outstanding example of this difficult coil, magnificent
color and centering, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP
95; $200.
Estimate $200 - 250

1249 HH

5¢ blue, horizontal rotary coil, (458), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, deep blue shade, fresh and choice,
outstanding line pair, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

1250 HH

1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil, (459), pair, o.g., never hinged, rich radiant color and impression,
Superb, the highest grade attained thus far, no examples graded higher according to PSE’s population report,
TOP of the POP! ; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded Superb 98. Scott $650. SMQ Superb 98; $800.

Estimate $750 - 850

1251 HH

2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil, (459), pair, o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, large balanced margins
all around, exceptional pair, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 and 1996 P.F. certificates. Scott $650.

Estimate $600 - 800

1252 H

2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil, (459), pair, o.g., lightly hinged, deep rich color, fresh and choice, large
balanced margins, outstanding example of scarce coil pair, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott
$425.
Estimate $350 - 500

1253 H

2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil, (459), pair, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and choice, large balanced margins,
scarce genuine and premium pair, Extremely Fine; with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $425. Estimate $350 - 500

1254 HH

1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil, without crease, (459), line pair, o.g., never hinged, captivating rich
shade; a beautiful multiple that is seldom found without the crease along the joint line; a wonderful opportunity,
Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,500. SMQ XF 90; $1,750.

Estimate $1,500 - 1,800

1255 HH

1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil, (459), guide line pair with normal crease, o.g., never hinged, post
office fresh bold alluring color and crisp impression, Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90.
Scott $875. SMQ XF 90; $1,050.
Estimate $850 - 1,000

1250

1253
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1256

1257

1256 H

$1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10, (460), o.g., lightly hinged, marvelous example, fresh and sharp,
excellent margins all around, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1969 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.

Estimate $600 - 800

1257 H

$1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10, (460), o.g., lightly hinged, deep rich color, large margins, scarce
stamp, appealing example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 700

1258 HH

2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11, (461), o.g., never hinged, crisp and bright, choice example
of this difficult stamp, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $325.

Estimate $300 - 350

1259 HH

2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11, (461), o.g., never hinged, with bright color, good detail and
pristine paper; three perfectly balanced margins, the right side oversized, Very Fine, pretty; with photocopy of
2009 P.F. certificate for top plate block of 20. Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 300

1260 HH

2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11, (461), o.g., never hinged, sound color, crisp details and likenew paper; margins well-balanced, Very Fine, a nice stamp; with photocopy of 2009 P.F. certificate for top plate
block of 20. Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 300

1261 HH

2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11, (461), o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, scarce and
undervalued, handsome example, F.-V.F. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

1262 HH

3¢ violet, (464), o.g., never hinged, a great-looking Washington-Franklin with fresh color, impression and
paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, only three stamps grade higher in the Population Report, ; with 2020 P.S.A.G.
certificate graded 95. Scott $165. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $950.
Estimate $600 - 800

1263 HH

3¢ violet, (464), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, large margins all around, a particularly well centered
example, marvelous, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2012 P.S.E. certificate for block from
which it came. Scott $165.
Estimate $150 - 200

1264 HH

4¢ orange brown, (465), o.g., never hinged, bright and beautiful, strong color, large margins all around,
distinctive and desirable example, conservatively graded Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1265

1266

1267

1265 HH

5¢ blue, (466), o.g., never hinged, deep rich color, fresh, large balanced margins, exceptional stamp, far better
then the overall block from which it came, Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80 for block.
Scott $150.
Estimate $200 - 250

1266 H

5¢ carmine error, (467), the single error in a strip of 3, slightly disturbed o.g., scarce and desirable error, fresh
and bright, appealing strip; tiny fiber inclusion on error, Fine and attractive; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott
$425.
Estimate $250 - 350

1267 HH

6¢ red orange, (468), o.g., never hinged, fresh, large margins all around, attractive and desirable example
of this tough stamp, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $190.

Estimate $200 - 250

1268 HH

8¢ olive green, (470), o.g., never hinged, outstanding example of this stamp, exceptional color on brilliant
white background, large beautifully balanced margins, most pleasing overall, Extremely Fine; with 1989 P.F.
certificate for block from which it came. Scott $115.
Estimate $200 - 250

1269 HH

9¢ salmon red, (471), o.g., never hinged, fresh and choice, alluring color, excellent margins, premium example,
Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate for block from which it came. Scott $125.
Estimate $150 - 200

1270 H

15¢ gray, (475), o.g., lightly hinged, lovely stamp, strong shade, exceptionally well centered, choice example,
Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90 (grade omitted from cert) and 2000 P.F. certificate.
SMQ XF 90; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1271 H

20¢ light ultramarine, (476), slightly disturbed o.g., rich color, large balanced margins, most appealing
example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300

1272 ma

1916, 20¢ light ultramarine, (476), block of 4, target cancels, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott
$130.
Estimate $250 - 300

1268
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1273

1274

1275

1273 HH

1917, 50¢ light violet, (477), o.g., never hinged, electrifying color and impression within large and
balanced margins, truly impressive position piece, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,900.

Estimate $1,400 - 1,600

1274 H

50¢ light violet, (477), o.g., lightly hinged, lovely example, vibrant color, large margins all around, strong
appeal, Very Fine and attractive; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800

1275 H

50¢ light violet, (477), o.g., previously hinged, fresh and bold, handsome example of this elusive stamp, Very
Fine, Ex-O’Hern; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800

1276 H

$1 violet black, (478), o.g., lightly hinged, crisp, intense color, huge boardwalk margins all around, outstanding,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine Jumbo; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85J and 1999 P.F. certificate.
SMQ VF-XF 85J; $700.
Estimate $500 - 700

1277 H

$1 violet black, (478), o.g., lightly hinged, intense color, nicely centered, attractive and desirable dollar value,
Very Fine; with 2017 and 2004 P.F. certificates. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

1278 HH

$1 violet black, (478), o.g., never hinged, outstandingly warm color, clean paper, three balanced to large margins,
Fine; with photocopy of 2020 P.F. certificate for original block of four, this position 4. Scott $1,400.

Estimate $350 - 400

1279 HH/Ha

1916, $1 violet black, (478), block of 4, o.g., hinged (bottom left stamp never hinged), rich luxuriant color and
impressions within boardwalk neatly matched margins, Extremely Fine, well centered multiples of these higher
values are truly scarce, ; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $4,600 as singles.

Estimate $3,500 - 4,500
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1280

1281

1282

1283

1284

1280 HH

$2 dark blue, (479), o.g., never hinged, deep rich color, pristine, large perfectly balanced margins, fabulous
example, Extremely Fine; with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $750. Estimate $600 - 800

1281 HH

$2 dark blue, (479), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh with deep, dark color and a horizontal guide line
showing across top perfs, Very Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

1282 HH

$2 dark blue, (479), o.g., never hinged, fresh and sharp, deep color, large margins, lovely example of
this difficult high value; very light vertical gum crease, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $475.

Estimate $300 - 400

1283 H

$2 dark blue, (479), o.g., lightly hinged, deep intense color, outstanding balanced margins, fantastic example
of this high value, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $210.
Estimate $200 - 300

1284 H

$2 dark blue, (479), o.g., lightly hinged, deep color, huge almost perfectly balanced margins, marvelous
example, Extremely Fine. Scott $210.
Estimate $200 - 300

1285 HH

$5 light green, (480), o.g., never hinged, outstanding stamp, bright and bold, exceptional centering, suitable
for the most discriminating collector, Extremely Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $400 - 600

1286 HH

$5 light green, (480), o.g., never hinged, fresh and exceptionally well centered, Very Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $350 - 500

1287 H

$5 light green, (480), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptional high value, crisp and bright, incredibly centered,
outstanding, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $170.
Estimate $200 - 300

1288 Ha

$5 light green, (480), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, plate “8016”; in Spring-fresh green,
exactly printed on pristine paper; hinged position 2 (others never hinged) and plate number tab, natural gum
crease, Very Fine, a lovely high denomination plate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1285
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1288
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1289

1290

1289 HHa

1¢ green, imperf, electrolytic plate, (481), full wide top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, wide top plate of
this scarce and desirable experimental electrolytic plate, outstanding and undervalued, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1290 HHa

1¢ green, imperf, electrolytic plate, (481), bottom plate #13376 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, excellent
example of this scarce and desirable experimental electrolytic plate, fresh and choice, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

1291 HH

1917, 3¢ violet, vertical coil, (489), o.g., never hinged, rich full color and impression for a stamp that is not
often found this stunning, did we mention the massive jumbo margins, Superb; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate
graded Superb 98J. SMQ Superb 98J; $250.
Estimate $250 - 300

1292 (H)

2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil, (491), pair, unused without gum, rare coil pair, vivid color and impression,
very presentable example; small tears in bottom margin, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,750.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1293 HH

3¢ violet, type I, horizontal coil, (493), pair, o.g., never hinged, the picture of perfection, with details crisp and
clear in luxurious color; margins as close to perfect as you’re likely to find, Extremely Fine to Superb, a grand
coil; with 2019 P.F. certificate graded XF-S 95. Scott $75. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $275.
Estimate $250 - 350

1294 HH

3¢ violet, type I, horizontal coil, (493), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, ecceptionally well centered example,
choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $230.
Estimate $200 - 300

1291

1293
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1295

1296

1297

1295 HH

1917, 4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil, (495), pair, o.g., never hinged, juicy mouth watering color and
impression within balanced near perfect margins, Superb, only two examples graded higher according to
PSE’s population report, ; with 2003 P.F. certificate and 2008 P.S.E. certificate Superb 98. SMQ Superb 98;
$475.
Estimate $400 - 500

1296 HH

4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil, (495), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, lovely shade, bold and beautifully
centered, fantastic line pair, Extremely Fine; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $350.

Estimate $250 - 350

1297 HH

10¢ orange yellow, horizontal coil, (497), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, fresh and attractive example of
this difficult line pair, Choice Very Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $260.
Estimate $200 - 300

1917-1919 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, PERF. 11

EX 1298

1298 HH/H

Washington-Franklins, perf 11, 1¢ to $1, (498//518), set is missing 500 and 505, o.g., mostly never hinged
(11¢, 15¢ and $1 lightly hinged), F.-V.F.; 499 with 2017 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $624.
Estimate $400 - 500

1299 Ha

1¢ green, (498), top left corner margin block of 4, o.g., hinge remnant, exciting zig-zag perforations caused by
foldover, a marvelous block; thin spot, attractive Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $250 - 350

1299
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1300

1301

1302

1300 HH/Ha

1¢ green, (498), bottom left corner margin strip of 4 with siderographer’s initials, o.g., lightly hinged (top 3
stamps never hinged), remarkable appearing foldover, outstanding position piece, attractive and desirable, F.V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1301 HH/Ha

2¢ rose, type I, (499), top left corner margin strip of 3, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom 2 stamps never hinged),
preprinting foldover causing partial missing design on top stamp, printed on back of selvage, also freak
perforations, scarce and facinating error, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

1302 HH/Ha

2¢ rose, type I, (499), top left corner margin block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (3 stamps never hinged,
faint fingerprint on one), crazy perforations caused by foldover, interesting and attractive block, Fine.

Estimate $200 - 300

1301
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1303

1304

1303 HHa

2¢ rose, type I, (499), right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (small gum inclusion on one), reverse setoff
of plate number and two partial designs on right selvage, interesting and unusual, excellent extra spice for
collection or exhibit, F.-V.F., Ex-Frey.
Estimate $200 - 300

1304 HH/Ha

2¢ rose, type I, (499), top plate block of 8, o.g., lightly hinged (6 stamps never hinged, gum crease through
three stamps), striking 1/3 perforation shift on excellent plate block, a wonderful showpiece, Very Fine and
unusual.
Estimate $250 - 350

1305 HH

2¢ deep rose, type Ia, (500), o.g., never hinged, with eye-popping color on pristine paper, wonderfully centered
with clean detail, Very Fine, a worthy addition to any album page; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $550.

Estimate $350 - 500

1306 H

2¢ deep rose, type Ia, (500), o.g., lightly hinged, strong vibrant color, fresh and bright, large margins, striking
example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2016 P.F. certificate for block from which it came.
Scott $250.
Estimate $250 - 350

1307 H

2¢ deep rose, type Ia, (500), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, deep color, large margins all around, far superior
to most of these scarce type Ia, desirable and undervalued, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $250.

Estimate $200 - 300

1305

1306

1307

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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1308

1309

1310

1308 HHa

3¢ violet, type I, (501), top left corner margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, crazy perforations from foldover,
including mostly imperforate sheet margin at left on top stamp, interesting and unusual variety, Very Fine.

Estimate $200 - 300

1309 HH/Ha

3¢ light violet, type I, (501), left plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnant (bottom 4 stamps never hinged),
denomination at top due to signifigant misperforation, attractive and desirable block, a showpiece, Very Fine.

Estimate $250 - 350

1310 HHa

3¢ dark violet, type II, (502 var), top right corner block of 4, o.g., never hinged, scarce and desirable error,
important and attractive showpiece, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

1311 HH

3¢ dark violet, type II, double impression, (502d), o.g., never hinged, yes, you are seeing double; a
sensational and rarely encountered Washington-Franklin error, with bright color on immaculate paper, the
doubling distinct, Fine for this, so pretty you’ll want to bid twice; with 2017 Crowe and 2018 P.F. certificates.
Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1312 HH/Ha

4¢ brown, (503), top left corner margin block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants (bottom 2 stamps never hinged),
crazy perforations due to foldover, scarce and attractive variety; fold ends in reinforced tear, F.-V.F.

Estimate $200 - 300

1311
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1313

1314

1315

1313 HH

1917, 5¢ blue, (504), o.g., never hinged, full rich blue color and detailed impression within “larger-than-life”
margins that are well-balanced, Extremely Fine to Superb, one could ice skate around these margins; with
2005 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-Sup 95J. SMQ XF-Sup 95J; $250.
Estimate $250 - 300

1314 H

5¢ rose error, (505), in pair with normal, o.g., lightly hinged, bold color, fresh and attractive, scarce and
desirable color error; 2¢ stamp with small thin, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.

Estimate $200 - 300

1315 HHa

5¢ rose error, (505), the single error in a block of 12 with sheet margin at right, o.g., never hinged, 3 normals
lightly hinged, fresh and handsome example of this scarce and desirable error, F.-V.F.; with 1993 P.F. certificate.
Scott $625.
Estimate $350 - 500

1316 m

11¢ light green, perf 10 at top, (511a), exuberant color and crisp detail, all nicely centered; double-oval
cancel; thinned at top and right, otherwise Very Fine appearance, a tough stamp to find in any condition. Scott
$3,750.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

1317 HH

1919, 13¢ apple green, (513), bottom left corner margin single with engravers initials “D.L”, o.g., never hinged,
rich luminous color and impression within larger-than-life margins, a Superb gem, only example graded higher
according to PSE’s population report, this one’s astounding attributes aren’t accounted for in the SMQ we place
it at the top in our books, the peak of perfection! ; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded Superb 98J. SMQ Superb
98J; $800.
Estimate $700 - 800

1316

1317
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1318

1318 HHa

13¢ apple green, (513), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, perforations cut through “3” of left “13”,
interesting and attractive block, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1319 HH

15¢ gray, (514), bottom margin plate number 13282 single, o.g., never hinged, a simply gorgeous stamp with
sharp detail in fresh paper, on pristine paper with massive, perfectly balanced margins, Superb Gem, a Top of
the Pop, PSE listing just one stamp at this grade, the connoisseur’s choice; with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded
Gem 100. Scott $75. SMQ Gem 100; $3,700.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Photo on the front cover.

1320 Ha

20¢ light ultramarine, (515), right plate block of 6, slightly disturbed o.g. and light gum soakage on a few,
vertical perforations at slight angle to top right cutting through stamp designs and plate number at right, scarce
and interesting block, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

1319
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1321

1322

1323

1324

1325

1321 HH

2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11, (519), o.g., never hinged, with intense color, razor-sharp detail and fresh
paper, plus solidly balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a pretty stamp; with 1988 P.F. and 2020
P.S.A.G. certificates, the latter graded 85. Scott $900. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,150.
Estimate $800 - 1,000

1322 HH

2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11, (519), o.g., never hinged, bold vibrant color, large margins, scarce
thus; signed in pencil on back, Very Fine, a truly remarkable example of this difficult to obtain genuine
example, ; with 2013 P.F. certificate graded VF 80 and 2012 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $900. SMQ VF 80; $850.

Estimate $750 - 900

1323 HH

2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11, (519), an outstanding mint example of this scarce stamp, o.g.,
never hinged, post office fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine; signed Costales.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Scott $900.

1324 HH

2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11, (519), o.g., never hinged, intense color, well centered for this difficult
stamp, scarce never hinged example, F.-V.F.; with 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600

1325 HH

2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11, (519), o.g., never hinged, clean paper the canvas for this eye-catching
stamp with rich color and razor-sharp detail, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2019 P.S.E. certificate for original block
of four, this position 4. Scott $900.
Estimate $350 - 400

1326 S

$2 and $5 Franklins, Colonias (Portuguese Specimen) overprint, (523S-524S), mounted on album page,
unused without gum; small scuffs on face of $2, generally F.-V.F., extremely rare, probably unique.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500


1327 H

$2 orange red & black, (523), o.g., previously hinged, a heart-pounding stamp with exuberant colors in precise
registration; margins balanced and large, Extremely Fine, deluxe; with 2019 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott
$500. SMQ XF 90; $650.
Estimate $500 - 650

1328 H

$2 orange red & black, (523), o.g., barest trace of hinge, huge balanced margins, premium dollar value,
choice; slight oxidation, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $650.

Estimate $500 - 650

1326

1327
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1329

1330

1331

1329 H

$2 orange red & black, (523), o.g., previously hinged, an eye-catching example with colors that practically
jump off the fresh paper, Extremely Fine, bright and fresh; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90. Scott $500.
SMQ XF 90; $650.
Estimate $400 - 500

1330 H

$2 orange red & black, (523), o.g., hinged, nice colors, fresh and attractive, handsome example of this dollar
value, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

1331 HH

$5 deep green & black, (524), o.g., never hinged, deep rich colors, fresh with immaculate gum, choice
example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $340.
Estimate $300 - 400

1332 H

1¢ gray green, Offset, (525), corner margin single, o.g., lightly hinged, freak perforations due to
foldover, including partial imperforate sheet margin at right, interesting and attractive example,
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1333 HH/Ha

1¢ gray green, Offset, (525), bottom right corner margin block of 4, o.g., top right lightly hinged (other
stamps never hinged), wild zig-zag perforations due to foldover, fresh and attractive block, F.-V.F.

Estimate $200 - 300

1334 HH

2¢ carmine, Offset, type VI, (528A), o.g., never hinged, vivid color, enormous balanced margins, a remarkable
example of scarce type VI especially in this condition, an Extremely Fine jumbo; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF 90J and 1991 P.F. certificates for single and plate block from which it came. SMQ XF 90J; $375.

Estimate $300 - 400

1335 HH

3¢ purple, Offset, type IV, (530), corner margin single, o.g., never hinged, wild zig-zag perforations due to
double foldover, a scarce and remarkable example, incredible item, Fine and attractive. Estimate $200 - 300

1332
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1334
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1336

1337

1336 HH

3¢ purple, Offset, type IV, (530), o.g., never hinged, brilliantly fresh, enormous perfectly balanced margins,
eye-popping example, Extremely Fine to Superb Jumbo; with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J.
SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1337 HH

2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV, (532), pair, o.g., never hinged, crisp and bright, pristine pair, choice
and desirable, Extremely Fine. Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200

1338 HHa

2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV, (532), corner margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, exceptional
block, large sheet margins on two sides and parts of adjoining stamps on the others, intense shade, amazing
Estimate $350 - 500
in every respect, Superb. Scott $320 + as two pairs.

1339 HH

2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V, (533), o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, gigantic margins all around,
outstanding example, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP
95; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1340 HH

2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V, (533), pair, o.g., never hinged, pristine pair, fresh and vibrant, large margins
all around, extraordinary example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $350 - 450

1341 HH

2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V, (533), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, boldly colored on clean paper,
with margins as large as they come; small spot of staining at top right corner edge, still Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $350 - 450

1338
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1342

1342 HHa

2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type Va, (534), arrow block of 4, o.g., never hinged, huge margins, intense shade,
outstanding block, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP
95; $240+.
Estimate $200 - 300

1343 HH

2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type VII, (534B), o.g., never hinged, with boardwalk margins surrounding a design
in magnificent color and sharp detail, Extremely Fine, a choice addition to your collection; with 2019 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF 90. Scott $3,750. SMQ XF 90; $3,750.
Estimate $3,500 - 4,000

1344 H

2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type VII, (534B), o.g., lightly hinged, intense color and impression vividly displays
the type characteristics, large margins, outstanding example of scarce stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2017 and
2000 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1345 HH

1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10, (538), o.g., never hinged, incredible example of scarce stamp, huge
boardwalk margins all around, amoung the finest available, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2006 P.F. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95 and 2001 P.F. certificate. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $225.
Estimate $200 - 250

1346 HHa

3¢ violet, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10, (541), bottom left margin block of 30, o.g., never hinged, couple
natural inclusions, complete color and impression; pencil notes in margin, position 1 with crease, a Fine
multiple. Scott $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

1343

1344

1345
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1349

1350

1351
1347

1348

1347 Ha

1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 10 x 11, (542), block of 6 with plate number captured on center right
stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, one third off misperforation significantly splitting stamps such that plate number
is completely captured on center right stamp, attractive and unusual example; top right stamp with
thin, F.-V.F.

1348 ma

1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 10 x 11, (542), block of 10 with plate number at left, New York, Dec. 29,
1922, duplex cancels, major misperforation such that right “1” in adjoining stamp and plate number on top left
stamp, interesting and unusual, F.-V.F. and attractive.
Estimate $200 - 300

1349 m

1¢ green, rotary sheet waste, perf 11, (544), an attention-grabbing stamp with clean color and sharp detail
on lily-white paper with a ligth wavy-line cancel; a notoriously poorly centered issue, this stamp is superior to
most with perforations clear of design all around, F.-V.F., a tough stamp; with 2020 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,500
for fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Photo on the front cover.

1350 HH

1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 11, (545), o.g., never hinged, striking example, exceptionally wide stamp
with balanced margins, fresh and lovely, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.

Estimate $350 - 500

1351 H

1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 11, (545), o.g., lightly hinged, tremendous example of scarce stamp, fresh
and attractive, huge margins, marvelous, an Extremely Fine jumbo; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J.
SMQ XF 90J; $350.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1352

1353

1354

1355

1352 HH

2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste, perf 11, (546), o.g., never hinged, fresh, radiant color, elusive 2¢ coil
waste, pleasing example, F.-V.F.; with 2017 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $230.
Estimate $200 - 300

1353 HH

$2 carmine & black, (547), o.g., never hinged, an eye-popping stamp with the most intense colors imaginable,
and in perfect registration; clean paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, oh so pretty; with 2019 P.F. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott $240. SMQ VF-XF 85; $335.
Estimate $250 - 350

1354 HH

$2 carmine & black, (547), o.g., never hinged, vibrant color, pristine condition, select example, Very Fine; with
2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300

1355 H

$2 carmine & black, (547), o.g., very lightly hinged, deep rich colors, huge virtually perfect margins, outstanding
example, Extremely Fine. Scott $110.
Estimate $150 - 200

1356 HH/H

1/2¢ to $5 complete, (551-573), o.g., never hinged, except 50¢ and $5 which are lightly hinged, overall very
fresh and well centered set, Very Fine; 572-573 with 2017 A.P.S. certificates. Scott $813 (photo on website).

Estimate $500 - 750

1922-1925 REGULAR ISSUE

1357

1358

1357 HH/Ha

10¢ orange, (562), corner block of 9, o.g., hinge remnants (5 stamps never hinged), freak perforations due to
foldover, including partial imperforate sheet margin at right, a striking block, V.G.-Fine. Estimate $250 - 350

1358 H

10¢ orange, imperf horizontally, (562a), vertical pair, o.g., previously hinged, with rich color on pristine paper,
all details of the design clearly visible; centered to right as always, but better than most, Very Fine, only 50 pairs
issued, ; with 2008 and 2018 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
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1359

1360

1359 HH

15¢ gray, (566), o.g., never hinged, brilliant stamp, enormous perfectly balanced margins, outstanding example
in every respect, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95;
$190.
Estimate $150 - 200

1360 HH/Ha

15¢ gray, (566), full wide bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., all never hinged except top center stamp lightly
hinged, deep shade, exceptionally well centered overall, marvelous block, Extremely Fine. Scott $275.

Estimate $350 - 500

1361 HH

25¢ yellow green, (568), o.g., never hinged, intense color, large perfectly matched margins, a remarkable
example in every respect, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XFSUP 95; $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

1362 HHa

25¢ yellow green, (568), top right corner margin pair, o.g., never hinged, wild zig-zag perforations due to
foldover in selvage, interesting and attractive piece, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1361

1362
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1363

1363 HHa

30¢ olive brown, (569), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, a wide top with plate
“14438”; wonderful color and detail; paper pristine, Very Fine, very difficult to find this nice. Scott $475.

Estimate $500 - 600

1364 HH

$1 violet black, (571), o.g., never hinged, a magnificently printed stamp with design clear, color fresh, and
margins mathematically perfect, Superb, only six stamps grade higher according to the PSE’s Population
Report, destined for the finest collection; with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded Superb 98. Scott $85. SMQ SUP
98; $775.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1365 ma

1923, $5 carmine lake & dark blue, (573a), horizontal center line block of 8, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $345.
Estimate $350 - 400

1364

1365
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1923-2012 ISSUES

EX 1366

1367

1366 HH

1923-26, rotary definitives, perf 10, 1¢ to 10¢ complete, (581-591), o.g., never hinged, select set, fresh
and choice throughout, includes several exceptional stamps, Very Fine to Extremely Fine set. Scott $371.

Estimate $250 - 350

1367 HH

1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste, (595), plate number single, o.g., never hinged, rich color and
impression with oversized pleasing margins, Extremely Fine, listed at $950 as a plain vanilla 90 without
regard to the Jumbo margins and $2300 in grade of 95, the SMQ does not list a jumbo price of this issue,
which is worth considerably more than the given value; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. SMQ
XF 90J; $1,400.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,400

1368 HH

1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste, (595), an extraordinary mint single, o.g., never hinged, incredibly
fresh and absolutely perfectly centered, a Superb gem; with a 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.

Estimate $600 - 800

1369 HH

1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste, (595), o.g., never hinged, bright and choice, exceptional example of this
difficult 2¢ coil waste, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $450. Estimate $400 - 600

1370 HH

1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste, (595), o.g., never hinged, vibrant color, fresh and choice, excellent
example of this scarce and difficult stamp, much better then usually found, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

1371 H

1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste, (595), o.g., previously hinged, a near-perfect stamp with intense color,
crisp printing and exquisitely balanced margins of pristine paper, Extremely Fine, only two stamps attain a
higher grade in PSE’s Population Report, destined for a collection of distinction; with 2019 P.F. certificate
graded XF 90. Scott $240. SMQ XF 90; $290.
Estimate $300 - 400

1372 HH

1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type II, (599A), pair, o.g., never hinged, excellent example of elusive type
II coil, particularly desirable in pristine condition, Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $350 - 500

1368

1369

1370

1371

1372
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1373

1373 HHa

1923, 2¢ Harding, imperf, (611), plate block of 6, signed in selvage by H.M. Daughetty, Attorney General under
President Harding, o.g., never hinged, fresh and choice plate, interesting and unusual autograph, Extremely
Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $90. SMQ XF 90.
Estimate $200 - 300

1374 HH

1924, 2¢ Huguenot-Walloon, (615), o.g., never hinged, brilliant color, enormous balanced margins, a primier
example, Extremely Fine to Superb Jumbo; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP
95J; $180.
Estimate $150 - 200

1375 HH

1924, 5¢ Huguenot-Walloon, (616), o.g., never hinged, deep rich color on bright white paper, large balanced
margins, outstanding example, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $210.
Estimate $150 - 250

1376 HHa

1926, 2¢ White Plains, (629), corner margin block of 4 with siderographer’s initials, o.g., never hinged, 50%
misperforation spliting stamps and selvage in half, attractive and desirable block, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.

Estimate $200 - 300

1374

1375

1376
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1377

1378

1377 HH

White Plains souvenir sheet, (630), o.g., never hinged, fresh and attractive pane, better then usual overall
centering, intact and appealing; tiny tear in top right selvage, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

1378 HH

White Plains souvenir sheet, (630), o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, exceptionally well centered sheet,
completely intact and choice; few usual gum bends, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, overall a sheet in impeccable
quality. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

1379

1380

1381

1382

1379 HHa

1926, 11/2¢ yellow brown, rotary imperf, without gum breaker ridges, (631 var.), margin block of 4 with
dash, o.g., never hinged, rare position of scarce variety, fresh and choice, interesting and desirable, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

1380 HHa

1926, 11/2¢ yellow brown, rotary imperf, without gum breaker ridges, (631 var.), margin block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, scarce variety, fresh and attractive block, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $200 as singles.

Estimate $200 - 300

1381 HHa

1926, 11/2¢ yellow brown, rotary imperf, without gum breaker ridges, (631 var.), block of 4 with horizontal
gutter, o.g., never hinged, scarce variety position piece, choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $250 as two
pairs.
Estimate $200 - 300

1382 HHa

1926, 11/2¢ yellow brown, rotary imperf, without gum breaker ridges, (631 var.), top left plate block of 4,
o.g., never hinged, rare and desirable plate block of scarce variety, choice and undervalued; light natural gum
Estimate $500 - 750
crease, Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $700.
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1383

1384

1385

1386

1383 HH

1928, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type II, (634A), o.g., never hinged, a great example, with blood-pumping color,
razor-sharp impression, and nicely balanced margins, Very Fine, an attention-grabber on any album page; with
2020 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

1384 HH

1928, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type II, (634A), o.g., never hinged, fresh, intense color, scarce never hinged
example, Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $350 - 500

1385 HH

1929, Kans., 1¢ to 10¢ complete, (658-668), o.g., never hinged, very well centered and very fresh, with
several very difficult better singles, Very Fine. Scott $432.
Estimate $300 - 400

1386 HH

1929, Nebr., 1¢ to 10¢ complete, (669-679), o.g., never hinged, very well centered and very fresh, with
several very difficult better singles, Very Fine. Scott $531.
Estimate $400 - 500

1387 HH

1929, 4¢ Nebr., (673), o.g., never hinged, Martha in all her Midwest magnificence, with every aspect of the
stamp—color, printing, paper, centering—pure perfection, a Superb jumbo, a solo Top of the Pop; PSE’s
Population Report lists two at 100, but no 100J, ; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 100J. Scott $35. SMQ
Gem 100J; $1,600 as “100”.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1388 HH

1929, 6¢ Nebr., (675), o.g., never hinged, fresh, large margins all around, a condition rarity for this very difficult issue,
one of the finest available, Superb; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $1,075.

Estimate $800 - 1,000

1389 HH

1929, 8¢ Nebr., (677), o.g., never hinged, absolutely outstanding example of this especially difficult value, fresh
and brilliant, a magnificent stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $425.
Estimate $350 - 450

1390 HH

1929, 9¢ Nebr., (678), o.g., never hinged, lovely mellow color, incredibly well centered for this quite difficult
issue, choice example suitable for the most discriminating collector, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2007 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

1387

1389
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1391

1392

1391 HHa

2¢ Red Cross, (702), corner margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged (gum skips), freak perforations due to
foldover, attractive and unusual block, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1392 HHa

2¢ Winter Olympics, (716), corner margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged (gum skips), wild zig-zag perforations
due to paper fold, excellent block to add extra spice to an olympic collection or exhibit, Very Fine and attractive.

Estimate $200 - 300

1393 (H)

1¢ A.P.S. souvenir sheet, (730), without gum as issued, very scarce and desirable paper fold, marvelous
piece, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1394 HHa

4¢ Parks, perf’d, (743), corner margin pair, o.g., never hinged (hinge remnants in selvege), wild freak
perforations due to foldover, includes imperforate sheet margin at left, unusual extreme foldover, F.-V.F.

Estimate $200 - 300
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1395

1395 HH

$5 Presidential, red brown & black shade, (834a), o.g., never hinged, a Coolidge that screams perfection,
its colors crisp, its printing clear and its paper pristine, Extremely Fine, rarely encountered this choice; destined
for the finest collection; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $3,000+. SMQ XF 90.

Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1396 HH

5¢ Presidential, horizontal coil, (845), line pair, o.g., never hinged, a doctrinal Monroe, with lovely color
perfectly centered on clean paper, Superb, only three stamps grade higher in PSE’s Population Report, the
connoisseur’s choice; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded Superb 98. Scott $28. SMQ SUP 98; $400.

Estimate $300 - 400

1397 Ha

1¢ Washington, dry printing, (1031b), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, miscut after perforating due to foldover,
causing a full gutter and part of adjoining stamp below left stamp, interesting late phase foldover; crease from
foldover, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1398 Ha

20¢ Monticello, (1047), plate block of 4, disturbed o.g., freak perforations due to foldover, exciting perforation
variety on lovely plate, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1399 HH/Ha

40¢ Marshall, wet printing, (1050), plate block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom 2 stamps never hinged),
extreme perforation variety due to foldover, results in imperforate sheet margins at top and right, interesting
and unusual extreme variety, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

1396

1397
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1400

1401

1400 HH

1959, 4¢ San Martin, (1125), corner margin single, o.g., never hinged, foldover after perforating but before
panes cut apart resulting in full gutter and diagonal appendage at right, striking variety, Very Fine and attractive.

Estimate $150 - 200

1401 HHa

1971, 8¢ Eisenhower, (1394), plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged, freak perforations due to foldover, extreme
example creating large appendage at top and left with partial to full imperforate sheet margins, delightful
showpiece, Very Fine and attractive.
Estimate $200 - 300

1402 HHa

1980, 15¢ Christmas, imperf, (1843a), horizontal plate block of 20, o.g., never hinged, scarce and outstanding
block, a showpiece; tiny corner crease at bottom left, Extremely Fine, approximately 10 sheets sold, ; with 2009
A.P.S. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

1403 HHa

1989, $1 Johns Hopkins, (2194), plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, perferations displaced so that most of
denomination at top, interesting and attractive, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1402

1403

1403
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1404

1404 HHa

2012 (45¢) Love Ribbon, die cutting omitted, (4626a), full pane of 20, position 5 of the press sheet, o.g.,
never hinged, a lovely example of this modern error; small internal crease, Very Fine, unpriced in Scott, ; with
2019 P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

AIRMAIL

1405

1406

1405 HH

1928, 5¢ Beacon, (C11), due to paper fold, corner margin single, o.g., never hinged, an absolutely astonishing
example of zig-zag perforations; expected creases, Extremely Fine, oustanding showpiece worthy of an
exhibition collection. 
Estimate $500 - 750
Photo on the back cover.

1406 H

1930, 5¢ Winged Globe, (C12), corner margin single, o.g., hinge remnants re-inforcing separations, crazy
perforations due to foldover, causing pennant shaped bottom selvage and partial imperforate at bottom of
stamp, interesting and unusual, Very Fine and attractive.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1407

1407 HH

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), o.g., never hinged, a handsome stamp with warm color, nice detail and
pristine paper, plus pleasing centering, Very Fine, would look great on your album page; with 2018 P.F. certificate
graded VF 80. Scott $925. SMQ VF 80; $950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1408 HH

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete, (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged, iconic set, 65¢ and $1.30 well centered with
large margins, $2.60 bit off-centered but still attractive; gum bends, an F.-V.F. set. Scott $1,640.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

1409 HH/H

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete, (C13-C15), an outstanding mint set, o.g., 65¢ never hinged, others lightly
hinged, fresh and well centered, Very Fine. Scott $1,125.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1410 HH

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, (C13), Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, dead-on perfect centering with large
margins and intense color, Superb Gem, quite possibly the finest known example of this popular stamp, ; with
2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded Gem 100. Scott $250. SMQ Gem 100; $4,450.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1411 HH

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, (C13), o.g., never hinged, crisp and bright, gigantic margins, an outstanding example
of this iconic and popular stamp, an Extremely Fine jumbo; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90J and
2005 P.S.E. certificate. SMQ XF 90J; $575.
Estimate $450 - 600

1412 H

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, (C13), o.g., lightly hinged, vivid color, large well balanced margins, premium example
of popular Zeppelin, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $175. Estimate $200 - 300

1409

1410
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1413

1414

1413 HH

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, (C13), o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, clean and handsome example of this
popular Zepp, Very Fine. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200

1414 m

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, (C13), duplex cancel, nicely floating within balanced margins, Extremely Fine to
Superb; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1415 HH

1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, (C14), right margin plate number single, plate “20085”, o.g., never hinged, a
magnificent Zeppelin, leaving nothing to be desired for color or detail; paper pristine, and margins balanced
and large, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, worth grading; with 2016 P.F. certificate for original block of four. Scott
$575.
Estimate $500 - 600

1416 HH

1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, (C14), o.g., never hinged, crisp fresh example, large margins, sought after dollar
value Zeppelin stamp, Very Fine and attractive. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 500

1417 H

1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, (C14), o.g., previously hinged, a Graf that’s off the charts, with simply perfect color,
detail and centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, the Population Report may list higher-graded examples, but
you’ll find none prettier than this; with 2019 P.F. certificate graded XF-S 95. Scott $375. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $475.
Estimate $400 - 500


1418 HH

1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, (C14), o.g., never hinged, with remarkably crisp detail in warm color; paper,
perforations and gum all Post Office fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a worthy addition to your collection;
with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 85. Scott $575. SMQ VF-XF 85; $700.
Estimate $400 - 500

1419 H

1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, (C14), o.g., lightly hinged, bright and attractive, marvelous color, handsome
example, Very Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $360.
Estimate $300 - 400

1420 m

1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, (C14), an outstanding stamp with deep, warm color, remarkable centering,
and a nicely struck slogan cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a choice example of this, the hardest of the
Zeppelins to find well-centered; with photocopy of 2018 P.F. certificate for original pair, this the right stamp.
Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

1415

1416

1418

1417

1419

1420
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1421

1422

1421 m

1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, (C14), a gorgeous Zeppelin with intense color, nice centering, and a perfectly
struck Varick Street Station c.d.s., Very Fine, pretty; with 2018 P.F. certificate for original pair, this the left stamp.
Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350

1422 HH

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), o.g., never hinged, a sumptuous stamp with exquisite color, proof-like
printing and pristine paper, all perfectly centered, Superb, only two stamps graded higher in PSE’s Population
Report, an incomparable example; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 98. Scott $925. SMQ SUP 98; $5,000.

Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

1423 HH

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), o.g., never hinged, You want a #C15? We’ve got your #C15 right here—a
paragon of perfection in purity, with every aspect of the stamp as grand as it comes, Superb, only two stamps
grade higher, according to the PSE’s Population Report, win this, and you’ll be floating on air; with 2020
P.S.A.G. certificate graded 98. Scott $925. SMQ SUP 98; $5,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1424 HH

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), bottom margin plate number single, plate “20090”, o.g., never hinged, a
pretty, Post Office fresh Zeppelin with outstanding color and detail, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,000
certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $925. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,050.

1425 HH

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), o.g., never hinged, deep color, fresh and immaculate, excellent example of
this always popular high value Zeppelin stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $825. Estimate $600 - 800

1426 H

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), exceptional example,
large even margins, vibrant color, especially appealing high value, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F.
certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 500

1427 m

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, (C15), top margin plate number single, plate “20092”, a nicely centered position
single with nice color and detail, cancelled by machine slogan, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, pretty; with 2019
P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $550. SMQ VF-XF 85; $725.
Estimate $500 - 700

1428 HH

1931, 5¢ Winged Globe, rotary, (C16), o.g., never hinged, huge exceptionally well centered margins, an
incredible example of this usually difficult stamp, choice, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95 and 1992 P.F. certificate. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

1423

1426
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1429

1429 H

1937, 50¢ China Clipper, (C22), o.g., very lightly hinged, if at all (we do not see the hinge!), gem indeed, with
unquibblable color, detail paper or centering; even the gum appears never hinged (despite the accompanying
certificate), Superb Gem, a Solo Top of the Pop. as this will be the sole o.g. 100 when PSE adds it
to its census, ; with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $750 for n.h. “100”.

Estimate $500 - 750

1430 HHa

1937, 50¢ China Clipper, (C22), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, awesome wide top example - a rare
position showpiece, as there are less than 100 full wide tops known to exist; a wonderful opportunity to acquire
Estimate $3,000 - 3,500
a great rarity, F.-V.F.

1431 HHa

1949, 6¢ carmine, (C39), block of 6, o.g., never hinged, miscut due to foldover causing full gutter and diagonal
appendage above top right and part of middle stamps, appealing and unusual variety, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1430

1431
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1432

1979, 21¢ Chanute, se-tenant, (C94a), plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, freak perforations due to foldover
causing extra triangle selvage with bizzare perforations including mostly imperforate top margin single,
wonderful showpiece, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1432 HHa

SPECIAL DELIVERY AND REGISTRY

1433

1434

1435

1433 HH

1893, 10¢ orange, (E3), o.g., never hinged, excellent bold color, fresh and attractive, appealing example; light
diagnol crease, F.-V.F. Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350

1434 H

1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked, (E4), o.g., hinged, special, indeed, with immense color, proof-like detail,
and racetrack margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, get your running shoes on for this one; with 2020 P.S.A.G.
certificate graded 95. Scott $850. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $2,250.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1435 H

1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked, (E4), plate number single, o.g., hinged, deep rich color, attractive and
desirable plate single, large margins all around, consevatively graded Very Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate
graded VF 80. Scott $850. SMQ VF 80; $900.
Estimate $800 - 1,000

1436 HH

1895, 10¢ blue, (E5), o.g., never hinged, like-new paper countering the design in deep color and sharp detail;
interesting inking flaw at “Y” of “Delivery”, Very Fine, a Post Office fresh item; with 2019 P.F. certificate graded
VF 80. Scott $500. SMQ VF 80; $500.
Estimate $400 - 500

1437 S

1895, 10¢ blue, overprinted “Universal Postal Congress”, (E5SO), exceptional centering and very fresh,
o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, finest known example. Scott $250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1436
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1438

1439

1440

1438 HH

1902, 10¢ ultramarine, (E6), top margin single with imprint, o.g., never hinged, deep rich ultramarine color and
a full complete impression, large counterbalanced margins that are oversized, Very Fine, an excellent position
piece; with photocopy of 2018 P.F. certificate for pair. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

1439 H

1902, 10¢ ultramarine, (E6), plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, lovely ultra shade, large margins
including huge margin at bottom, desirable example; light gum stain in bottom margin and mostly in selvage,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

1440 HH

1911, 10¢ ultramarine, (E8), o.g., never hinged, vibrant color and impression, immaculate gum, highly
desirable example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $240. Estimate $200 - 250

1441 HH

1914, 10¢ ultramarine, (E9), o.g., never hinged, strong shade and impression, huge margins, striking example,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $525.

Estimate $400 - 500

1442 H

1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine, (E10), o.g., small hinge remnant, delicate subtle shade, huge margins, extremely
appealing stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $320.
Estimate $250 - 350

1443 HH

1917, 10¢ ultramarine, “ANILINE DYE” variety, (E11 var), so-called “pinkback”, o.g., never hinged,
deep shade, huge margins all around, outstanding example of this scarce variety, important item, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine Jumbo; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85J. SMQ VF-XF 85J.

Estimate $300 - 400

1441

1442
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1444

1444 HHa

1917, 10¢ ultramarine, (E11), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, terrific wide top
plate, fresh and exceptionaly appealing; light gum bends on two left stamps, Very Fine. Scott $340.

Estimate $300 - 400

1445 HH

1922, 10¢ gray violet, (E12), o.g., never hinged, marvelous stamp, fresh and bright, enormous margins all
around, prime example in every respect, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP
95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1446 HH

1922, 10¢ deep ultramarine, (E12a), o.g., never hinged, immaculate gum, enormous margins all around,
incredible stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $275.

Estimate $200 - 300

1447 HH

1925, 15¢ deep orange, (E13), o.g., never hinged, outstanding example, large perfectly balanced margins,
amoung the finest available; slight oxidation, Superb, only one stamp grades higher in the PSE’s population
report, ; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

1448 HH

Registry, 1911, 10¢ ultramarine, (F1), o.g., never hinged, bold color, beautifully centered, fantastic example
of this tough stamp, Extremely Fine. Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200

1445

1446

1447
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1449

1449 HHa

Registry, 1911, 10¢ ultramarine, (F1), Full Wide top margin block of 56 with plate number and imprint, o.g.,
never hinged, a remarkable survivor, with wide top and alluring color on pristine paper; wonderfully preserved,
with several individual stamps that look to grade, Very Fine, you won’t see another multiple like this for quite
some time. Scott $11,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

POSTAGE DUE

1450

1451

1452

1453

1450 HH

1879, 1¢ brown, (J1), o.g., never hinged, fresh and crisp, vivid color and impression, large margins, rarely
seen this nice in never hinged pristine condition, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $260.

Estimate $200 - 300

1451 H

1879, 30¢ brown, (J6), o.g., lightly hinged, strong deep shade, very well centered for this difficult stamp,
excellent example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85;
$400.
Estimate $300 - 400

1452 HH

1884, 2¢ red brown, (J16), o.g., never hinged, fresh, vibrant shade, extremely appealing example especially
never hinged, Very Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

1453 H

1884, 10¢ red brown, (J19), o.g., hinged (tiny gum inclusion), bright, intense color, nice margins, scarce
stamp, Very Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1454

1455

1456

1457

1458

1459

1454 HH

1884, 30¢ red brown, (J20), o.g., never hinged, brilliant, bold color, beautifully centered, outstanding example
of this difficult stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500

1455 HH

1891, 1¢ bright claret, (J22), o.g., never hinged, intense color on bright white paper, incredible balanced
margins, outstanding example worthy of the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1990 P.F.
certificate. Scott $85.
Estimate $200 - 300

1456 HH

1891, 3¢ bright claret, (J24), o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, lovely color, large margins all around,
particularly attractive example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300

1457 HH

1891, 3¢ bright claret, (J24), o.g., never hinged, a lovely Due with intoxicating color, deep detail and fresh
paper; margins nicely balanced, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, an eye-catching stamp; with 2019 P.F. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott $180. SMQ VF-XF 85; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1458 HH

1891, 5¢ bright claret, (J25), o.g., never hinged, it may be a 5¢ stamp, but this is a definite “10”: intoxicating
color, incredible depth of detail and gorgeous centering on fresh paper, Extremely Fine, a real winner; with
2003 P.S.E. and 2020 P.S.A.G. certificates, the latter graded 90. Scott $290. SMQ XF 90; $600.

Estimate $350 - 500

1459 HH

1891, 5¢ bright claret, (J25), o.g., never hinged, crisp, vivid color, well centered, prime example, Very Fine.
Scott $290.
Estimate $250 - 350

1460

1461

1462

1463

1464

1465

1460 HH

1891, 10¢ bright claret, (J26), o.g., never hinged, fresh and choice, intense color, nicely centered, outstanding
example in pristine condition, Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

1461 HH

1891, 10¢ bright claret, (J26), o.g., never hinged, bright vibrant color, sharp and desirable stamp, scarce in
this condition, Very Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1462 H

1891, 50¢ bright claret, (J28), o.g., very lightly hinged, deep shade, crisp and bold, handsome example of this
Estimate $400 - 600
scarce stamp, Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $600.

1463 HH

1895, 3¢ deep claret, (J33), o.g., never hinged, crisp, bold color, handsome example, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350

1464 H

1894, 10¢ deep claret, (J35), o.g., very lightly hinged (light gum bends), large margins, bright and vibrant,
exceptional appearance, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350

1465 HH

1895, 3¢ deep claret, (J40), part imprint single, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage only, bright and
bold, large margins for this, attractive and appealing, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2014
P.S.E. certificate for strip from which it came. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1466

1467

1468

1469

1470

1471

1466 HH

1895, 5¢ deep claret, (J41), o.g., never hinged, pristine stamp, bright and crisp, handsome example, Very
Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $280.
Estimate $200 - 300

1467 H

1897, 30¢ deep claret, (J43), o.g., hinged, huge balanced margins, fresh and bright, absolutely astonishing
appearance; slight thin, otherwise an Extremely Fine jumbo. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

1468 HH

1910, 10¢ deep claret, (J49), o.g., never hinged, marvelous example, pristine condition, huge margins all
around, impressive and desirable stamp, Extremely Fine. Scott $280.
Estimate $300 - 400

1469 HH

1914, 1¢ carmine lake, (J52), o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, large margins, pristine example, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2018 P.F. certificate for block from which this came. Scott $220.

Estimate $200 - 300

1470 HH

1914, 1¢ carmine lake, (J52), o.g., never hinged, crisp and vibrant, beautifully balanced margins, fabulous
example, Choice Very Fine. Scott $220.
Estimate $200 - 300

1471 HH

1914, 1¢ dull rose, (J52a), o.g., never hinged, lovely shade, fresh and pristine, wonderful example; tiny
inclusion, Choice Very Fine. Scott $230.
Estimate $200 - 250

1472 HH

1914, 2¢ dull rose, (J53a), o.g., never hinged, lovely shade, fresh and choice, excellent margins, exceptional
eye-appeal; light natural gum bend, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 250

1473 HH

1914, 30¢ carmine lake, (J57), o.g., never hinged, bright, intense color, large margins all around, particularly
appealing example, very conservatively graded Very Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80 and 1997
Estimate $400 - 600
P.F. certificate. Scott $525. SMQ VF 80; $500.

1474 HH

1916, 2¢ rose, (J60), o.g., never hinged, lovely subtle shade, nice large balanced margins, choice; light
diagonal gum bend, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750

1475 HH

1916, 2¢ rose, (J60), o.g., never hinged, a pretty Due with florid color and crisp detail, on fresh, clean paper,
Very Fine, SMQ’s lower value makes no sense; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 80. Scott $650. SMQ VF
80; $575.
Estimate $400 - 500

1476 HH

1917, 5¢ carmine, (J64), strip of 4 with sheet margin at right, o.g., never hinged, diagonal perforation causing
oddly shaded stamps, fresh and choice, a striking variety, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Estimate $250 - 350

1472

1473

1474

1475

1476
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1477

1478

1479

1480

1490

1491

1477 HH

1917, 30¢ carmine rose, (J66), o.g., never hinged, fresh, intense color, large balanced margins, chioce, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $220.
Estimate $200 - 300

1478 HH

1930, 5¢ carmine, (J73), o.g., never hinged, immaculate condition, large perfectly matched margins, amoung
the finest examples available, Extremely Fine to Superb, only two stamps graded higher on PSE’s population
report, ; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $200.
Estimate $200 - 250

1479 HH

1930, 30¢ carmine, (J75), o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous stamp printed to show off the engraver’s skill; crisp
detail, jump-off-the-page color and lily-white paper, all with margins more balanced than the grader, Extremely
Fine, a wonderfully pretty stamp; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90. Scott $275. SMQ XF 90; $425.
Estimate $300 - 400


1480 HH

1930, 30¢ carmine, (J75), o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, nicely centered example of this difficult stamp,
Strong Very Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1481 HH

1930, 50¢ carmine, (J76), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, large margins all around, exceptional quality
for this challenging stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $600.

Estimate $500 - 600

1482 HH

1930, 50¢ carmine, (J76), bottom margin plate number single, o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous stamp horridly
undergraded in our opinion; wonderful color pristinely printed on fresh paper, with plate “20230” in selvage,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 85. Scott $375. SMQ VF-XF 85; $450.
Estimate $350 - 450


OFFICES IN CHINA

1483

1484

1485

1486

1483 HH

1919, 8¢ on 4¢ brown, (K4), o.g., never hinged, bold and brilliant color, large margins all around, outstanding
example of this difficult issue, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.S.E. certificate for block from which it
came. Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200

1484 HH

1919, 10¢ on 5¢ blue, (K5), o.g., never hinged, fresh, deep rich color, large margins, choice example, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200

1485 HH

1919, 12¢ on 6¢ red orange, (K6), o.g., never hinged, bright vibrant color, lovely balanced margins, a most
appealing example of this tough issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $210.
Estimate $200 - 300

1486 HH

1919, 14¢ on 7¢ black, (K7), o.g., never hinged, both stamp and overprint with intense color; margins balanced
like a gymnast, Extremely Fine, a top-notch example; with 1987 and 2017 P.F. certificates, the latter graded XF
90. Scott $215. SMQ XF 90; $525.
Estimate $400 - 500
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1487

1487 H

1919, 14¢ on 7¢ black, (K7), o.g., lightly hinged, strong color, huge perfectly matched margins, astonishing
example of this difficult stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1488 HH

1919, 16¢ on 8¢ olive bister, (K8), o.g., never hinged, intense shade, large margins, marvelous example
of this elusive value, difficult to find in this premium condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.S.E.
certificate for block from which it came. Scott $170.
Estimate $150 - 200

1489 HH

1919, 24¢ on 12¢ claret brown, (K11a), top right margin single, o.g., never hinged, a grand positional with
intense, deep color and crisp overprint; solid margins with selvage top and right oversized, Very Fine, a scarce
and undercatalogued stamp, ; with photocopy of 2019 P.S.E. certificate for original block of four. Scott $260.

Estimate $250 - 300

1489

1490

1491

1492

1493

1494

1495

1490 HH

1919, 40¢ on 20¢ deep ultramarine, (K13), o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh wide margined stamp in a
wonderful state of preservation, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $275. SMQ XF
90; $775.
Estimate $700 - 800

1491 HH

1919, 40¢ on 20¢ deep ultramarine, (K13), o.g., never hinged, fresh vibrant color, striking example, choice,
F.-V.F. and attractive. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

1492 HH

1919, 60¢ on 30¢ orange red, (K14), o.g., never hinged, crisp and bright, bold color, large margins all around,
extraordinary eye-catching stamp, Extremely Fine. Scott $260.
Estimate $300 - 400

1493 H

1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet, (K15), o.g., lightly hinged, strong shade, large well centered margins, excellent
example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1494 HH

1919, $2 on $1 violet brown, (K16), o.g., never hinged, fresh and attractive, three huge margins, scarce and
desirable, Very Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $925.
Estimate $600 - 800

1495 HH

1922, 4¢ on 2¢ carmine, (K18), o.g., never hinged, bright and vibrant, large balanced margins, exceptionally
attractive example of this difficult stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $210.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1496

1497

1498

1499

1500

1501

1496 H

Agriculture Dept., 1873, 24¢ yellow, (O8), o.g., previously hinged, sunny, intense color on crisp paper; nice
definition, especially in yellow, Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350

1497 H

Executive Dept., 1873, 6¢ carmine, (O13), o.g., hinged, handsome well-margined stamp; deep rich carmine
color; a beautiful example of this tough Executive Department issue, Extremely Fine, seldom encountered
in such wonderful condition, ; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $2,050.

Estimate $1,800 - 2,000

1498 HH

Justice Dept., 1873, 30¢ purple, (O33), o.g., never hinged, with bright, enticing color on immaculate paper;
light horizontal crease, Fine, likely unique never hinged, ; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,300.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

1499 H

Navy Dept., 1873, 15¢ ultramarine, (O42), o.g., previously hinged, with color rich enough to shiver anyone’s
timbers on whitecap paper with solid plank-like margins all around, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, just a pretty
stamp; with 2020 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $375. SMQ VF-XF 85; $525. Estimate $450 - 550

1500 H

Post Office Dept., 1873, 10¢ black, (O51), o.g., hinged, the USPOD delivered perfection with this stamp,
with pristine color, paper and impression—and margins that would make today’s USPS accountants envious,
Superb, a solo Top of the Pop, as PSE’s Population Report lists only one 90J, and they only price to a 95, ;
with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 98. Scott $140. SMQ SUP 98; $575 as a “95”. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1501 H

State Dept., 1873, 6¢ dark green, (O60), o.g., hinged, an honestly intense Abe, with heart-stopping color,
proof-like impression, and pristine paper; a great example of a soundly centerd ship of State, Extremely
Fine, a Top of the Pop, PSE’s Population Report noting just one stamp at this grade, forget diplomacy—bid
aggressively; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90. Scott $220. SMQ XF 90; $500. Estimate $350 - 500

1502 HH

Treasury Dept., 1879, 6¢ brown, (O110), o.g., never hinged (natural gum wrinkle), tremendous bottom left
corner margin single with enormous margins and warm rich color, Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate for
strip/5, from which it came - left stamp from strip. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
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EX 1503

1504

1505

1506

1507

1503 S

Officials, 1875 Special Printing, 19 different, overprinted “Specimen”, (O1SD//O84SD), O1SD, O2SD,
O9SD (only 354 sold), O10SD-O14SD, O15SD, O16SD, O35SD, O36SD, O47SD, O57SD, O58SD, O72SD,
O73SD, O83SD and O84SD, without gum as issued, very difficult to find just a few of these, even more
difficult to find in such large selection; a few small faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,945.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1504 S

Interior Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 3¢ vermilion, overprinted “Specimen”, (O17SD), without gum as
issued; scissor clipped perfs as you often see on these special printings, F.-V.F. centering, only 88 sold. Scott
$2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1505 S

Interior Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 6¢ vermilion, overprinted “Specimen”, (O18SD), without gum as
issued, very rare; reperforated at top, Fine centering, only 83 sold, ; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,500.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1506 S

Interior Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 12¢ vermilion, overprinted “Specimen”, (O20SD), without gum as
issued, very bright color; partially clipped perfs at left as you usually see on these special printings, F.-V.F., only
75 sold. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

1507 S

Interior Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 15¢ vermilion, overprinted “Specimen”, (O21SD), without gum as
issued, very rich color; reperforated at right and bottom, Fine, only 78 sold, ; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$2,500.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1508 S

Interior Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 24¢ vermilion, overprinted “Specimen”, (O22SD), without gum as
issued, proof like color; pulled perf at left, Fine, only 77 sold. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $800 - 1,000

1509 S

Interior Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 30¢ vermilion, overprinted “Specimen”, (O23SD), without gum as
issued, proof like color; reperforated at left and bottom, Very Fine centering, only 75 sold, ; with 2016 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1510 S

Interior Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 90¢ vermilion, overprinted “Specimen”, (O24SD), without gum as
issued, proof like color and impression; usual scissor separated perforations, nearly Fine centering, only 77
sold. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1511 S

Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 1¢ purple, overprinted “Sepcimen” (error), (O25SDa), without gum
as issued, difficult to find sound, Choice Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate
$1,500 - 2,000

1512 S

Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 1¢ purple, overprinted “Sepcimen” (error), (O25SDa), without gum
as issued, rare overprint error; small diagonal crease at upper right, Very Fine centering with large margins for
this issue; with 2012 P.F. certificate and 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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1513 S

1513

1514

1515

1516

1517

1518

Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 3¢ purple, overprinted “Specimen”, (O27SD), without gum as issued,
brilliant pastel color; pulled perf at right, F.-V.F. centering, only 178 sold. Scott $1,250. Estimate $600 - 800

1514 S

Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 12¢ purple, overprinted “Specimen”, (O30SD), without gum as
issued, razor sharp impression, Fine, only 154 sold, ; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded F 70. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800


1515 S

Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 24¢ purple, overprinted “Specimen”, (O32SD), without
gum as issued, gorgeous color; small tear at top, Very Fine centering, only 150 sold. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800


1516 S

Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 24¢ purple, overprinted “Specimen”, (O32SD), without gum as
issued, proof like impression; reperforated at right, F.-V.F., only 150 sold. Scott $1,250. Estimate $500 - 750

1517 S

Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 30¢ purple, overprinted “Specimen”, (O33SD), without gum as
issued, gorgeous color; tiny hinge thin and reperforated at right, Very Fine centering, only 150 sold, ; with 2016
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

1518 S

Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 90¢ purple, overprinted “Specimen”, (O34SD), without
gum as issued, proof like color within large jumbo margins, F.-V.F., only 152 sold. Scott $1,250.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

1519 S

Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 90¢ purple, overprinted “Specimen”, (O34SD), without gum as
issued, proof like color; reperforated at top, small thin, a few clipped perfs, F.-V.F., only 152 sold. Scott $1,250.

Estimate $400 - 600

1520 S

Navy Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 1¢ ultramarine, overprinted “Sepcimen” (error), (O35SDa),
without gum as issued, proof like color, rare error, Very Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,750.

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1521 S

Navy Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 1¢ ultramarine, overprinted “Sepcimen” (error), (O35SDa), without
gum as issued, beautiful pastel color; reperforated at left, Very Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,750.

Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1522 S

Navy Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 2¢-3¢ ultramarine, overprinted “Specimen”, (O36SD-O37SD), without
gum as issued, beautiful pastel shades; 3¢ is reperforated at top, F.-V.F., only 126 of 3¢ were sold. Scott
$1,825.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1523 S

Navy Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 3¢ ultramarine, overprinted “Specimen”, (O37SD), without gum as
issued, gorgeous impression; reperforated at right, Extremely Fine centering, only 126 sold. Scott $1,750.

Estimate $800 - 1,200
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1524 S

1524

1525

1526

1527

1528

1529

Navy Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 3¢ ultramarine, overprinted “Specimen”, (O37SD), without gum as
issued, sharp impression; reperforated at bottom, Fine centering, only 126 sold, ; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $1,750.
Estimate $600 - 800

1525 S

Navy Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 7¢ ultramarine, overprinted “Specimen”, (O39SD), without gum as
issued, Extremely Fine, only 501 sold. Scott $550.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1526 S

Navy Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 10¢ ultramarine, overprinted “Specimen”, (O40SD), without gum as
issued, nearly Fine, only 112 sold. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $600 - 800

1527 S

Navy Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 12¢ ultramarine, overprinted “Specimen”, (O41SD), without gum as
issued; straight edge at bottom, F.-V.F. centering, only 107 sold. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1528 S

Navy Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 24¢ ultramarine, overprinted “Specimen”, (O43SD), without gum as
issued, bright pastel color; clipped perfs at bottom, Very Fine centering, only 106 sold, ; with 2016 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1529 S

Navy Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 30¢ ultramarine, overprinted “Specimen”, (O44SD), without gum as
issued, brilliant bright color; tiny perf tears, F.-V.F. centering, only 104 sold, ; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$1,750.
Estimate $600 - 800

1530 S

Post Office Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 1¢ black, overprinted “Specimen” inverted, (O47SDb), without
gum as issued, bright fresh color, Very Fine, extremely rare sound, ; with 1974 and 2016 P.F. certificates. Scott
$2,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Photo on the front cover.

1531 S

Post Office Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 1¢ black, overprinted “Specimen” inverted, (O47SDb), without
gum as issued, extremely rare error; manuscript marking at top left and tiny thins, Very Fine centering; with
1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1532 S

Post Office Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 10¢ black, overprinted “Specimen”, (O51SD), without gum as
issued, with luxuriant color and immaculate printing as expected; overprint sharp; three wonderfully balanced
margins, nearly Very Fine; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

1533 S

Post Office Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 12¢ black, overprinted “Specimen”, (O52SD), without gum as
issued, a flawlessly printed stamp and overprint, with three balanced margins, the bottom margin large, Very
Fine, fresh; very nice for this; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1534 S

Post Office Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 15¢ black, overprinted “Specimen”, (O53SD), without gum as
issued, very rare special printing; partial clipped perfs at left and right, Fine centering, only 82 sold, ; with 2016
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1535

1536

1537

1538

1539

1535 S

Post Office Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 90¢ black, overprinted “Specimen”, (O56SD), without gum as
issued, very rare special printing; clipped perfs at top, Very Fine, only 82 sold, ; with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1536 S

Post Office Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 90¢ black, overprinted “Specimen”, (O56SD), without gum as
issued, very rare; reperforated at left, F.-V.F. centering, only 82 sold, ; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $800 - 1,000


1537 S

State Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 2¢ bluish green, overprinted “Sepcimen” (error), (O58SDa),
without gum as issued, very rare special printing, Very Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1538 S

State Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 2¢ bluish green, overprinted “Sepcimen” (error), (O58SDa), without
gum as issued, very rare special printing; clipped perfs at left, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1539 S

State Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 30¢ bluish green, overprinted “Specimen”, (O66SD), without gum
as issued, exceptionally well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 249 sold, ; with 2016 P.F. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott $600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Photo on the front cover.

1540 S

State Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 7¢//90¢ bluish green, overprinted “Specimen”, (O63SD-O67SD),
without gum as issued, very scarce group of special printings; clipped perfs on 15¢ and 90¢, small thins on
12¢ and 90¢, 24¢ has small crease, small tear and thin speck, generally V.G.-Fine centering, quantities sold
ranging from 245 to 280. Scott $2,950.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1541 S

State Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 7¢//90¢ bluish green, overprinted “Specimen”, (O61SD, O62SD,
O65SD, O66SD, O67SD), without gum as issued; some clipped perfs, generally V.G.-Fine centering, quantities
sold ranging from 245 to 791. Scott $2,525.
Estimate $600 - 800

1542 S

Treasury Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 30¢ dark brown, overprinted “Specimen”, (O81SD), without
gum as issued, proof like color; a few shorter perfs at right, Very Fine, only 74 sold. Scott $1,600.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

1543 S

War Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 1¢ deep rose, overprinted “Sepcimen” (error), (O83SDa), without gum
as issued, rare error; short perfs at right and thin, Fine centering. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1544 S

War Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 3¢ deep rose, overprinted “Specimen”, (O85SD), without gum as issued;
reperforated, Very Fine, only 118 sold. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1545

1546

1547

1545 S

War Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 6¢ deep rose, overprinted “Specimen”, (O86SD), without gum as issued,
with warm color on pristine paper; three well-balanced margins, centered to left; small dot of extraneous ink on
Lincoln’s temple, Fine, only 111 sold. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $350 - 500

1546 S

War Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 10¢ deep rose, overprinted “Specimen”, (O88SD), without gum as
issued, exceptionally well centered, proof like color and impression; a couple shorter perfs at bottom, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine, only 119 sold. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1547 S

War Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 12¢ deep rose, overprinted “Specimen”, (O89SD), without gum as
issued, exceptionally fresh, Fine, only 105 sold. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1548 S

War Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 24¢ deep rose, overprinted “Specimen”, (O91SD), without gum as
issued, exceptionally fresh appearance; perf faults at right and bottom, F.-V.F., only 106 sold, ; with 2016 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $600 - 800

1549 S

War Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 30¢ deep rose, overprinted “Specimen”, (O92SD), without gum as
issued, well centered and exceptionally fresh; short perf at left, Very Fine, only 104 sold. Scott $1,400.

Estimate $800 - 1,000

1550 S

War Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 30¢ deep rose, overprinted “Specimen”, (O92SD), without
gum as issued, rare special printing, reperforated Very Fine centering, only 104 sold. Scott $1,400.

Estimate $600 - 800

1551 S

War Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 90¢ deep rose, overprinted “Specimen”, (O93SD), without gum as
issued, proof like color, Fine, only 106 sold, ; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded F 70. Scott $1,400.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

1552 (H)

Treasury Dept., 1879, 90¢ brown, (O113), regummed over small faults, facially fresh with sculptural
details in bright color; three balanced margins, Fine, pretty; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,000.

Estimate $600 - 800
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NEWSPAPER STAMPS

EX 1553

1553 S

1554

1555

1556

1557

1¢ to $1 complete Newspapers Specimens, (PR14SD, PR57SD-PR79SD, PR81SD), o.g., hinged, $1.92
and $24 without gum, overall clean and fresh set; 60¢ with thin and small hole, a few stamps with small thins,
generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,780.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1554 H

1875, 96¢ rose, (PR23), o.g., hinged, in bright, fresh color on lily-white paper, nicely centered; small tear at
upper right and a light crease, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 500

1555 HH

1875, $3 vermilion, (PR25), o.g., never hinged, a pristine, gloriously colored stamp with perfect detail; natural
straight edge at top, Fine, undoubtedly unique as never hinged, ; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500 for
hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1556 HH

1875, $6 ultramarine, (PR26), o.g., never hinged, with sumptuous color cleanly printed on lily-white paper;
certificate notes “perforations trimmed away at top”; consignor considers this a natural straight edge, given
the stamp’s source, Fine, likely unique never hinged, ; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000 for hinged.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1557 HH

1875, $12 blue green, (PR28), o.g., never hinged, printed with exceptional detail in incomparable color; paper
fresh and bright; natural straight edge at top; tiny corner perforation creases at top right and bottom right, Fine,
a unique example never hinged, ; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,750 for hinged. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1558 HH

1875, $24 dark gray violet, (PR29), o.g., never hinged, cleanly printed in beautiful color; detail crisp, paper
clean; natural horizontal gum skip at top right, Fine, a likely unique never hinged example, ; with 2018 P.F.
certificate. Scott $4,750 for hinged.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1559 S

1895-97, 1¢-$100 complete, overprinted “Universal Postal Congress”, (PR114SO-PR125SO), fresh color
and well centered, o.g., hinged, Very Fine, only 125 sets issued. Scott $2,700.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1560 S

1895-97, 1¢-$100 complete, overprinted “Universal Postal Congress”, (PR114SO-PR125SO), difficult set
to find complete, o.g. or without gum; a few small faults (mostly straight edges or clipped perfs), generally F.V.F. appearance, only 125 sets issued. Scott $2,700.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1561 H

1896, $100 purple, (PR125), o.g., lightly hinged, dazzling color and impression, enormous margins all around,
a phenomenal example, amoung the best, Jumbo Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $375 for 98.
Estimate $300 - 400
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PARCEL POST

1562

1562 S

1913, 1¢ to $1 complete, Colonias (Portuguese Specimen) overprint, (Q1S-Q12S), unused without gum;
all except 3¢, 15¢, 50¢ and $1 have straight edges at right, generally F.-V.F. appearance; with 2000 P.F.
certificate for $1, genuine with privately applied “Colonias” handstamp.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1563 HHa

1913, 1¢ carmine rose, (Q1), top right full pane of 45, o.g., never hinged, a pretty pane with bright color and
crisp detail, on fresh paper; wide selvage top and right; position 25 with inclusion, F.-V.F. or better, a great
multiple. Scott $746 (photo on website).
Estimate $500 - 750

1564 HH

1913, 15¢ carmine rose, (Q7), o.g., never hinged, crisp and sharp, large margins all around, a lovely example
of this popular stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2015 P.S.E. certificate for block from
which this came. Scott $170.
Estimate $200 - 300

1565 HH

1913, 20¢ carmine rose, (Q8), o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, extremely well centered, outstanding
example of this beautiful and sought after stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $260.

Estimate $250 - 350

1566 HH

1913, 25¢ carmine rose, (Q9), o.g., never hinged, pristine stamp, large margins, especially appealing example,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $260.

Estimate $200 - 300

1567 HH

1913, 50¢ carmine rose, (Q10), o.g., never hinged, utter perfection of color, detail, paper and centering,
Superb, only one stamp grades higher (at 98J), according to the PSE’s Population Report, corral your
money for this one; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 98. Scott $550. SMQ SUP 98; $7,500.

Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Photo on the front cover.

1568 HH

1913, 50¢ carmine rose, (Q10), o.g., never hinged, a wonderfully fresh example, with rich color, clear detail
and pristine paper, Extremely Fine, choice; with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90. Scott $550. SMQ XF 90;
$1,250.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1569 HH

1913, 50¢ carmine rose, (Q10), o.g., never hinged, intense color, excellent margins, handsome and desirable
stamp, Strong Very Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $600. Estimate $500 - 600
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1570

1571

1572

1573

1570 HH

1913, 50¢ carmine rose, (Q10), o.g., never hinged, with saturated color and clean detail; solid margins show
off the lily-white paper; small paper inclusion not mentioned on accompanying certificate, Very Fine; with 2019
P.F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 500

1571 HH

1913, 75¢ carmine rose, (Q11), o.g., never hinged, excellent example of this popular stamp, fresh and choice,
strong Very Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200

1572 HH

1913, $1 carmine rose, (Q12), o.g., never hinged, intense color on flawless paper; margins well-balanced;
natural straight edge at left, Very Fine, nice. Scott $625.
Estimate $250 - 300

1573 H

1913, $1 carmine rose, (Q12), o.g., lightly hinged, bright and beautiful, choice example of this lovely dollar
value, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

1574 HH

1913, 2¢ dark green, (JQ2), o.g., never hinged, huge margins, crisp and bright, very attractive example,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2016 P.F. certificate for pair from which this came. Scott $160.

Estimate $150 - 200

1575 HH

1913, 10¢ dark green, (JQ4), o.g., never hinged, a stamp that’s got the whole package, with outstanding depth
of color, sharp detail, and pristine paper that is beautifully margined, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, choice; with
2019 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $275. SMQ VF-XF 85; $500.
Estimate $400 - 500

1576 HH

1913, 10¢ dark green, (JQ4), o.g., never hinged, fresh and choice, large margins all around, premium example,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $290.
Estimate $250 - 350

1577 HH

1913, 10¢ dark green, (JQ4), o.g., never hinged, clean and bright, well centered, a choice example, Very Fine;
with 2016 P.F. certificate for pair from which this came. Scott $290.
Estimate $150 - 200

1578 HH

1913, 25¢ dark green, (JQ5), o.g., never hinged, pristine example, balanced margins, choice and desirable,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $185.
Estimate $200 - 300

1579 HH

1928, 25¢ yellow green, (QE4a), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, enormous margins all around, outstanding
example for the most discriminating collector, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $160.
Estimate $150 - 200
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TELEGRAPH

1580

1580 m

California State Telegraph Co., 1870, black & red, (5T2), blue handstamped cancel, Fine. Scott $250.

Estimate $150 - 200

REVENUE

1581

1582

1583

1581 m

1863, 4¢ Playing Cards, perf’d, (R21c), with sensational color on clean paper, plus a wonderfully struck
socked-on-the-nose company cancel dated Dec 9, 1864, Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 450

1582 m

1863, 4¢ Playing Cards, perf’d, (R21c), manuscript cancel, intense color, quite nice example of this scarce
stamp; faint vertical crease at left, shorter perforation at bottom right, Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$750.
Estimate $200 - 300

1583 m

1862, 10¢ Power of Attorney, imperf, (R37a), with intense color on lily-white paper; solid impression and
four ample to large margins; small faults, still Very Fine or better appearance, a lovely stamp; with 2019 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

1584 ma

1862, 15¢ Inland Exchange, imperf, (R40a), irregular block of 5, with warm color and crisp impression;
paper clean; creases to upper left corner plus one running down left column, Very Fine appearance, this is the
second-largest multiple recorded, behind the block of six, Scott value as block of four plus single. Scott $945.

Estimate $350 - 500

1584
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U.S. STAMPS: Revenue

1585

1586

1587

1585 ma

1862, 25¢ Entry of Goods, imperf, (R45a), block of 4, in a remarkable state of preservation, with fresh color
and immaculate paper; clear to full margins all around; the block as a whole cancelled by a single large “Jno
Dallett & Co” manuscript cancel, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1586 m

1862, $5 Probate of Will, imperf, (R92a), 1863 manuscript cancel, ample to large margins, sharp impression,
handsome example, F.-V.F. Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

1587 m

1863, $25 Mortgage, imperf, (R100a), a gorgeous stamp with the most intense color imaginable; nicely
margined though just touching at top right; “Isaac P. Cook/Register of Wills” manuscript cancel; light horizontal
crease, pressed, F.-V.F. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1588 m

1864, $200 U.S. Internal Revenue, perf’d, (R102c), cancel removed, bright colors, attractive appearance,
very nice; wrinkles and creases, F.-V.F. appearance; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $850.

Estimate $200 - 300

1588
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U.S. STAMPS: Revenue

1589

1590

1591

1589 (H)

1871, $1.30 blue & black, (R119), unused without gum, fresh, bold colors and impression, appealing example,
Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

1590 m

1871, $1.90 blue & black, (R122), light cancel, well centered for this, attractive example; corner crease, F.-V.F.
Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200

1591 m

1871, $3.50 blue & black, (R126), manuscript cancel, fresh, exceptionally well centered, choice used example,
Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

1592 m

1871, 2¢ orange & black, center inverted, (R135b), blue handstamp cancel, attractive example of this scarce
and desirable invert; small thin, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

1593 m

1872, $20 orange & black, (R150), light manuscript cancel, lovely color, excellent example of scarce
third issue high value; horizontal crease at bottom, Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $900.

Estimate $300 - 400

1594 m

1874, 2¢ orange & black on green, center inverted, (R151a), manuscript cancel, well centered, scarce and
desirable error, choice, Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $350 - 500

1592
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U.S. STAMPS: Revenue

1595

1595 H

Documentary, 1917, 1¢ carmine rose, (R228), o.g., lightly hinged, bizzare peforations due to foldover
causing mostly imperforate top sheet margin and oddly shaped appended margin, most unusual, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1596 m

Documentary, 1940, $30 vermilion, (R282), a bottom right margin example, in the most heart-warming color
imaginable; crisp detail and pristine paper; evidence of stapling at right, cancelled manuscript on Jan 2, 1941,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, one to write home about. Scott $500 for cut cancel.
Estimate $300 - 400

1597 m

Proprietary, 1874, 50¢ green & black, green paper, (RB8b), blue handstamped cancel, exceptional centering
and appearance for this difficult item, most desirable; slight translucency, minor creases, still Very Fine. Scott
$850.
Estimate $350 - 500

1596

1597
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U.S. STAMPS: Revenue

1598

1599

1600

1601

1602

1603

1598 m

Proprietary, 1875, 6¢ violet blue, rouletted, (RB17c), deep color on crisply tinted paper; light violet handstamp
cancel at bottom; small corner creases top right and bottom left, still F.-V.F., only 88 recorded. Scott $1,100.

Estimate $500 - 750

1599 H

Stock Transfer, 1952, 25¢ bright green, (RD368), o.g., hinged, fresh and bright, scarce value, F.-V.F. Scott
$550.
Estimate $200 - 300

1600 m

Consular Service Fee, 1906, 50¢-$10.00, perf 12, 25¢, perf 11, (RK2-RK7, RK14), most with handstamped
cancels, scarce group, attractive and pleasing; couple of slight defects, $10 with natural straight edge, F.-V.F.
Scott $494.
Estimate $200 - 300

1601 m

Consular Service Fee, 1906, 25¢-50¢, $2-$5, perf 10, (RK8-RK9, RK11-RK13), handstamp cancels ($2
manuscript), scarce group, attractive and desirable; 50¢ minor defect and natural straight edge, Fine. Scott
$978.
Estimate $350 - 500

1602 m

Consular Service Fee, 1924, $1-$5, (RK22-RK25), handstamped cancels, scarce and attractive group, better
then usual, F.-V.F. Scott $540.
Estimate $200 - 300

1603 m

Consular Service Fees, 1925-52, 25¢-$20 complete, (RK27-RK40, RK36a), handstamp cancels, excellent
and difficult to duplicate set, nice group, F.-V.F. Scott $1,032.
Estimate $350 - 500

1604 H

4¢ Dr. E.J. Gounod, medicine die essay, on black, 1862-1883, die essay on india paper, Scott unlisted issue,
Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1605 (H)

Dalley’s Galvanic Horse Salve, 2¢ green, silk paper, (RS73b), unused without gum, a thoroughbred if ever
we saw one, with intensely rich color on pristine paper whose silk threads are clearly visible—and without the
multiple flaws so often encountered on these Private Dies; a couple short or nibbed perforations at top, one at
bottom, noted for accuracy, F.-V.F., a gorgeous stamp. Scott $250.
Estimate $300 - 400

1606 HH

Motor Vehicle Use, 1942, $2.09-$2.92, 1943, $2.50-$2.92, 1945, $2.50-$2.92, (RV1-RV11, RV12-RV23,
RV36-RV47), missing RV14, RV21, o.g., mostly never hinged, virtually all fresh and choice, difficult to assemble
group; couple with natural straight edge, few with slightly disturbed original gum, overall Very Fine. Scott
$1,652 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1604
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U.S. STAMPS: Revenue - Confederate States

1607

1608

1607 (H)

1934, $1 Firearms Transfer Tax, (RY1), without gum as issued, bright and handsome example of this scarce
stamp, much better then usually found, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

1608 HH

1936, $1 Canada Geese, (RW3), o.g., never hinged, excellent example, large margins, choice, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $300 - 400

CONFEDERATE STATES

1609

1610

1611

1612

1613

1609 HH

Confederacy, 1861, 10¢ light blue, (2a), o.g., never hinged (small gum crease at top right), apparent centering:
Gem 100; an amazing stamp featuring the largest margins we have ever seen on a Confederate #2a; a
wonderful opportunity for the collector seeking only the very best, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,100 for common shade.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1610 HH

Confederacy, 1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing, (6), o.g., never hinged, a truly Jumbo Jeff, with
portions of the eight surrounding stamps captured in these massive margins; outstanding color on absolutely
pristine paper, a Superb gem, a top-notch stamp, ; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J. SMQ Gem
100J; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

1611 HH

Confederacy, 1863, 2¢ brown red, (8), o.g., never hinged, a pretty Red Jack on clean paper with margins that
capture the four surrounding cardinal point stamps, a Superb gem, choice; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded
Gem 100. Scott $75 as hinged. SMQ Gem 100; $1,900.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1612 H

Confederacy, 1863, 10¢ blue, “T-E-N”, (9), o.g., previously hinged, vibrant rich hue and detailed impression,
all within generously large to oversized margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a true premium example of a
popular stamp; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $900. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,200. Estimate
$1,000 - 1,200

1613 HH

Confederacy, 1862, 1¢ orange, unissued, (14), o.g., never hinged, rich color and full impression which is
uncommon for this issue, all within huge “Boardwalk” margins with portions of the eight adjoining stamps
present, a Superb gem, according to PSE’s Stamp Market Quarterly, this stamp is priced at $2,550 in the grade
of 100, this example in the highest grade attainable will carry a handsome premium, TOP of the POP! with 2015
P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J. Scott $100. SMQ Gem 100J.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S. POSSESSIONS: Canal Zone - Guam

U.S. POSSESSIONS
CANAL ZONE

1614

Canal Zone, 1904 overprinted U.S. complete, (4-8), o.g., lightly hinged, select set, fresh, exceptionally well
centered for this difficult set, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $395.
Estimate $300 - 400

1614 H

GUAM

1615

Guam, 1900, 1¢ deep green, Exposition Special Printing, (1 var.), o.g., Very Fine, Bartels’ “Special
Surcharge” handstamp on reverse; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1615 H

AS FINE A SIX-CENT SPECIAL PRINTING AS ANY IN EXISTENCE.

1616

1616 H

Guam, 1900, 6¢ lake, Exposition Special Printing, (6 var.), o.g., fresh and virtually perfectly centered,
Extremely Fine to Superb, Ex-Tows; signed Bartels with his penciled “Spl.”
”Spl.”, with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1617 H

Guam, 1899, 10¢ brown, type II, (9), o.g., previously hinged, with rich color and a crisp, clean overprint; paper
fresh; perforations close but clear at left, F.-V.F., a lovely island issue that won’t take a toll on your budget; with

1617

2020 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
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U.S. POSSESSIONS: Guam - Philippines

1618

Guam, 1899, 50¢ red orange, (11a), o.g., never hinged, rare shade, fresh and attractive; minor oxidation, F.V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

1618 HH

HAWAII

1619

Hawaii, 1893, 12¢ red lilac, red overprint, (63), top left corner margin single, o.g., never hinged, particularly
fresh and appealing example of this very difficult stamp, choice corner, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with copy
Estimate $500 - 600
of 2019 P.F. certificate for block from which this came. Scott $400.

1619 HH

PHILIPPINES

1620

1620 H

Philippines, 1901, $5 dark green, (225), o.g., previously hinged, a magnificent Marshall with supreme color,
laser-like detail, a crisply applied overprint, and centering we’d argue is better than the PF’s 90 grade, Extremely
Fine, only 782 sold in 1901, a stamp to please any court; with 2020 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $700.
SMQ XF 90.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1621 HH

Philippines, 1904, 6¢ brownish lake, (231), o.g., never hinged, lively rich shade and crystal-clear impression
within large balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2006 P.F. certificate for block from which it
came. Scott $190.
Estimate $300 - 400

1621
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Address Information
Name ______________________________________________email_____________________________________
Address _____________________________________________________________________________________
City __________________________________State_________________ZIP_________________Country______
Phone (Day) _______________________(Evening)_________________________Fax_______________________

 Please check box if this is a new address and indicate old ZIP (postal) code ________________________
References
FIRM ______________________________________________TELEPHONE_________________________________________
FIRM ______________________________________________TELEPHONE_________________________________________

Bid Information

Please purchase on my behalf, the following lots in your auction sale, June 9-11, 2020 in Danbury, CT. I annex the highest price
I will pay for each lot, it being understood that you will buy for me as much below such limit as possible.

Please note that a premium of 20%* will be added to the hammer price as part of the total purchase price.
Your signature below indicates acceptance of all terms and conditions of this sale listed in this catalogue.
* Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within 15 calendar days from the date of the auction,
shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.

SIGNATURE _____________________________________________DATE______________________________________
The amount of your bids does not include a 20% premium to be added to the hammer price

Lot

Bid

Lot

Bid

Lot

You may increase my bids by the following
percentage
if necessary to win the lot (circle one)
10%
20%
30%
I understand that bids so increased will be reduced to conform to normal bidding intervals and that a Buyer’s Premium of 20% will be added to the total of all purchases.
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CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs,
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency,
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser,
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales,
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.
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